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Abstract

Business processes are essential instruments used for the coordination of or-

ganisational activities in order to produce value in the form of products and

services. Information security is an important non-functional characteristic of

business processes due to the involvement of sensitive data exchanged between

their participants. Therefore, potential security shortfalls can severely impact

organisational reputation, customer trust and cause compliance issues. Never-

theless, despite its importance, security is often considered as a technical concern

and treated as an afterthought during the design of information systems and the

business processes which they support.

The consideration of security during the early design stages of information

systems is highly beneficial. Goal-oriented security requirements engineering ap-

proaches can contribute to the early elicitation of system requirements at a high

level of abstraction and capture the organisational context and rationale behind

design choices. Aligning such requirements with process activities at the oper-

ational level augments the traceability between system models of different ab-

straction levels and leads to more robust and context-aware operationalisations

of security. Therefore, there needs to be a well-defined and verifiable interconnec-

tion between a system’s security requirements and its business process models.

This work introduces a framework for the design of secure business process

models. It uses security-oriented goal models as its starting point to capture

a socio-technical view of the system to-be and its security requirements during

its early design stages. Concept mappings and model transformation rules are

also introduced as a structured way of extracting business process skeletons from

such goal models, in order to facilitate the alignment between the two different

levels of abstraction. The extracted business process skeletons, are refined to

complete business process models through the use of a set of security patterns,

which standardise proven solutions to recurring security problems. Finally, the

framework also offers security verification capabilities of the produced process

models through the introduction of security-related attributes and model checking

algorithms.

Evaluation of this work is performed: (i) through individual evaluation of

its components via their application in real-life systems, (ii) a workshop-based

modelling exercise where participants used and evaluated parts of the framework

and (iii) a case study from the public administration domain where the overall

framework was applied in cooperation with stakeholders of the studied system.

The evaluation indicated that the developed framework provides a structured ap-
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proach which supports stakeholders in designing and evaluating secure business

process models.

Keywords: Information security, goal-oriented security requirements engineer-

ing, business process modelling, business process security
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Business processes are essential instruments used by organisations for the coor-

dination of their activities in order to produce value in the form of products and

services [1]. Therefore, they are an important asset, as they provide the blueprint

to be followed in order to produce value for the organisation. As such, the de-

sign of its business processes directly affects the way an organisation operates.

Thus, the design of business processes is a critical aspect of organisational strat-

egy and operations and is considered as an integral part of the business process

management lifecycle. A number of modelling languages and techniques have

been developed for the design of business processes, attempting to capture and

represent elements of the contextual environment (e.g., actors, resources) under

which a business process will operate.

Non-functional aspects are also critical to the quality and outcome of business

processes. Security is one of them due to the potential impact of its shortcom-

ings for organisations in terms of finances and reputation [2]. A recent global

survey1 interviewed over one thousand stakeholders of global organisations and

discovered that less than 50% of EU organisations are aware of security-related

regulations they are legally obligated to adhere to when conducting business,

while a large percentage of them recognised that a security breach would result

in direct financial loses, erosion of stakeholder value and loss of customer trust.

An important takeaway of such reports is that information security cannot only

be compromised due to the lack of technical controls but also due to the way that

business is conducted. Thus, security shall not be considered as solely a low-level

technical issue but it should be among the main concerns of the high-level organ-

1NTTSecurity - Business Security: Always a Journey, Never a Destination, 2017 Risk:Value
Report.
Available at: http://it.nttdata.com/fileadmin/web data/country/it/Global Report Risk-
Value 2017 A4 UEA v6.pdf
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isational strategy. In terms of business processes, security needs to be treated

as an important process characteristic which needs to be considered during their

early design stages [3]. To that end, specialised security-oriented extensions have

been developed for the majority of the established process modelling languages.

Nevertheless, capturing the rationale behind general and security-related design

choices made during process design and aligning them to high-level strategic goals

of the organisation, is outside of their scope [4].

The goals which an organisation aims to achieve by the execution of its busi-

ness processes can provide highly relevant input during the process design stage.

Goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE) approaches use goals to cap-

ture the rationale behind design-time decisions. Therefore, when paired with

process modelling approaches, they are a useful initial tool during the design of

the business processes [5]. Specifically for the context of security, a number of

security-oriented GORE approaches have been developed for the elicitation of se-

curity requirements which can later be integrated to process models to introduce

security features aligned with the high-level strategy of the organisation.

However, holistic coverage of security is usually quite a complicated task for

most of the existing approaches, which often specialise in either a specific cat-

egory of security requirements (e.g. access control) or are tailored exclusively

for risk management. In addition to that, approaches dealing with process se-

curity are usually equipped to deal with either the organisational (e.g., social

interactions between users) or the technical perspective (e.g., implementation of

security via services) of security. There is, therefore, a lack of a holistic, multi-

perspective approach for designing secure business processes, aligned with organ-

isational strategy. Other than the strategical alignment of security, flexibility is

another desirable quality of business process designs. Due to the rapidly evolv-

ing environment in which organisations compete, continuous adjustment of their

business processes is necessary. Keeping their processes up to date with such

changes could be a challenge for organisations, since designing and implementing

a secure process is a demanding task in terms of time and cost.

This work introduces a framework to guide the design of secure business pro-

cess models derived from high-level, security-oriented goal models, which capture

organisational goals and security requirements. To maintain a mapping between

high level goals and security controls at the operational level, we transform goal

models, created using the well-established Secure Tropos notation [6], as it pro-

vides concrete syntax able to capture both goal and security related concepts,

to security-annotated BPMN 2.0 business process models [7] through the use of
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intermediate hybrid process skeletons [8], [9]. The use of Secure Tropos as the

starting point of the design process supported by the developed framework al-

lows for a holistic security analysis, as it facilitates the elaboration of multiple

perspectives of analysis. More specifically, the original and newly-introduced con-

cepts of the Secure Tropos approach are able to capture the social perspective

of the system to-be, through the modelling of system actors and their interac-

tions and dependencies, and also facilitate the elicitation of security constraints,

security-implementing mechanisms and risk-related aspects. Moreover, the tran-

sition from organisational level Secure Tropos goal models to BPMN 2.0 business

process models, through the use of the hybrid reference process models, allows

the further refinement of the security-related analysis at the operational level of

abstraction. Finally, according the paradigm of design-time variability, the hy-

brid reference process model can generate a large number of similar, but also

slightly different processes [10], according to contextual ad-hoc needs, through

a structured decision support approach, also introduced as a component of the

proposed framework.

The contributions of the proposed framework towards the state of the art

are multi-faceted. As identified through a review of related works, presented

in Chapter 2, even though approaches that combine goal-oriented requirements

engineering and business process modelling exist, the analysis they support is

limited. This work is the first research attempt which takes advantage of the

multiple aspects of security analysis supported by Secure Tropos, extends them

to provide risk-related analysis and decision support capabilities, and provides a

structured way of transitioning to BPMN 2.0 business process models. Moreover,

the intermediate hybrid reference process model, introduced by this work, is a

novel artefact that bridges the gap between the organisational and operational

level of security analysis and also promotes design-time flexibility, as the same hy-

brid reference process model can be instantiated into a multitude of similar but

slightly different business process models, to accommodate situational system

needs. Furthermore, this work also introduces a series of process-level security

patterns to support the instantiation and refinement of the hybrid reference pro-

cess model and a novel set of attribute-based security verification algorithms to

ensure the adherence of the produced business process model to the initial set

of security requirements. Each of the above contributions to the state of the art

are achieved by the orchestrated use of the different components of the proposed

framework, which will be presented in detail in Chapter 3.

Over the next section, basic concepts from the areas of business process man-
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agement and security requirements engineering are introduced and defined in

order to provide the reader with the necessary background information. Next,

the aims, objectives and the research questions, which this work aims to tackle

are presented in Section 1.2 and 1.3. Section 1.4 presents the research method

that will be followed throughout this research project. Finally, the structure of

the document is presented in Section 1.5 and the publications produced during

the lifetime of this research project are presented in Section 1.6.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Business Process Management

Several attempts at defining Business Process Management (BPM) have been

identified in the literature of the area. The most established definition is provided

by [1], stating:

“Business process management includes concepts, methods, and tech-

niques to support the design, administration, configuration, enact-

ment, and analysis of business processes.”

The domain of BPM is interdisciplinary as it borrows concepts from information

technology and business management and applies them to design, analyse, auto-

mate and manage the business processes of an organisation [11]. A generic BPM

lifecycle has been proposed to contextualise and provide order to this multitude of

available actions related to business processes. A number of different views of this

BPM lifecycle have been proposed in literature, from elaborate implementations

(e.g., [1], [12], [13]) to more simplistic views (e.g., [11], [14], [15]). Regardless of

the level of detail used to model the BPM lifecycle, there is a consensus regard-

ing the sequence of the steps followed which are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. A brief

overview of each main stage of the lifecycle will be provided next.
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Figure 1.1: The BPM lifecycle [15]

During the initial stage, Process Design, the business processes of an organ-

isation are mapped to process models using a variety of modelling methods. In

order for the produced model to reflect an accurate representation of reality a

number of contextual factors need to be taken into account during this stage

(e.g., stakeholders, organisational goals etc.). Once an initial version of a process

model has been created, it can be validated in order to verify that certain real-life

properties and limitations of the process have been sufficiently modelled. Many

iterations may be required at this stage in order to produce a complete model

that can provide the framework for the execution of the process at the later stages

of its lifecycle.

The next stage, System configuration, is concerned with configuring the infras-

tructure on which the designed process will be implemented. Such infrastructure

can include a combination of physical IT systems and web-services explicitly con-

figured as per the instructions provided by the process model.

During the Process enactment stage the designed business process is executed

using the previously configured system. During the execution of the process dif-

ferent indicators can be defined in order to assess its performance and thus allow

for runtime process monitoring. Additionally, it is common practice for process

logs, which include information about the different process instances enacted, to

be created and later be used for auditing purposes.

Finally, the Diagnosis stage offers the opportunity for the identification of er-

rors and potential improvements to the execution of the business process. In this

stage, using the generated process logs as input, a number of business activity

monitoring and process mining techniques can be applied in order to assess dif-

ferent aspect of the process performance (e.g., execution time, bottlenecks) and

identify whether and in what degree the executed process differs from its design.
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The outcomes of these analyses can then be used for the redesign of the process,

thus completing the circle and creating a feedback loop for next iterations of the

process lifecycle.

The BPM lifecycle, with its discrete stages, provides a basis for the categorisa-

tion of different modelling standards, execution languages and software platforms

related to the broader area of business process management. More specifically,

as the practice of BPM continues to grow in popularity, an increasing number

of software tools have been introduced in order to standardize and support the

design, management and enactment business processes. Software systems aiming

at supporting the design, implementation and evaluation of business processes

are known as Business Process Management Systems (BPMS)[15], while systems

supporting the automated enactment of the business process execution are known

as Process Aware Information Systems (PAIS) [1].

The main role of such tools is to support and automate the application of

different BPM standards during the lifecycle of a business process. In [15] a

taxonomy of such standards is provided which distinguishes them according to

their position in the BPM lifecycle and their similar characteristics, into the

following groups:

• Graphical standards, expressing a business process in a diagrammatic way

during its design stage. Popular standards within that group range from

simple flowcharts and UML extensions (e.g., UML AD) to more semantically

rich and rigidly defined notations such as BPMN 2.0 [7].

• Execution standards, facilitating the deployment and enactment of processes

by translating the designs into markup process definition languages (e.g.,

BPEL, BPML) which are comprehensible by the process execution infras-

tructure.

• Interchange standards, used as an intermediate layer between graphical and

execution standards. They are used to facilitate data exchanges between

different design and execution languages and act as “non-contextual trans-

lators between graphical standards and execution standards” [15].

• Diagnosis standards, acting as diagnostic tools for the execution and post-

execution analysis of process data for auditing, optimisation (e.g., identi-

fication of bottlenecks), performance evaluation and trend analysis of an

organisation’s processes. Such standards (e.g., BPQL) signify the most re-

cent development in the field, extending its capabilities from simple work-
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flow management techniques to a more holistic approach to business process

management [15].

The focus of the research proposed by this work will be on the design of

secure business processes. Therefore, from the classification previously presented,

increased attention will be given to the design stage of the BPM lifecycle and the

graphical standards for modelling business processes. For the elicitation of the

security-related aspects and the modelling of the high level organisational context,

which will be integrated into the designed processes, we will turn to goal-oriented

security requirements engineering approaches.

1.1.2 Security Requirements Engineering

The elicitation and analysis of security requirements is an essential part in the

requirements engineering process for the design of secure software systems. Secu-

rity requirements engineering [16], promotes the adoption of a systematic process

for identifying, analysing, and specifying the security requirements for a system

to-be. The consideration of security during the early system development stages,

rather than implementing security measures as an afterthought on an already

designed system, can lead to more robust system designs that will not require

costly readjustments during their lifecycle [17].

Another aspect to be considered during security requirements analysis is the

socio-technical aspect of the system, which takes into account the complex, social

interactions between the system’s autonomous participants and software appli-

cations [18]. As a result of a socio-technical requirement analysis, which is not

limited to only a technical consideration of the system to-be but also involves so-

cial entities and their high-level goals and constraints, new aspects of the system’s

design can be identified. Specifically in the context of security, threats resulting

from social interactions of system actors can be identified during the early design

stage and be mitigated by the system’s design. Nevertheless, traditional require-

ments engineering approaches are not equipped to capture the wide range of

concepts and system views required for such socio-technical requirements analy-

sis. To overcome such challenge, the use of goal-oriented requirement engineering

approaches is suggested by literature [19].

Goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE) is a prominent model-based

approach for the elicitation of functional (e.g., system functionalities) and non-

functional (e.g., security) requirements in modern socio-technical systems. The

basis of such approaches is the concept of goals, which is utilised to capture the
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objectives that system stakeholders aim to achieve by using the system to-be.

Through the use of goal decompositions by GORE approaches, an abstract goal

can be dissected to simpler, more explicit sub-goals. In this manner, high-level

business goals of system stakeholders can be broken down to specific low level

objectives in a cohesive and organised manner. Therefore, GORE approaches

in general, but also in the context of security, can capture the influence of the

business context on a system’s requirements and thus, enable the alignment be-

tween business and IT for organisations [20]. An extensive comparison of GORE

approaches is presented in [21].

Since, in our research, goal-oriented security requirements engineering will be

used for the elicitation of the security constraints, which will be then imposed on

the designed business process models, it is worth briefly discussing some of the

most prominent approaches in the area. The i* modelling framework [22] is a

prominent standard in the area of GORE and as a result a number of security-

oriented GORE approaches have been developed based on it. Secure i* [23] and

SI* [24] both use the well established notation of the i* framework to model

actors, goals, resources and dependencies between them but also add concepts

necessary for the analysis of security (e.g., threats, malicious actors, delegations,

trust). Tropos [25] is another established software development methodology

which has been the basis for the development of security-oriented extensions such

STS-ml [26] and Secure Tropos [6] which introduce specialised concepts (e.g., se-

curity constraints, dependencies) and system modelling views to capture security

requirements of modern multi-agent socio-technical systems. Secure Tropos is

one of the basic components of our proposed framework, described in this work.

Therefore, a discussion about this choice, as well as a comprehensive analysis

of the concepts and modelling views of Secure Tropos, will be provided during

the presentation of the basic components of our framework in Chapter 3. An

extensive analysis and comparison of the rest of security-oriented requirements

engineering approaches can be found in [27] and [28].

1.2 Aims and Objectives

The overall aim of this research project is to create a structured approach for the

design of secure business process models which are aligned with the strategical

objectives of the organisation. To achieve that such an approach should be able

to: (i) support the analysis of both functional and non-functional (e.g., secu-

rity) aspects of business process, (ii) facilitate decision making regarding security
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choices and (iii) verify the security properties of the produced process designs. To

provide further direction for this attempt, a number of objectives are specified be-

low, the fulfilment of which will contribute to the achievement of the overarching

project aim.

Obj.I: Create an approach that uses high-level, functional and non-functional or-

ganisational goals as input for the design of business processes.

Obj.II: Develop a structured way for producing business process designs able to

operationalise the identified organisational goals.

Obj.III: Provide a new approach to support the selection of appropriate security

configurations to be implemented at the business process level, according

to situational needs and constraints.

Obj.IV: Provide a structured way for integrating predefined security configurations

into business process models.

Obj.V: Develop an approach that enables the verification of the compliance of the

security properties of a business process model to the security constraints

identified at the organisational level.

1.3 Research Questions

The research questions presented below source from the overall aim and the in-

dividual objectives identified for this research project and aim to tackle the gaps

identified in the literature with a novel and structured approach.

R.Q.1: How can information captured by organisational-level, security-oriented

goal models be used as input for the creation of secure business process

designs?

R.Q.2: How can the analysis and decision-making regarding security-related as-

pects of business process designs be supported?

R.Q.3: How can the adherence of a business process design to a series of security

requirements be verified?
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1.4 Research Methodology

The research method that was followed during this research project was based on

the principles of design science. Design science represents the scientific study of

designing and was introduced by H. Simon’s 1969 publication of “The Sciences

of Artificial”. Since then it has gained significant attention, especially in the

field of information systems research, and is currently considered as an “equal

companion” to natural and behavioural research [29], [30].

Figure 1.2: The Information Systems Research Framework [31]

According to the paradigm of design science, by the application of knowledge

concerning tasks and situations, four types of artefacts can be created, namely

constructs, models, methods and implementations, which are innovative and pro-

vide valuable solutions to problems identified in their environment [32]. The

overall research framework for the development of information system artefacts,

illustrated in Fig. 1.2, is centred around the “build and evaluate” iteration, which

constitutes the core of the design science research approach. According to this

framework, other than the iterative process for the artefact development, the

contextual environment is used for the identification of the relevant problems to

be satisfied, while the knowledge base is used as a source for relevant works and

knowledge gaps. Once an artefact is built to perform a specific task, appropri-

ate evaluation of its performance and contribution towards solving an identified
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problem, shall be performed [30].

The basic steps followed by design science research contributions in the area

of information systems, are defined by [30] as follows:

1. Identification and description of relevant organisational IT problem.

2. Demonstration of no existing solutions for the identified problem in the

knowledge base of the area.

3. Development of a novel artefact (construct, model, method or instantia-

tion).

4. Evaluation of the utility offered by the created artefact.

5. Articulation of added value provided by the artefact to the practice and

knowledge-base.

6. Explanation of the practical implications of the developed solution.

In the context of our research project the developed artefact is a method,

defined by [32] as a set of steps used to perform a task, aiming at the development

of secure business processes. Steps 1 and 2, as defined above, were performed

by reviewing the literature of the area of security in business process design, as

presented in Chapter 2 of this document.

The development of the method, covering Step 3 of the research framework,

was the main activity of this research project. A number of discrete building

blocks are required in order to create a method able to facilitate the develop-

ment of secure business process designs, derived from high level organisational

goal-models, as discussed at Chapter 3. Once such building blocks are solidified

and a working method prototype has been tested as proof-of-concept, relevant

computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools to support the method’s ap-

plication, were identified, extended or developed from scratch.

As defined by Step 4 of the research framework, an evaluation of the method’s

utility, efficacy and quality must be rigorously demonstrated in order for feedback

to be provided back to the development phase, as part of the iterative “build and

evaluate” loop [31]. There are several methods available for the evaluation of

designed artefacts, with some examples mentioned in Fig. 1.2, out of which case

studies are most commonly used in the field of information systems research [33].

The evaluation of this research project is presented in Chapter 4 and follows

an iterative approach. First, each of the developed components of the proposed

method was applied to real-life examples as a proof of concept. Several of the
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publications originating from this research project (see Section 1.6) include ap-

plications of a single or a combination of components, to small scale real-life

examples, in order for their functionality to be assessed in a qualitative manner

and appropriate alterations to be made during the next iteration of their devel-

opment. Additionally, components that have been developed from scratch were

evaluated through workshop-based modelling exercises in order to assess their

comprehensibility and ease-of-use, using the feedback of the workshop partici-

pants.

Later when a functional prototype of the whole method had been developed,

a large-scale case study was performed for its evaluation. For this case study an

organisation active in the development of security-critical systems was contacted

and one of its e-governance information systems was selected as the main focus of

the case study. The steps required for the design and execution of this case study

followed the guidelines introduced by [34]. During its initial steps, quantitative

metrics were identified to obtain a good indication of the effectiveness of the

developed method. Such metrics will evaluate the conformance of the business

process model to the initial goal model in terms of functional and security-related

characteristics.

Moreover, qualitative evaluation approaches were explored during the case

study design. More specifically, semi-structured interviews with the participating

stakeholders of the organisation selected for the case study, provided us with

insights regarding the perceived applicability and effectiveness of our method.

Finally, another way to evaluate the contribution of the developed method was

its ability to perform tasks that were previously not feasible by similar approaches.

Such aspects were identified through the literature review (see Chapter 2) and

aligned with our method’s contribution in the concluding section of this work.

The outcome of the evaluation formed be the basis upon which the final con-

clusions were drawn, regarding the quality and effectiveness of our designed arte-

fact. This provided the main input for completing Steps 5 and 6 of the research

framework, where the added value and practical implication of our method were

identified, as discussed in Chapter 5.

1.5 Document Structure

The rest of the document is structured as follows, Chapter 2 presents a literature

review which overviews related works in the area of business process security in

order to identify overall research gaps and limitations. Chapter 3 presents the
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framework developed as part of this research by first providing a general overview

of its components and then presenting the theoretical background and application

each individual component to a working example. Chapter 4 presents the different

evaluation-related activities undertaken as part of this research project. Finally,

Chapter 5 discusses the main contributions of this work and presents an overview

of potential aspects that can be developed in future work. An overview of the

contents of each chapter of this work along with their interconnections is provided

in Fig. 1.3. The full material included in this research project, including all figures

in full scale and resolution, are also available online2.

Figure 1.3: An overview of the thesis structure

1.6 Publications

The research leading to the development of the different components of the pro-

posed framework has been presented and evaluated in a number of scientific pub-

lications. An overview of the framework components presented and evaluated in

each of the publications listed below is provided in Section 4.1. As a result, parts

of the text included in this document have previously appeared in the following

2Full thesis material also available at: http://www.sense-brighton.eu/our-
team/argyropoulos/na-phd-project/
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publications:

• Argyropoulos, N., Mouratidis, H., Fish, A.: Towards the Derivation of

Secure Business Process Designs. In Proceeding of the 2nd International

Workshop on Conceptual Modeling in Requirements and Business Analysis

(MReBA 2015), pp. 248–258. Springer (2015) [8]

Introduces contributions discussed in Sections 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5.

• Argyropoulos, N., Alcañiz, L. M., Mouratidis, H., Fish, A., Rosado, D. G.,

de Guzmán, I. G. R., Fernández-Medina, E.: Eliciting Security Require-

ments for Business Processes of Legacy Systems. In Proceedings of the 8th

IFIP WG 8.1 working conference on the Practice of Enterprise Modelling

(PoEM 2015), pp. 91–107. Springer (2015) [9]

Introduces contributions discussed in Sections 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5.

• Mouratidis, H., Argyropoulos, N., Shei, S.: Security Requirements Engi-

neering for Cloud Computing: The Secure Tropos Approach. In Karagian-

nis, D., Mayr, H.C., Mylopoulos, J. (Eds.), Domain-Specific Conceptual

Modeling, (357–380). Springer (2016) [35]

Introduces contributions discussed in Section 3.2.

• Argyropoulos, N., Kalloniatis, C., Mouratidis, H., Fish, A.: Incorporat-

ing Privacy Patterns into Semi-Automatic Business Process Derivation. In

Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Research Challenges

in Information Science (RCIS 2016). (2016) [36]

Introduces contributions discussed in Sections 3.5 and 5.3.

• Sprovieri, D., Argyropoulos, N., Mazo, R., Souveyet, C., Mouratidis, H.,

Fish, A.: Security Alignment Analysis of Software Product Lines. In Pro-

ceedings of the 4th International Conference on Enterprise Systems (ES

2016). (2016) [37]

Introduces contributions discussed in Section 5.3.

• Argyropoulos, N., Shei, S., Kalloniatis, C., Mouratidis, H., Delaney, A.,

Fish, A., Gritzalis, S.: A Semi-Automatic Approach for Eliciting Cloud

Security and Privacy Requirements. In Proceedings of the Hawaii Interna-

tional Conference on System Sciences (HICCS 2017) (2017) [38]

Introduces contributions discussed in Sections 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5.

• Diamantopoulou, V., Argyropoulos, N., Kalloniatis, C., Gritzalis, S.: Sup-

porting the design of privacy-aware business processes via privacy process
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patterns. In Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on of Re-

search Challenges in Information Science (RCIS), pp. 187–198. IEEE

(2017) [39]

Introduces contributions discussed in Sections 3.5 and 5.3.

• Argyropoulos, N., Mouratidis, H., Fish, A.: Supporting Secure Business

Process Design via Security Process Patterns. In Enterprise, Business-

Process and Information Systems Modeling, pp. 19–33. Springer (2017)

[40]

Introduces contributions discussed in Section 3.5.

• Argyropoulos, N., Mouratidis, H., Fish, A.: Attribute-Based Security Veri-

fication of Business Process Models. In Proceedings of the 19th Conference

on Business Informatics (CBI), pp. 43–52. IEEE (2017) [41]

Introduces contributions discussed in Section 3.6.

• Pavlidis, M., Mouratidis, H., Panaousis, E., Argyropoulos, N.: Selecting Se-

curity Mechanisms in Secure Tropos. In International Conference on Trust

and Privacy in Digital Business, pp. 99–114. Springer (2017) [42]

Introduces contributions discussed in Section 3.3.

• Argyropoulos, N., Angelopoulos, K., Mouratidis, H., Fish, A.: Decision-

Making in Security Requirements Engineering with Constrained Goal Mod-

els. In Proceedings of the 1st International Workshop on SECurity and

Privacy Requirements Engineering (SECPRE 2017). IEEE (2017) [43]

Introduces contributions discussed in Section 3.3.

• Argyropoulos, N., Mouratidis, H., Fish, A.: Enhancing Secure Business

Process Design with Security Process Patterns. Software and Systems Mod-

eling (SoSyM) journal. Springer (2018) [Under Review] [44]

Introduces contributions discussed in Section 3.5.

• Argyropoulos, N., Angelopoulos, K., Mouratidis, H., Fish, A.: Risk-Aware

Decision Support with Constrained Goal Models. Information and Com-

puter Security journal (ICS). Emerald Publishing (2018) [Accepted for Pub-

lication] [45]

Introduces contributions discussed in Section 3.3.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this work a systematic literature review is performed according to the guidelines

provided in [46]. The objective of this review is to synthesize the information

collected by the literature in the area of secure business process modelling and

identify current challenges, research gaps and future directions for researchers.

According to the identified guidelines the first phase of the review consists of the

planning, which includes the identification of the review protocol to be followed.

Next the review is conducted by searching, filtering and selecting the relevant

works and finally the collected data is synthesized and the report is created.

2.1 Review Protocol

In order to identify relevant works for this review, a number of selection crite-

ria were established. Firstly, in order for an article to be considered relevant, it

needed to be focused on both the overall area of security and business process

modelling. Therefore, works focusing on business process modelling or informa-

tion security in general were excluded since the structure of the keywords used

made sure only works in the intersection of both areas appeared in the search

results. Since the overall focus of this research is on the design of secure business

processes, modelling is an essential aspect to be considered. Thus, the identified

works had to be under the umbrella of model-driven engineering [47] and involve

“model-driven” approaches to process design in order to be included in our re-

view. To ensure a broad coverage of security related concepts in the context of

business processes the identified works had to provide security and/or risk related

analysis.

The search engine of Web of Science1 was utilised for the identification of

1www.webofknowledge.com
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relevant literature. This selection was mainly due to the wide variety of rele-

vant journals indexed at Web of Science and its ability to select different filtering

parameters and structure the keywords with logical operators and wildcard char-

acters (e.g., AND, OR, *, ”). The keywords used for our searches were “business

process security”, “workflow security” and “business process*” AND “security”.

Backwards snowballing techniques were also applied when relevant works were

referenced by the identified literature. The only exclusion criterion applied to the

search results was their language, which was limited to English only. No limita-

tion on publication dates was enforced and as a result the identified literature’s

spans from 1998 to 2017. The initial number of records recovered by each of the

keywords used are included in Tab. 2.1, in total 807 records were identified.

Keywords No. of records
“workflow security” 22
“business process security” 16
“business process*” AND security 769
Total: 807

Table 2.1: Number of records by keyword search

The first stage of the selection of relevant works, according to the previously

discussed criteria, was performed by checking the title and abstract of each of the

identified works. During this stage each of the 807 search results was accessed,

each title and abstract were read and if they were deemed as relevant to our

review they were kept for further evaluation. As a result of this process, at the

end of the first stage, 145 articles have been selected for further reading.

The second stage of the selection process included reading the whole body of

the selected resources and deciding which should be included in the final review.

For each resource a number of keywords were assigned, which later assisted in

the categorisation of the selected literature in groups. As a result of the second

round of the selection process 61 articles have been selected to be included in the

final review, three of which were literature reviews or literature mapping studies

while the rest presented novel contributions.

The above parameters led us to the exclusion of a number of different groups

of articles identified during the literature review process. A body of works cov-

ering access control configurations for business processes has been excluded the

review, even though it is usually considered as a sub-type of security control.

The reasons for this exclusion are: i) such approaches are usually performed in

a rule or role-based manner using formal languages, therefore not fitting within

the ”model-driven” scope of this review, ii) they are not considered adequate
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as a standalone approach for the analysis of modern environments under which

business processes can operate (e.g., cloud) [48] and iii) the level of process mod-

elling abstraction which such approaches require is often significantly lower that

the one used during the design stage of business processes, which is the focus

of this work. Nevertheless, readers interested in access control configurations for

business process or workflow systems can refer to [49] for a comprehensive review.

Privacy was another security-adjacent aspect that appeared in a number of the

identified works. Even though privacy tends to be grouped with other types of

security requirements, it is a separate and multi-faceted concern. Privacy require-

ments engineering recognises a number of different types of privacy requirements

which can often conflict with the security requirements of a system under design.

Thus, an exhaustive search and inclusion of privacy-related works in this review

would significantly increase its scale while also shifting the focus to other concerns

(e.g., privacy analysis, conflicts between security and privacy) which are outside

the scope of the current research project. To avoid that we did not extend the

literature search criteria to include the term ”privacy” in order to maintain the

security-oriented focus of the review. Nevertheless, some of the works identified

and discussed in the rest of the chapter also deal with privacy as another aspect

of information security without specialising in it.

The exclusion of the groups of works discussed above increased the focus of

this literature review towards the scope of the current research project at the cost

of the overall coverage of the research area. This trade-off was necessary in order

to identify a manageable set of literature with the highest possible relevance to

the objectives of this work. Thus, the literature presented and analysed at the

rest of this chapter provides an accurate snapshot of works focused on model-

driven information security analysis for the design of business processes. Future

research attempts can include a broader spectrum of works in order to identify

a wider range of research gaps, using the outcomes of this review as a starting

point.

2.2 Literature Findings

2.2.1 Security by Model Transformation

From Goal to Process Models

In order to successfully design business processes it is highly important to have

an understanding of the organisational context within which such processes will
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be enacted. Specifically, the goals that an organisation aims to achieve by the

execution of such processes provide highly relevant input for the identification

of the characteristics of a process. Since graphical process modelling standards

alone are not fully equipped to capture the strategic rationale (e.g., high-level

goals) which processes should achieve [4], it is preferable to perform these actions

using goal-oriented languages and notation [15]. Goal-oriented requirements en-

gineering (GORE) provides such a framework for capturing and analysing the

intentions of stakeholders and translating them to system requirements [50].

GORE approaches elicit top-level organisational goals and through the use of

goal-models they decompose them to a series of simpler, lower level sub-goals. A

number of different organisational actors can be responsible for the achievement

of these sub-goals using available resources (e.g., information, physical infras-

tructure). Nevertheless, while goal models can provide a high-level direction

and rationale in the form of goals, they lack the ability to adequately identify

the specifics of how these organisational goals will be reached. Therefore, it is

recognised that GORE should be used more as an initial influence rather than

a complete solution for the further development of organisational activities, such

as process design [5]. As a result a number of approaches have been developed

which use goal-models as the starting point for the elicitation and elaboration

of process designs. In the rest of this section we will focus on approaches with

a clear security orientation, which make use of such model transformations to

integrate security features in business process models.

In [51], SecureBPEL is introduced as a process specification language em-

phasising in the security aspect of business processes, aiming to bridge the gap

between the early requirement analysis and the development of secure workflows.

This method is essentially an extension of the BPEL execution standard enriched

with constructs from the Secure Tropos goal-oriented security requirements en-

gineering framework. Such concepts are used to enforce delegation and trust re-

quirements in web services used to support the designed business process, thereby

extending the functionalities of traditional BPEL. SecureBPEL offers a way of de-

riving process skeletons based on requirements specified early in the development

process, which can be then refined to produce secure workflows with minimal

effort.

In [52], [53] the PriS framework is introduced for the incorporation of privacy

requirements into business process designs. In order to achieve that, PriS initially

models the systems requirements via goal models with privacy requirements as

a special type of goal that impacts the achievement of other system goals. Next
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the impact of the privacy goal to the organisational processes is identified and

the processes are adjusted accordingly using a set of privacy-process patterns. Fi-

nally the implementation techniques best supporting these processes are selected

according to the organisation’s specific needs. A formal language (Formal PriS)

is also introduced in order to precisely describe the concepts and support the ac-

tivities introduced by the PriS framework. Overall PriS provides a coherent path

from high-level organisational needs all the way to system configurations that

satisfy them, further supported by a formal language which allows for precise

transitions between the different levels of abstraction.

The work presented in [54] begins from legacy business process designs from

which functional and security requirements are extracted and expressed via SI*

organisational goal models. These requirements can then be refined at an or-

ganisational level and be transformed into BPMN specifications. As a result a

new re-engineered process design emerges which can cover new requirements not

operationalised by the initial legacy business process. This work also introduces

the notion of goal equivalence, used to compare process models in terms of their

ability to operationalise certain goals of the organisational goal-model. Finally

some soundness and completeness properties are defined in order to verify that

all the information captured in the organisational models is preserved in the final

process model designs.

On a similar theme, [55] introduces the BP&SLA methodology for the identi-

fication of services to implement business process along with their related service

level agreements (SLAs) that can guarantee the satisfaction of certain organisa-

tional requirements. To bridge the gap between abstractly defined organisational

needs and executable business processes, goal-models are constructed during the

initial phase of the method’s application. Next, an intermediate structure, de-

fined as business process hypergraph, is derived from the goal-model by auto-

matically matching sub-processes with goals that they can achieve. Additionally

some quality of service attributes can be defined for each sub-process, along with

a trust level value which indicates its degree of satisfaction. Next a hierarchy of

business processes is extracted where the sub-processes are grouped, ordered and

connected with delegation and trust relationships. Finally, using constraint pro-

gramming approaches, each node of the hierarchical business process hypergraph

is matched with a service with SLAs that satisfy the organisational needs earlier

expressed as quality of service attributes.

Another work focusing on the aspect of security during the design of business

processes is presented at [56]. The SecCo (Security via Commitments) framework
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is introduced for the elicitation of security requirements through the modelling

and analysis of objectives, roles and social interactions of actors from an organiza-

tional perspective. The cornerstone of SecCo is the concept of social commitments

between actors, based on which is the identification and expression of the security

needs to be incorporated in the organisation’s business processes. These security

needs are extracted from an aggregation of goal-oriented models expressing the

business view of the organisation and are transformed into social commitments

between actors “promising” to fulfil these needs in the interactions they partici-

pate. Finally these commitments can be incorporated as textual annotations to

high-level BPMN conversation diagrams.

The work of [57] extends the Formal Tropos requirements engineering ap-

proach to support security policies. The policy-extended Formal Tropos models

consist of custom textual policies, manually introduced by system designers, ex-

pressed in the grammar proposed by this work. Once the sum of policies has been

created a model transformation takes place, where through the use of the Atlas

Transformation Language (ATL) the business requirement model is transformed

into a business process specification expressed in Business Process Modelling On-

tology (BPMO). The BPMO instance produced by such transformation can be

used as input in graphical modelling environments to produce business process

design skeletons. In contrast with the rest of the works discussed in this section,

this approach does not use graphical goal models as a starting point but in-

stead textually defines policies which can be used to express security constraints.

Therefore, the main contribution of this work is the ability to produced rich re-

quirements specifications during the early design stages via the policy-extended

Formal Tropos notation and automatically transform them into accurate and

compliant business process designs.

MDA-based Model Transformations

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is based on the idea of using models to per-

form software development and “separating the specification of the operation of

a system from the details of the way that system uses the capabilities of its plat-

form” [47]. The separation of concerns, around which the MDA approach is built,

is supported by three distinct viewpoints from which the system under develop-

ment can be considered. At the highest level of abstraction, the computationally

independent model (CIM) of the system is created to capture the domain and

overall environment within which the system will operate. It does not include

details on the specifics of the system’s structure but rather focuses on capturing
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its requirements. At the next abstraction level, the platform independent model

(PIM) of the system presents a technology-neutral viewpoint of the system’s con-

figuration, in order to allow a system representation that can be replicated in a

number of different technological platforms. Finally, the platform specific model

(PSM) represents the lowest level of abstraction by instantiating the specifica-

tions of a PIM to a particular type of technological platform. For transitioning

between the different model of the same system model transformation techniques

can be applied. The interoperability and reusability of the created models are

the main advantages of this tiered approach to system modelling, introduced by

MDA.

A method for transferring secure business process to cloud environments is

presented in [58]. More specifically this work focuses on partitioning a centralised

business process to multiple cloud providers assigning different parts of the pro-

cess to a different provider depending on its security constraints. To achieve that

each process activity is assigned with a “security level” depending on the security

constraints imposed on it. Next, the activities are assigned to the cloud provider

which can better cover their individual security needs. The separate sequences

of activities that are now partitioned between different cloud providers are then

synchronised in order to maintain the functionality and quality of service of the

original process. Finally, the optimised and decentralised business process model

is automatically transformed to BPEL in order to facilitate its deployment.

The M-BPSec framework [59], [60] aims to create secure business process spec-

ifications by transforming computationally independent models (CIMs) to plat-

form independent models (PIMs) by the application of predefined transformation

rules. At the CIM level, business analysts can express their security requirements

at a high level of abstraction, on the business process model via a series of padlock

symbols. The secure business process can either be modelled using UML activity

diagrams (UML-AD) or BPMN. In the latter case a horizontal transformation

can be applied to transition from a BPMN to a UML-AD secure business process

diagram, the rules of which are specified in QVT, as presented in [61]. The verti-

cal transition from a CIM secure business process (SBP) model to PIMs of UML

class and use case diagrams is once again performed using transformation rules,

expressed in QVT [62]. Such diagrams can capture security related information

which is abstractly defined during the process specification and provide a higher

level of detail which can assist the process implementation. Automated support

for the modelling and transformations between the different components of the

framework is provided by the BPSec-Tool.
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In the same context of model transformation, the SECTET framework [63] is

developed for the implementation of security in business process. The first step

in the framework is the creation of a platform independent model (PIM) using a

UML profile, called SECTET UML, to capture the initial business requirements.

SECTET-PL, a domain-specific predicative language, is also introduced for the

definition of security policies and is integrated with the UML modelling compo-

nent of the framework. For the transition to a platform specific model (PSM)

a series of transformation rules are defined in QVT. Using these rules XACML

security policies can be generated from the requirements model.

The work presented in [64] aims to produce security service configurations

beginning from graphical process models. At the CIM level a business process is

modelled in BPMN and annotated with a security-oriented notation, introduced

in [65]. Security policy configurations are extracted from the security annotated

process model at the PIM level, after the process model has been verified by a

model checker. Finally, a platform specific model (PSM) can be produced by

transforming the security policy specifications to specific service configurations

using XACML or WS-Security. Thus, this security-oriented framework can pro-

duce service-oriented target architectures by a series of transformations which

begin from a BPMN process model.

In [66] an integrated approach for creating secure service compositions by

modelling and enforcing secure workflows is introduced. At the CIM level a

generic metamodel for secure object flows is introduced, including concepts that

can be integrated to common modelling languages to extend their capabilities for

describing security-related aspects. At the PIM level such concepts are applied

to UML activity diagrams to allow the modelling of secure workflows. Finally

at the PSM level the secure workflows earlier introduced are transformed into

service specifications supporting various standards such as WS-BPEL, WSDL

and WS-SecurityPolicy.

The work of [67] introduces BPA-Sec4Cloud, an approach for automating

service-based security-aware business processes in cloud environments. During

the design stage, an abstract business process model is constructed and annotated

with high-level security requirements. This models is then further analysed to

specify which of its activities are automated or manual and what data types

need to be used to represent the information exchanges included in the process.

Finally, the initial security requirements are further analysed by security experts

to provide further details regarding to their level of criticality (i.e., Low, Medium,

High) and potential countermeasures that can be used to satisfy them. Next,
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completed, the activities of the process model are matched to web services which

can be used to implement them, thus creating an “enriched business process”.

The next phase of the approach translates this enriched business process, first

to a platform independent (PIM) and subsequently to a platform specific (PSM)

model. Finally, the PSM model is used as input for executable business process

source code generation. The various steps of the approach are supported by the

BPA-Sec4Cloud Tooling.

2.2.2 Security-annotated Business Process Models

During the design stage of the business process management lifecycle, the pro-

cesses that an organisation utilises in order to achieve its goals are modelled. A

number of techniques exist for the purposes of business process modelling, with

graphical standards being the most intuitive and comprehensible amongst them.

Using graphical standards, process designers are able to visualize the sequence of

activities, which can range from sub-processes to simple tasks, the flow of infor-

mation within the organisational structure, as well as events and decision points

which may trigger discrete or concurrent sub-activites [68]. In the rest of this

section we will first give an overview of the most widely used graphical process

modelling standards followed by some of their security-oriented extensions for the

annotation of business process models.

Graphical Process Modelling Standards

UML Activity Diagrams (UML AD) can be used to describe the behaviour of

business processes during process modelling [69]. The UML framework, from

which this standard sources, adopts the object-oriented approach to modelling

and is characterized by intuitiveness and flexibility which has made it a popular

choice in the overall area of system analysis and design. UML AD includes a

wide range of standard UML concepts used to model the basic workflow elements

such as actors, activities which can be further decomposed to sub-activities and

modelled as states and message exchanges modelled as signals.

Despite their intuitiveness and ease-of-use, UML ADs offer limited capabilities

for modelling organisational and resource related aspects of business processes,

thus limiting the expressive ability of the produced designs regarding their in-

teractions with their contextual environment. As a result they produce single-

perspective models, unable to capture the multiple levels of abstraction necessary

for illustrating and understanding modern business processes [15].
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Event-Driven Process Chains (EPC) is another graphical standard for busi-

ness process modelling characterised by intuitive and easily-comprehensible con-

cepts and notation. EPC uses the concept of function to describe the activities of

a business process, events to describe the conditions necessary for the transition

from one activity to the next and logical connectors (i.e., AND, OR, XOR) to

connect events and activities when necessary [70]. EPCs have a number of appli-

cations in industrial software platforms (e.g., SAP R/3), thus gaining popularity

as a language for expressing business processes in practice [69].

Nevertheless and despite the popularity of this approach, issues with the def-

inition of its syntax and semantics have been identified. As mentioned in [70],

there is ambiguity in the definition of the language’s concepts as well as an in-

ability to check the completeness of the produced models, sourcing from the lack

of standardisation. All these factors heavily affect the quality of the produced

process designs as well as their transferability between different process modelling

and execution platforms.

Business Process Modelling and Notation (BPMN) is currently considered the

“de-facto standard” graphical modelling language for business processes [3], [71],

[72]. Its latest version was introduced in 2011 by the Object Management Group

(OMG) [7] and contains a wide range of semantics, which allow the expression of a

series of relevant concepts (i.e., activities, events, complex workflows, conditional

gateways etc.) in a well-defined and precise manner. It supports different levels

of abstraction of process designs, ranging from private, internal business process

models to collaborative conversation diagrams involving multiple organisations

[69]. These characteristics allow BPMN process models to be easily mapped to

execution code while also provide them with the necessary flexibility to support

the analysis of business processes from multiple perspectives with varying levels

of granularity [15].

Since BPMN was conceived and developed as a process-centric language, it has

a clear advantage compared to object-oriented approaches (e.g., UML AD) when

it comes to its adoption by business analysts. Moreover, BPMN has been proven

superior to other graphical standards (e.g., EPC), when their ability to express

real-life concepts was compared in [68]. Additionally it also provides the most

complete approach towards expressing organisational structures and boundaries

by utilising the intuitive pool and lane concepts [15]. Finally, BPMN has in place

“extension definition” mechanisms that allow the introduction of new attributes

to its meta-model in order to facilitate the definition of domain-specific extensions

[73]. This feature, not found in any of the other modelling languages of the area,
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ensures the integrity of its core elements and its semantic robustness even when

constructs are extended to support new domains of interest.

Security-Related Extensions of Graphical Process Modelling Standards

In [74] the authors propose some extensions to the BPMN standard by expand-

ing some of its existing elements (i.e., artefacts, data objects, groups and text

annotations) in order to express security requirements such as integrity, privacy,

non-repudiation and access control. These requirements are visually represented

at business process diagrams with padlock symbols assigned on BPMN elements,

each of which containing a capital letter to differentiate between different types

of requirements. Similarly, the work of [75] extends the BPMN notation by in-

troducing security-related notation to express security requirements on process

models. A “security profile” is also introduced to express the attributes and con-

straints of each type of security requirement, analogous to the profiles introduced

by UML.

The Sec-MoSC framework is another security-oriented BPMN extension in-

troduced in [76]. Sec-MoSC aims to integrate security requirements with BPMN

process models by introducing the concepts of NF-Attribute, NF-Statement and

NF-Action. The NF-Attribute expresses the security requirements of a spe-

cific process fragment, the NF-Statement quantifies that requirement (e.g., High,

Medium,Low) while the NF-Action models mechanisms that can be implemented

to satisfy such requirements. After the security annotated model is refined it can

be automatically translated to BPEL execution code with security configurations

sourcing from the parameters set at the process model level. The same authors

have created the Sec-MoSC Tooling [77], a set of tools that offers support and

automation during the implementation of the Sec-MoSC framework.

In [78] an extension to BPMN is proposed that allows the modelling of non-

functional requirements (NFRs) such as security, performance and quality of ser-

vice. In order to achieve that, the concepts of operating conditions and control

cases are introduced as extensions to the existing BPMN notation. The operat-

ing condition is used for the modelling of constraints limiting a specific activity

of the process while the control case captures business controls that should be

put in place to mitigate the risk imposed on an activity by an operating condi-

tion. This set of concepts can be used to address both the rationale (“why”) and

the possible configurations (“what”) aiming to address non-functional concerns

of business process models, including but not limited to security.

In [79] an approach for the specification and expression of “security goals”
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in business processes is introduced. Initially, the security goals of authorisation,

authentication, integrity and confidentiality are expressed as constraints through

security constraint models. Such models relate security goals to organisational

entities, creating rules that restrict particular associations between these entities.

These abstract security goal specifications are then introduced into the business

process layer of the organisation’s enterprise model, thus defining security in a

high level of abstraction, communicable to non-technical stakeholders via anno-

tations to BPMN process models. As these generic security related annotations

at activities and message flows of the process diagrams do not affect the control-

and data-flow characteristics of the models, they can be applied to other process

modelling notations other than BPMN.

A language for textual security annotations of BPMN process models is in-

troduced in [80], supported by a semantic annotator tool. Security constraints

for business processes are represented using an ontology and a knowledge base

holds previously defined correct annotations so guidance and suggestions can be

provided to the modeller during the annotation of a process model.

The work presented in [81] introduces BPMN-sec, a BPMN extension focusing

on the security aspect of business processes outsourced to the cloud. In BPMN-

sec two main types of stakeholders are involved, namely a user-side and a cloud-

side, each controlling different parts of the process. Initially the whole business

process is modelled and developed at the user-side. With the application of an

optimization algorithm, parts of it are later selected for migration at the cloud-

side. In order to elaborate on the security of these sub-processes deployed at

the cloud, BPMN-sec extends the meta-model of BPMN with security-related

concepts defined as UML profiles. These profiles can represent several security

requirements, such as privacy, availability, access control, non-repudiation and

integrity, and can be associated with certain BPMN elements, such as pools,

lanes, activities, data, and message flows.

The work of [82] introduces the foundation for an information security and as-

surance extension of BPMN by proposing concept alignments between the domain

of security and process modelling. Building upon this foundation, [83] introduces

SecureBPMN, a model-based approach for designing business process driven sys-

tems. The focus of SecureBPMN is on the expression of security requirements

concerning “binding of duty” and “need-to-know”. These requirements are ex-

pressed by meta-model extensions of BPMN that allow the specification of role-

based access control, separation and binding of duty constraints and need-to-know

principles in business process diagrams, through diagrammatic representations.
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Specialised tool platforms are also extended, as part of this work, to accommodate

the newly introduced expansion.

A similar attempt is described in [72], [84], [85] where SecBPMN2 is intro-

duced as a BPMN security-oriented extension with additional annotation for the

representation of security related concepts at business process models. Via a

series of newly introduced security annotations, a number of aspects (e.g., ac-

countability, authenticity, confidentiality, integrity, privacy, non-repudiation) can

be represented and linked to existing BPMN elements. In addition to the annota-

tions, the BPMN-Q query language is also extended to support the modelling of

security policies. The security policies expressed through this extension, named

SecBPMN2-Q, along with the security-annotated process model, can then be used

as the input of an automated algorithm that verifies the existence of paths within

the designed process that satisfy these policies. Thus this work contributes to

the development of secure and expressive process models with verification capa-

bilities.

The work introduced in [86]–[88] extends UML use-case diagrams to express

security requirements. Security is expressed via textual annotations structured

in a formal language (FML) in order to create secure system specifications. Fi-

nally, elaboration is provided on how such secure designs can be transformed to

machine-readable code.

UML Activity Diagrams (ADs) have been the focal point of a number of

security-related UML extensions. In [89] UML ADs are utilised to capture mis-

use cases. In such mal-activity diagrams malicious actors and their actions are

modelled along with the process they negatively impact. New UML stereotypes

and notation are introduced in [90], [91] as part of a security-oriented domain

specific language. Activities in UML ADs can be linked with security require-

ments expressed by such stereotypes to capture security-related aspects of the

process design. The work of Rodriguez et al. [92]–[95] introduces new notation

in the form of padlock symbols to express security requirements in UML ADs. In

addition to that, the UML metamodel is extended with security related datatypes

and new stereotypes are defined. This domain specific extension of UML is used

as an integral part of the M-BPSec framework, as previously discussed.

In [96] Event-Driven Process Chains (EPCs) are used as the basis for a

security-oriented modelling extension. This work introduces a set of security

symbols used to express security requirements which are introduced to EPC pro-

cess models in order to secure data items and activities. The created security-

annotated process model can then be automatically transformed into a series of
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appropriate web services which can be used to realise its implementation. Petri-

Nets are also extended to support security aspects in [97]. This work introduces

IF-Net, a meta-model for the formal specification of business processes which al-

lows the consideration of security-related aspects in control and data flows. The

basic concept of IF-Net is the classification of system objects via labelling, in

levels of incremental security with subjects only allowed to access specific levels

according to their security clearance.

2.2.3 Risk Management at Business Process Models

A survey of works related to risk in the context of business process security

is presented in [98]. As a result of the synthesis of the identified literature a

roadmap for risk-aware business process management is created. According to

this, new approaches in this area should produce models that combine business

process and security concepts and can capture detection, recovery and counter-

measures. They should also be able to integrate security and economic aspects

during risk management while also be able to simulate the produced process

designs in order to verify their completeness.

Focusing on the area of risk management of business processes the works in

[99], [100] introduce the ATANA framework. This multi-step approach aims to

assess the risks of business processes and introduce the appropriate safeguards

for their mitigation. During the first step the business processes are modelled

and their potential threats and vulnerabilities are identified by analysts using a

number of available techniques (e.g., misuse cases). The deliverables of the first

step are used as input for the workshop-based risk assessment which is performed

during the next step. The main objective of that step is the composition of risks

as asset/threat/vulnerability tuples, the definition of cost/benefit categories and

the assignment of values to the identified risks and safeguards. To achieve this

objective stakeholders from different domains of the organisation participate in

workshop sessions performing risk assessment. Finally, the most efficient and

effective safeguards are selected in order to be implemented, a decision which is

based on the output of the workshop-based risk assessment.

The works in [101], [102] introduce OPBUS, a risk-aware business process

modelling framework. The architecture of OPBUS is layered with the first layer

revolving around process modelling, using BPMN with textual annotations cap-

turing risk information. The same authors propose in [103] security pattern tem-

plates to facilitate the selection of risk treatment solutions which can be utilised

at the modelling layer. The application layer maps the risk-related information
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of the modelling layer to a constraint model. This constraint model is used as

an input for the fault tolerance layer where constraint programming techniques

are used for the retrieval of an optimal solution. The automation of security

configuration selection is further elaborated by the authors in [104]. Finally at

the service layer the optimal security configuration is implemented as a series of

services.

In [105] a methodology for the analysis and evaluation of threat impact is pre-

sented. This methodology aims to produce a set of security requirements based

on the identified threats, which will guarantee a systems security level. In order

to achieve that the methodology begins by capturing the business processes using

UML ADs. Next the process models are extended with the addition of potential

threats, as threatening actions interjected into the normal activity flow. Next the

produced model is translated into asset-flows in the form of executable specifica-

tion written in the NuSMV input language. The desired security properties of the

system are also encoded using formal languages understood by model checkers

(e.g., Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) or Computational Tree Logic (CTL)). Finally,

both the asset-flow and the encoded security goals are automatically analysed by

a model checker which is able to identify potential violations of the defined se-

curity properties. Such violations are expressed as counterexamples which are

potential process sequences that can compromise the security of assets. Such

counterexamples can, thus, be used as the input for a new iteration of the risk

management process.

The focus of [106] is on the alignment and integration of risk management

(RM) elements in business process modelling, in order to facilitate decision mak-

ing based on the risk assessment of the cloud-based process under development.

The main stakeholders required for this are the cloud consumer, the cloud provider

and the cloud broker, the latter being an emerging role acting as an intermediary

between the other two. According to this work the cloud broker matches the con-

sumer’s process to the cloud provider better equipped to fulfil its security needs,

in order for a risk-aware business process to be constructed and securely deployed

to the cloud. Once a suitable cloud provider is selected and final adjustments are

made to the process and the infrastructure supporting it, the identified risks of

the process are evaluated for their effective treatment. If the risks are treated at

a level deemed satisfactory by the cloud consumer (“risk acceptance”) then the

business process is ready to be deployed to the cloud.

In [107] an extension to BPMN is introduced aimed at risk handling. This

work aims to improve the specification of risks at BPMN processes which by
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then was performed through textual annotations (e.g., “error events”), therefore

lacking in clarity and precision. In order to improve this aspect, they introduce a

new modelling element called “Risk Factor” which categorises identified risks in

terms of risk type and quantifies their likelihood and impact in a five point scale.

Each risk type is also represented at the process model via distinct notation.

Additionally, the concept of “Risk Handler” is introduced, representing a risk

mitigation method for handling the identified risks of a business process (i.e.,

reduce, retain, avoid, transfer, exploit or ignore risk).

Another attempt in the area of risk management in the context of business

process modelling is presented in [108]. As the authors claim, this work does

not attempt to introduce yet another extension, but rather semantically align the

well-established, security related concepts of the ISSRM (Information Systems

Security Risk Management) domain model with the already existing notation of

the latest version of BPMN (v2.0). This alignment attempt aims to explore how

security concerns can be annotated, and security requirements defined by business

activities modelled by BPMN, and how can BPMN, through the illustration of

potential risks, facilitate the reasoning about the defined security requirements.

A mapping between ISSRM concepts (e.g., asset, threat, risk, impact) and the

BPMN constructs used to express them, is attempted through a running example

of a business process modelled in BPMN, where a number of potential security

risks (e.g., confidentiality, integrity etc.) have been identified and appropriate

countermeasures have been added. The potential risks and the appropriate secu-

rity requirements are identified at the process level by matching process fragments

with security-risk patterns used to capture common security requirements (e.g.,

confidentiality, integrity, availability). Such patterns have been defined and clas-

sified in [109]. In [110] the same authors introduce SREBP, a holistic method

to manage security risks in business process models by combining the ISSRM

and BPMN concept alignments, the defined security-risk patterns and the pro-

cess model security annotation approach. In [111], [112] SREBP is enriched with

the application of the enterprise model frame, which is based on the ArchiMate

modeling language in order to directly relate enterprise architecture elements to

specific BPMN elements.

A similar attempt is presented in [113] where the authors explore how threats

can be described in business process models by using the capabilities offered by

the latest version of BPMN (v2.0). The need for such research was motivated by

the fact that the new capabilities offered by the latest version of BPMN have not

received much attention concerning possible security or risk related extensions.
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According to this work threats can be modelled by special types of events which

may result in a deviation from the standard flow of the business process. Error and

escalation types of events, already existing constructs of BPMN, can be used for

such purposes in collaboration diagrams. For higher abstraction types of BPMN

diagrams (i.e, conversation and choreography diagrams) it is more practical to

represent threats in the form of textual annotations. As observed by this work,

BPMN already has a wide range of constructs, so no extension is necessary for

the representation of threats. Nevertheless, the expression of threats via events

in collaboration diagrams can increase their complexity thereby decreasing their

degree of comprehension. Additionally, this approach for threat representation,

focuses only on the potential effects of threats at the workflow level of the process

and does not deal with the calculation of their impact or possibility, which is left

to traditional risk assessment frameworks.

Finally, the work of [114] presents a technique to model threat patterns which

can be used for threat identification in business process models. The technique

is based on the transformation of normal scenarios, captured by UML sequence

diagrams, to negative scenarios where a threat can be realised by a mis-actor

using a threat pattern rule. These patterns are captured by the creation of UML

threat profiles based on information collected by different international standards

(e.g., Common Criteria).

2.3 Evaluation

An important aspect of the analysis, supported by the works identified through

this literature review, is the extent of the coverage they provide. The cover-

age of the supported analysis can be evaluated in two ways, namely coverage

of security- and risk-related aspects and coverage of different abstraction levels

(organisational, operational and implementation level).

The first analysis criterion is the coverage provided for security- and risk-

related aspects, in more detail:

• the security analysis aspect, covers the elicitation of security requirements

(e.g., confidentiality, integrity, availability) at the organisational level, secu-

rity policies or security-annotated activities at the process level and security

related services at the level of the implementation. Privacy concerns are also

included in this category as they are often grouped together with security

related aspects in literature.
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• the risk analysis aspect is concerned with the identification of threats and

the analysis of risks introduced by them at the organisational and oper-

ational levels, as well as risk mitigating solutions at the implementation

level.

Concerning the different levels of abstraction where analysis is supported, we

differentiate between:

• the organisational level, where concepts such as goals, actors and resources

can be captured using goals models,

• the operational level, where sequences of activities performed by different

actors can be captured by means of business process modelling,

• the implementation level, where the components of process models are

matched or assigned to services or other execution level artefacts (e.g.,

code).

All works identified through this literature review have been categorised ac-

cording to the above criteria as presented in Fig. 2.1. Each circle represents an

abstraction level and so works placed within the intersection of two or more cir-

cles provide support at multiple abstraction levels. Moreover, works appearing in

black lettering support security-related analysis, underlined works support risk-

based analysis, and works appearing in blue and underlined lettering support

both aspects of analysis.
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Figure 2.1: Security- and risk-related analysis support by level of abstraction

It is apparent from Fig. 2.1 that only a small number of the identified ap-

proaches ([51], [54]) are able to support system analysis throughout all the dif-

ferent levels of abstraction. The majority of the identified works focus on the

operational level as they solely offer support for analysis of business process mod-

els. Another useful insight from the taxonomy presented at Fig. 2.1 is that the

transition from organisational level models (e.g., goal models, UML diagrams) to

the operational level (i.e., business process models) is much less represented in

the literature of the area when compared to the transition from process models

to implementation level artefacts (e.g., service compositions).

Regarding the coverage of the different concerns grouped under the umbrella

of information security, Fig. 2.1 reveals that only a small amount of identified

works ([78],[101]–[104], [115]) are able to holistically consider all different aspects

of analysis (i.e., security and, risk). Instead most approaches specialise in one

type of analysis, with security analysis being the most represented in the identified

work.
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Requirement Threat Countermeasure

Elicitation Modelling Elicitation

[51] 3

[52], [53] 3 3

[54] 3

[55] 3

[56] 3

[57] 3

Table 2.2: Requirements analysis support of organisational level approaches

Table 2.2 summarises the type of analysis provided by the identified ap-

proaches which offer organisational level modelling capabilities. Since the or-

ganisational level captures the highest level of abstraction, the works listed in the

table provide a goal modelling component used to elicit security requirements.

For the requirements elicitation process, concepts such as goals, constraints and

policies can be used to identify high level security requirements which can later

be incorporated into the produced process models at the operational level. While

the elicitation of security requirements is the main purpose of the approaches

listed at Tab. 2.2, literature suggests that it is also highly important and benefi-

cial for them to be able to also incorporate concepts able to capture risk related

aspects and mechanisms or countermeasures which deal with the identified se-

curity requirements [116]. Therefore, we have included “Threat Modelling” and

“Countermeasure Elicitation” as criteria in our evaluation of works with an or-

ganisational modelling component, as presented in Tab. 2.2.

Furthermore, Tab. 2.2 indicates that none of the identified approaches is flex-

ible enough at the organisational level to provide coverage for the combination of

threat modelling and countermeasure elicitation. More importantly the support

for modelling risk related aspects is absent from all the identified approaches while

the elicitation of countermeasures is only included as part of the PriS framework

[52], [53] which specialises in the aspect of privacy and offers a series of suggested

privacy enhancing technologies matched to specific types of privacy requirements.

To evaluate the operational level modelling support of the identified ap-

proaches, an overview of which is provided in Tab. 2.3, a number of criteria have

been introduced. The mapping of process activities to elements of the organi-

sational level requirements model (i.e., goals) is considered a valuable practice

as it augments the traceability of changes between system models of different

abstraction levels [57]. Additionally, since process models are not equipped to
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adequately capture the rationale behind design choices, mapping their compo-

nents to requirement models helps provide justification. As a result, the ability

to map process elements to organisational level artefacts is on of the criteria used

for the evaluation of the approaches included in Tab. 2.3.

Another important criterion is the introduction of new sets of notation at the

process model level in order to visually communicate security and/or risk related

concepts. Modelling such concepts into business process models in the form of

notation facilitates model comprehension by stakeholders of different domains

and fosters collaboration [3]. Additionally, it is also beneficial that new sets of

notation are expressive enough so they can fully capture all the different aspects of

analysis (i.e., security- and risk-concepts). Otherwise, more than one approaches,

complementary to each other, may need to be applied at the same process model,

thus introducing considerable overhead and complexity.

As illustrated in Tab. 2.3, none of the identified process modelling approaches

satisfies all the criteria previously discussed. In terms of traceability between

requirements and business process models, frameworks with an organisational

modelling component (see Tab. 2.2) can provide concept mappings between goals

and process level activities. On the other hand, most of the identified works do

not perform requirements elicitation at the organisational level and therefore are

limited to simple security and risk-related annotation of process models.

Regarding the process annotation capabilities of the approaches identified in

this review, only the works of [78] and [108]–[112] introduce annotations capa-

ble of capturing both security and risk related concerns. The vast majority of

the identified works focus mainly on security related annotation, either introduc-

ing new symbols to mark security constrained process activities (e.g., padlock

symbols) or use textual annotations to denote security concerns. A smaller set

of works introduce similar types of annotations but focused specifically on risk

modelling. Therefore, a number of specialised approaches exist which support

the analysis of individual aspects of security and risk but only a small number of

works is able to cover both aspects.
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Mapping to

Org. Goals

Security/Privacy

Annotation

Threat/Risk

Annotation

[51] 3

[52], [53] 3

[54] 3

[55] 3

[56] 3 3

[57] 3

[59]–[62] 3

[64], [65] 3

[67] 3

[74] 3

[75] 3

[76], [77] 3

[78] 3 3

[79] 3

[80] 3

[81] 3

[82], [83] 3

[72], [84], [85] 3

[92]–[94] 3

[96] 3

[97] 3

[101]–[104] 3

[105] 3

[107] 3

[108]–[112] 3 3

[113] 3

Table 2.3: Process security modelling support of identified approaches
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Since our analysis focuses on model-driven approaches in the context of busi-

ness process security, an important factor that needs to be considered is the

representational support provided by the identified works. The successful rep-

resentation of business processes via business process models requires a set of

explicit steps to be followed for the creation of such models, notation capable of

capturing the main concepts necessary for their analysis (i.e., security and risk)

and a platform that supports all the above and facilitates model development.

By combining the guidance provided by rules and the expressiveness provided

by domain-specific notation, with the ease-of-use offered by support tools (e.g.,

design platforms), the design process can be streamlined and large parts of it

can be automated. The importance of an automated approach for the derivation

of business processes based on the overall business goals of an organisation, has

been identified as an important direction for future research in the area of busi-

ness process modelling, as it enhances the usability and reduces the amount of

effort required [116]. Therefore, to evaluate the representational support of the

identified approaches, three evaluation criteria have been introduced in Tab. 2.4

to represent the need for design steps, additional notation and tool support.

Table 2.4 indicates that only a limited number of the identified approaches

satisfies all three aspects of representational support. Most works introduce new

concepts or notation to capture security and risk-related aspects in process models

but only a few also develop modelling tools capable of supporting the creation of

process models with the newly introduced notation. The same can be observed

for the existence of specific sets of rules or steps to support the creation of process

models, as the identified works usually introduce sets of notation but, either do

not specify specific steps to be followed or leave the design process to the discretion

of the involved stakeholders.
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Design Steps/

Rules

Additional

Concepts/

Notation

Tool Support

[51] 3

[52], [53] 3

[54] 3

[55] 3 3

[56] 3

[57] 3 3

[58] 3 3

[59]–[62] 3 3 3

[63] 3

[64], [65] 3 3

[66] 3 3

[67] 3 3

[74] 3

[75] 3 3 3

[76], [77] 3 3 3

[78] 3

[79] 3

[80] 3 3

[81] 3

[82], [83] 3 3

[72], [84], [85] 3 3

[89] 3

[90], [91] 3

[92]–[94] 3 3

[96] 3 3

[97] 3

[101]–[104] 3 3

[105] 3

[106] 3

[107] 3

[108]–[112] 3

Table 2.4: Representational support of identified approaches
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2.4 Research Gaps and Challenges

From the evaluation of the works identified via the literature review performed

in this chapter the following research gaps and challenges in the area of secure

business process model design can be identified:

1. Ch.1: Need for holistic security analysis. Information security encompasses

a multitude of aspects which can be categorised under confidentiality, in-

tegrity, availability, authenticity, accountability and non-repudiation [117].

Nevertheless, there are other relevant aspects related to information secu-

rity that need to be reflected at the process level such as authentication,

authorisation as well as privacy-related aspects [118]. Similarly, the inclu-

sion of risk-related aspects further enhances the analysis of secure business

process, as they allow to capture potential threats, evaluate their impact

and propose mitigating configurations. Therefore, all aspects of security

and risk need to be taken into account in order to holistically analyse secu-

rity during the design of business processes. While our review of the related

literature identified a variety of attempts to address individual aspects of

security and risk, works that support the holistic analysis of such areas are

in short supply.

2. Ch.2: Support for analysis at multiple levels of abstraction. As previously

discussed, different levels of abstraction are able to capture different aspects

of security analysis. In order to understand and represent user requirements

in terms of enabling organisational strategy to encompass business needs,

we need to be able to describe the context of the system. The goals which

an organisation aims to achieve by the execution of its business processes

can provide highly relevant input during the systems design phase. Goal-

oriented requirements engineering (GORE) approaches use goals to capture

the rationale behind design-time decisions at the organisational level of ab-

straction. Therefore, when paired with process modelling approaches, they

are a useful initial tool for the design of the business processes [5]. Next,

at the operational level of abstraction, business process models are capable

of capturing a great level of detail in regards to the flow of activities and

information and resource exchanges between the participating stakeholders.

At the operational level security implementing technologies, introduced in

response to security constraints identified at the higher level of abstrac-

tion via goal models, can now be mapped onto specific process activities,

thus facilitating the analysis of security at the process level. Finally, at
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the lowest level of system analysis abstraction, the implementation level,

process activities can be matched to specific IT systems and services which

are capable of implementing their functionality. Nevertheless, the identifi-

cation of processes and their matching to services, which should ideally take

place early during the system’s development, is a very important and yet

challenging and not well-understood activity [119]. Therefore, this propa-

gation of security analysis through the different levels of abstraction, from

high level organisational strategy to low level services and security imple-

menting technologies, allows for a seamless transition from abstract security

requirements to specific security configurations. It is, consequently, a note-

worthy approach for the design of secure business process and as such it

should be further studied by researchers of the area.

3. Ch.3: Ability to identify threats and elicit countermeasures during require-

ments analysis. For a more comprehensive analysis of the different aspects

of security at the organisational level it is important that, besides the elici-

tation of security requirements, threats are identified and countermeasures

are elicited. It is considered highly beneficial to incorporate such aspects

of analysis at the requirements level [116], since their early identification

and inclusions at the analysis provides a more comprehensive view of the

systems security. Nevertheless, the evaluation of current approaches for the

design of secure business process which include a goal-oriented security re-

quirements component as a starting point, revealed very limited adoption of

threat identification and countermeasure elicitation. Thus, future attempts

in this research area should consider extending their analysis capabilities

at the requirements level to accommodate such aspects, as involving them

early during the analysis allows for a more accurate representation of secu-

rity for the system to-be.

4. Ch.4: Decision support capabilities throughout the design process. As al-

ready discussed, the importance of connecting operational level elements

with high-level goals bolsters the alignment between strategy and opera-

tions. In the context of security, linking specific process components with

security constraints, introduced at the organisational level, allows the pro-

vision of rationale for design choices at the business process model level.

Therefore, it is preferable for approaches in the area of secure business pro-

cess modelling to not only provide the necessary notation to annotate all

aspects of security (requirements, threats, mechanisms, countermeasures
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etc.), but also link the design choices to specific goals to provide reasoning.

Once security-constraint parts of the process have been identified, annotated

and mapped to specific organisational goals and/or security requirements,

decisions regarding the inclusion of security-implementing process activities

need to be taken at the business process model. Therefore, decision sup-

port should also be facilitated at the operational level of analysis, allowing

reasoning about security configurations based on properties of the business

process model (e.g., complexity of the workflow, cost of implementation).

5. Ch.5: Well-definedness and automation of design process. The design of

business process models can be a demanding and time consuming endeav-

our, especially as the scale of the modelled systems grows. The considerable

amount of effort required for such a process can be significantly reduced if

a well-defined series of steps and/or rules guiding the design of secure busi-

ness process models exists. Another aspect which adds to the complexity

of the design process is the different security-oriented notations introduced

on top of the standards notation of graphical process modelling standards.

Ad-hoc sets of notation with no explicit definitions introduced by most of

the current approaches to security-oriented business process modelling, of-

ten overwhelm the stakeholders as they require effort and domain-specific

knowledge to be fully comprehended [3], [15]. Therefore, intuitive and ex-

plicitly defined security related notation can greatly improve the quality

and readability of the produced models and further reduce the effort re-

quired during the design stages. Finally, automated tool support for the

construction and analysis of business process models improves the appli-

cability of approaches for secure business process modelling [116] as it can

easily facilitate the application of well defined design steps, analysis rules

and explicit notation. Thus, the focus of future attempts in the area of

model-driven business process modelling should be the creation of well-

defined approaches, supported by software tools in order to improve the

modelling experience.

Therefore, the output of the research project presented in this work is moti-

vated by the research gaps and challenges identified through the analysis of the

literature of the area. The developed framework for the design of secure business

processes, presented in Chapter 3, builds on existing approaches and modelling

languages and introduces new components and artefacts in order to address the

identified challenges.
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Chapter 3

Proposed Framework

The framework presented in this work is developed to assist in the creation secure

business process designs sourcing from high level stakeholder requirements. More

specifically, the final output resulting from the application of this framework

will be a business process model which will contain both functional and security

implementing activities. Throughout the application of each of the framework’s

components, a variety of stakeholders are to be involved, each providing different

types of input and executing relevant modelling and analysis activities.

During the initial stages of the framework application, the input of high-level

organisational stakeholders (e.g., upper management, consultants) is required for

the identification of the top-level strategic goals the system under development

should accomplish. Such system objectives are captured via goal models, which

constitute the main initial artefact around which the analysis supported by this

framework is structured. In addition to the above mentioned stakeholders, infor-

mation security analysts are also involved in the initial stages of the framework’s

application in order to identify the system’s main security-related objectives us-

ing goal-oriented security requirements engineering. Through the propagation

of such analysis facilitated by security-oriented goal models, the security con-

straints, threats and security implementing activities of the system to-be are

identified early during its development lifecycle and connected to its strategic

objectives, making security an important cornerstone around which the business

process supporting system to-be will be developed.

Next, the goal model, capturing participating actors, their goals, tasks, re-

sources and security concerns is utilised as a means of automatically producing

a business process skeleton via a set of model transformation rules provided by

the proposed framework. Business process analysts and designers can utilise the

automatically generated business process skeleton and refine it into a complete
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and secure business process model. During this step some final design choices are

made by business process designers in collaborations with security engineers re-

garding the operationalisation of the systems security, guided by the framework’s

comprehensive decision support component. The created business process model

can also be verified by the same stakeholders, in regards to the satisfaction of

the initially identified security requirements, using the framework’s verification

component.

Framework Contributions Research challenge

see Section 2.4

(i) Support for the elicitation and operationalition of all

aspects of security requirements.

[Ch.1, Ch.3]

(ii) Alignment between high-level goals and process-level

configurations.

[Ch.2]

(iii) Seamless transition between different abstraction-

level models via explicit mappings and model transfor-

mation rules.

[Ch2, Ch.5]

(iv) Support for stakeholder input during decision mak-

ing both at the organisational and operational level.

[Ch.3, Ch.4]

(v) An adaptable approach to process model instanti-

ation, where a number of similar but slightly different

process designs can be derived from the same reference

model, according to the specific situational needs of each

implementation.

[Ch.4, Ch.5]

(vi) A set of preconfigured security-implementing pro-

cess fragments that guide the operationalisation of secu-

rity at the business process level in a structured manner.

[Ch.5]

(vii) Business process security verification capabilities

via a structured, attribute-based approach, to identify

potential security shortcomings of the produced business

process model.

[Ch.5]

(viii) Software tool support to assist and automate the

application of the framework’s components.

[Ch.5]

Table 3.1: Framework contributions mapped to identified research challenges

According to our findings from the literature review, presented in Section 2.4,

a number of research challenges have been identified in the area of secure business
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process design. The developed framework aims to work towards tackling the

identified research challenges by contributions presented in Tab. 3.

The above contributions highlight the information security orientation of the

framework that will be presented in this chapter. Nevertheless, there are ad-

jacent concepts that are often considered along with information security, such

as privacy and trust. The modularity provided by the components of the pro-

posed framework could allow the consideration of privacy and trust. To achieve

that, the components could be extended to include concepts that could allow

the elaboration of such aspects without significantly altering the overall func-

tionality of the rest of the framework. Nonetheless, potential conflicts between

security and privacy or trust would also need to be identified, analysed and re-

solved. Since that would significantly increase the scope of this work and add

considerable overhead to the framework’s application it has not been considered

in the context of this project. Therefore, information security shall be the central

concern of the proposed framework but the potential for its further extension to

cover security-adjacent aspects is recognised and its implications to the quality

and completeness of the framework’s outcome are discussed in the Conclusion

chapter (see Chapter 5).

The rest of this chapter focuses on presenting the different building blocks of

the proposed framework. First a general overview of the framework’s components

and activities will be presented in Section 3.1. Next each component will be

individually introduced and discussed. A running example will also be used

throughout the presentation of each component to provide a proof-of-concept

of the application of the proposed framework to a real life system.

3.1 Framework Overview

The main building blocks of each component and its interconnection with the rest

of the proposed framework are presented in Fig. 3.1. The blue nodes represent

the main modelling artefacts produced throughout the frameworks application.

The grey nodes represent the building blocks utilised by each component to sup-

port the creation of each modelling artefact. Furthermore, a high level overview

of the sequence of activities performed by each component during the frame-

work’s application, is presented in Fig. 3.2. A more detailed breakdown of each

component’s activities, inputs and outputs will be individually presented at each

component’s corresponding section within this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Components of proposed framework

The Goal Modelling component is concerned with capturing the organisational

structure, strategy, and security concerns at a high level of abstraction via the

use of goal models by high-level organisational stakeholders (e.g., management,

consultants). At the same time it provides input, in the form of non-functional

system characteristics and potential security implementing technologies by secu-

rity experts, to support the decision making during the later stages of business

process design.

The Decision Support component provides a structured approach to system

designers and security experts for deciding the security composition of the system

to-be. Through this component, security, risk and non-functional aspects of the

system can be quantitatively defined and evaluated. Satisfiability solvers are then

utilised for the identification of system compositions which best fit the identified

parameters. Based on the output of this component, the security implementation

of the system to-be can be identified and later be operationalised by the produced

business process model.
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Figure 3.2: Proposed framework overview

The Model Transformation component is utilised for translating the organi-

sational level concerns captured by the goal modelling component, to the oper-

ational level of abstraction. Therefore, this component links goal and business

process modelling concepts and uses this mapping to extract transformation rules.

These rules are then used to produce the hybrid reference process model from

the goal model. The hybrid reference process model uses both goal and business

process modelling concepts to create a process skeleton that encompasses the

information captured by the goal model diagram.

The hybrid reference process model is, therefore, the main artefact used by

process designers for the definition of the framework’s final deliverable, the secure

business process model by the Business Process Modelling component. This com-

ponent contains a library of process patterns, which are used to operationalise

the different security-implementing mechanisms identified at the goal modelling

level and selected using the Decision Support component. The business process

model skeleton, automatically created and captured by the hybrid reference busi-

ness process model, is manually refined to a complete BPMN 2.0 collaboration

diagram.

Finally, the Security Verification component evaluates the degree of satisfac-

tion of the system’s security requirements by the created business process model.
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To achieve that a number of relevant security related attributes are introduced at

the business process level which can be evaluated by security checking algorithms

to identify potential violations of the system’s security constraints.

In addition to the contribution of each component to the overall functionality

of the framework, most of the components can also be used independently of each

other to achieve smaller specifiable goals. The publications produced during the

development of the framework, listed in Section 1.6, include cases of individual

component applications. More specifically, in [8] the model transformation com-

ponent is used a standalone artefact for transforming Secure Tropos goal models

to business process skeletons. In [40], [44] the business process modelling com-

ponent is used as a structured approach towards the security instantiation of

business process models using security patterns. In [43], [45] the decision support

component is introduced as a means of optimising the security configuration selec-

tion of information systems. In [41] the security verification component is utilised

in order to verify the security properties of existing business process models.

Furthermore, combinations of framework components have be used in con-

junction with other approaches to a variety of areas of interest. For instance, in

[9], parts of the framework have been used for eliciting security requirements for

legacy business processes. The framework has also been utilised for the creation

of business processes for software product lines in [37], and the design of secure

cloud-based information systems in [38].

3.2 Goal Modelling component

Secure Tropos [6] is a security-oriented extension of Tropos [25], a goal-oriented

requirements engineering method. The main motivation behind the creation of

Secure Tropos was the lack of a methodology to support the capturing, analysis

and reasoning of security requirements from the early stages of the development

process. As such, Secure Tropos, combines concepts from requirements engineer-

ing for representing general concepts and security engineering for representing

security-oriented concepts, which are presented in detail in [35].

The creation of security-oriented goal models for the elicitation of require-

ments, threats and implementation mechanism alternatives for the system to-be

is the starting point of the framework proposed by this work. The ability of

Secure Tropos to capture and analyse such concepts in an explicit and struc-

tured manner is the main reason for its selection as the method of choice for

performing the organisational level modelling required by our framework. More
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specifically, the advantages of Secure Tropos, compared to other security-oriented

GORE approaches are:

i. its ability to perform social analysis during the early requirements stage by

capturing actors, their goals, resources and interdependencies,

ii. the simultaneous consideration of security along with the other require-

ments of the system-to-be, via the provision of a number of different mod-

elling views, each capturing different aspects of the system’s design (e.g.,

organisational view, security requirements view, security attacks view).

iii. the support for not only the requirements but also the design stages of the

development lifecycle, through the mapping of abstract security constraints

and threats to specific implementation mechanism alternatives.

3.2.1 Goal Modelling Concepts

The subset of Secure Tropos concepts, as introduced in [35], used for the organi-

sational level analysis included in our proposed framework are listed below.

• A Goal represents a condition in the world that an actor would like to

achieve [120]. In other words, goals represent the strategic interests of

actors. In Tropos, the concept of a hard-goal (simply goal hereafter) is

differentiated from the concept of soft-goal. A Soft Goal is used to capture

non-functional requirements of the system, and unlike a (hard) goal, it does

not have clear criteria for deciding whether it is satisfied or not and therefore

it is subject to interpretation [120] (e.g., the system should be scalable).

• An Actor represents an entity that has intentionality and strategic goals

within the multiagent system or within its organisational setting [120]. An

actor can be human, a system, or an organisation.

• A Resource presents a physical or informational entity that one of the actors

requires [25]. The main concern when dealing with resources is whether the

resource is available and who is responsible for its delivery.

• A Plan represents, at an abstract level, a way of doing something [25]. The

fulfilment of a plan can be a means for satisfying a goal, or for contributing

towards the satisfying of a soft goal. In Tropos different (alternative) plans,

that actors might employ to achieve their goals, are modelled. Therefore

developers can reason about the different ways that actors can achieve their

goals and decide the best possible implementation.
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• A Dependency between two actors represents that one actor depends on

the other to attain some goal, execute a task, or deliver a resource [120].

The depending actor is called the depender and the actor who is depended

upon is called the dependee. The type of the dependency describes the

nature of an agreement (called dependum) between dependee and depen-

der. Goal dependencies represent delegation of responsibility for fulfilling

a goal. Soft-goal dependencies are similar to goal dependencies, but their

fulfilment cannot be defined precisely whereas task dependencies are used

in situations where the dependee is required to perform a given activity.

Resource dependencies require the dependee to provide a resource to the

depender. By depending on the dependee for the dependum, the depender

is able to achieve goals that it is otherwise unable to achieve on their own,

or not as easily or not as well [120]. On the other hand, the depender be-

comes vulnerable, since if the dependee fails to deliver the dependum, the

depender is affected in their aim to achieve their goals.

• A Security Constraint is the main concept introduced by Secure Tropos. Se-

curity Constraints are used, in the Secure Tropos methodology, to represent

security requirements [17]. A Security Constraint is a specialisation of the

concept of constraint. In the context of software engineering, a constraint

is usually defined as a restriction that can influence the analysis and design

of a software system under development by restricting some alternative de-

sign solutions, by conflicting with some of the requirements of the system,

or by refining some of the system’s objectives. In other words, constraints

can represent a set of restrictions that do not permit specific actions to be

taken or prevent certain objectives from being achieved. Often constraints

are integrated in the specification of existing textual descriptions. However,

this approach can often lead to misunderstandings and an unclear defini-

tion of a constraint and its role in the development process. Consequently,

this results in errors in the very early development stages that propagate to

the later stages of the development process causing many problems when

discovered; if they are discovered. Therefore, in the Secure Tropos mod-

elling language security constraints are defined as a separate concept. To

this end, the concept of security constraint has been defined within the

context of Secure Tropos as: A security condition imposed to an actor that

restricts achievement of an actor’s goals, execution of plans or availability

of resources. Security constraints are outside the control of an actor. This

means that, in contrast to goals, security constraints are not conditions
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that an actor wishes to introduce but rather is forced to adhere to. Se-

curity constraints can also be grouped according to the security objective

the achievement of which they contribute towards. Security objectives are

broader descriptions of security principles or rules such as confidentiality,

integrity, availability, authentication and authorisation.

• A Threat represents circumstances that have the potential to cause loss; or

a problem that can put in danger the security features of the system [121].

Threats can be operationalised by different attack methods, each exploiting

a number of system vulnerabilities.

• Security Mechanisms represent standard security methods for helping to-

wards the satisfaction of the security objectives [17]. Some of these methods

are able to prevent security attacks, whereas others are able only to detect

security breaches. It must be noted that further analysis of some secu-

rity mechanisms is required to allow developers to identify possible security

implementations at a technical level.

One of the modelling views introduced by the Secure Tropos approach is the

security requirements view, which provides a detailed analysis of the organisa-

tional view of the system under design. This view depicts node-link diagrams

enclosed in circular containers representing system actors, with different types

of nodes and connections to model both organisational and security related ele-

ments.

Figure 3.3: Legend of Secure Tropos concepts

Another modelling view of Secure Tropos utilised by this framework is the

security attacks view, which provides further analysis of the threats identified at

the security requirements view. A unique security attacks view is created for each

of the identified threats which further illustrates how an attacker can harm the

system at hand via the manifestation of the threat. More specifically, a series of
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Attack Methods are identified for each threat, which represent the ways an at-

tacker can utilise to harm the system (e.g., social engineering attack method for

an information leak threat). Each attack method is linked to one or more system

Vulnerabilities, which capture weakness of the designed system that each attack

can exploit (e.g., unpatched equipment, insecure communication protocols). The

identified vulnerabilities are linked to specific system components (i.e., goals,

plans, resources) which can be directly compromised by each vulnerability. Ad-

ditionally, each of the security mechanisms proposed at the security requirements

view can be connected to a vulnerability to indicate whether it can protect the

system against it. The Secure Tropos framework provides CASE tool support

which accommodates both the creation of the described modelling views and the

automated model analysis which is able to identify potential constraints and vul-

nerabilities for which countermeasures, in the form of security mechanisms, have

not been identified. A legend of all the Secure Tropos concepts described in this

section is presented in Fig.3.3. The relationships between the concepts included

in the security requirements and security attacks view are captured at the partial

Secure Tropos metamodel illustrated in Fig.3.4.

Figure 3.4: Partial metamodel of relevant Secure Tropos concepts
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3.2.2 Goal Modelling Component Application

The sequence of activities performed as part of the Goal Modelling component

application along with relevant inputs and outputs, are summarised in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Activities for the application of the Goal Modelling component

An example of a security requirements view diagram is presented in Fig. 3.6.

It illustrates the security requirements view diagram of an electronic prescription

system, which will be used as a running example throughout this chapter to illus-

trate the application of the different components of our framework. The purpose

of this system is to facilitate the creation and archiving of electronic prescription

created by medical practitioners and used by patients to receive medication. The

entities interacting within that system, namely the “E-prescription system”, the

“Medical Practitioner” and the “Patient” are represented as actors, each of which

has a set of goals that they are aiming to achieve by interacting with each other

through dependency relationships. Their goals are decomposed to sub-goals and

in some cases plans which represent simple activities each actor has to perform

(e.g., “Store new prescriptions”).
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Figure 3.6: Security Requirements view model of e-Prescription system

The Patient’s top-level goal is to “Receive Medication” and in order to achieve

that depends on the Medical Practitioner through the goal “Diagnose Patient”

and on the E-Prescription System for receiving the “Prescription” document.

Similarly, the Medical Practitioner depends on the E-Prescription system for cre-

ating and storing prescription documents, modelled through goal “Create new

Prescription” and “Maintain Prescription Records” and resource (“Treatment

Plan” and “Patient Records”) and dependencies. Soft goals can also be identified

to capture non-functional concerns for the system under design, for instance the

soft goal “Efficiency of Prescription creation” aims to ensure that a new pre-

scription document can be created by the least amount of actions possible by a

medical practitioner.
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Next, once the main actors, goals, resources and dependencies have been

identified, the security requirements of the modelled system are to be identi-

fied. More specifically, security concerns are created and connected to goals and

plans in order to restrict their functionality (e.g., “Only authorised practitioners

can create prescriptions” categorised as an Authentication constraint). Threats

are also identified and connected to entities they can impact. For instance, the

“User Impersonation” threat in our model can impact the “Create Prescription

Document” goal performed by the E-Prescription system. To achieve the sys-

tems security objectives and mitigate identified threats, a number of alternatives

of security implementing mechanisms are introduced. For example the security

Authentication-related constraint described above, can be satisfied by the imple-

mentation of either “2-Factor Authentication”, “Smart Cards” or “Username and

Password”.

To further elaborate on the security aspects of the modelled system, Secure

Tropos supports the creation of a Security Attacks view for each of the identi-

fied system threats. In our example the Security Attacks views for the “User

Impersonation” and “Data Leakage” threats are presented in Figs. 3.7, 3.8. In

those models, for each threat a number of Security Attacks are identified (e.g.,

“Phising” and “Keylogging” for the User Impersonation threat) and connected to

system vulnerabilities they can exploit (e.g., “Compromised User Account”). The

previously identified security mechanisms can then be connected to one or more

vulnerabilities they can (fully or partially) protect against. Therefore, security

and system analysts can have a better overview of potentially unprotected system

vulnerabilities and reiterate their security analysis to propose better alternatives

in terms of security mechanisms.

Figure 3.7: Security Attacks view of the User Impersonation threat
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Figure 3.8: Security Attacks view of the Data Leakage threat

The Secure Tropos models created by the Goal Modelling component of the

framework for the e-Prescription system will form the basis for the analysis pro-

vided by the Decision Support component, presented in Section 3.3. The rela-

tionships captured in those models provide valuable information regarding both

the structure and the security coverage of the modelled system. The Decision

Support component quantifies those relationships and, through an optimisation

process, identifies the security mechanism combination best fitting the system’s

functional and non-functional needs.
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3.3 Decision Support component

Before the transformation of the Secure Tropos goal model of the system to a

BPMN business process model can take place, decisions have to be made regard-

ing its security composition. More specifically, a combination of security mecha-

nisms has to be selected from the different alternatives that have been previously

introduced. The Decision Support component is introduced in this section, in

order to support a structured and quantitative decision making process regard-

ing the selection of security mechanisms best fitting the system’s functional and

non-functional goals.

Using the Decision Support component, different combinations of security

mechanisms for each security-constraint goal, plan or resource can be selected

according to the specific needs of the system at hand. The selection criteria influ-

encing the final decision can be defined by the system stakeholders and designers

and can capture a variety of security (e.g., risk reduction, constraint coverage)

and non-functional aspects (e.g., cost, performance) of the system. To capture

such aspects, a number of additional attributes are introduced to existing Secure

Tropos concepts and constraint goal models (CGMs) are utilised to select the

optimal configurations.

3.3.1 Risk-oriented Extension of Secure Tropos

Secure Tropos introduces a conceptual basis which facilitates security trade-off

modelling and analysis [24]. An inherent limitation of all Tropos based approaches

is their lack of precise semantics for the quantitative evaluation of system be-

haviours, including security and risk coverage [122]. Additionally, concepts nec-

essary for the risk analysis process (e.g., risk) are missing. Attempts to align it

with risk-related concepts have been developed [123], but they lack the ability to

quantitatively perform risk assessment and support a fine-grained security trade-

off analysis. To that end, we extend Secure Tropos with a number of concepts

and attributes, as presented in Fig. 3.9 in bold lettering.

Risk Related Attributes

The concept of Risk is introduced into the existing Secure Tropos metamodel and

connected to the concept of Threat, since any threat introduces a certain amount

of risk through its associated Vulnerabilities. Each vulnerability represent a po-

tential weakness that can be exploited by a threat and compromise the system’s

security.
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Figure 3.9: Metamodel of Risk-Oriented Secure Tropos Extension

The impact of each vulnerability is captured by the attribute Impact which

can be evaluated using a number of different techniques. A common approach

is estimating the impact of vulnerabilities using CVSS (Common Vulnerabilities

Scoring System) [124] and/or historical data. A semi-quantitative scale is often

used for value assignment of a vulnerabilities impact using discrete values (e.g.,

[10, 50,100] to represent low, medium, high impact) [125]. However, in this work

we estimate the impact of a vulnerability as the relative impact with respect to

that of all other vulnerabilities of the system. In other words, the higher the value

of the impact the more important a vulnerability is. Therefore, to estimate the

impact of each vulnerability we apply Analytic Hierarchy process (AHP) [126],

[127], a common prioritisation approach in software engineering [128], [129].

The probability of a vulnerability being exploited for the manifestation of a

security attack is captured by the Likelihood attribute. Similar to the estima-

tion of a vulnerability’s impact, likelihood in our work quantifies how much more

probable is the exploitation of a vulnerability by a certain threat compared to

another one. Therefore, likelihood represents a different prioritisation of vulner-

abilities with respect to their probability of being exploited and is also estimated
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using AHP. In contrast to its impact value, which is unique for its vulnerability,

the likelihood value depends on the combination of a threat-vulnerability pairing,

as the same vulnerability can be exploited by more than one threat but with a

different likelihood.

The initial amount of risk introduced by a threat is an aggregation of the risk

introduced by each of the vulnerabilities exploited by the threat and is captured

by the InherentRisk attribute of the Risk concept. The amount of risk remaining

after risk treatment is applied is captured by the ResidualRisk attribute. Ad-

ditionally, the attribute ResidualRiskThreshold captures the maximum accepted

amount of residual risk for each threat by the system stakeholders.

The concept of the Security Mechanism, which Secure Tropos uses to model

technologies utilised to implement the system’s security objectives, is extended

with a number of attributes. These attributes will allow us to evaluate the con-

tribution of each security mechanism towards the achievement of each of the

system’s soft-goals (SoftGoalContribution) and the mitigation of each identified

vulnerability (VulnerabilitytMitigation).

Finally the Coverage attribute has been added to the Soft Goal concept to

capture the total coverage provided to each by the selected sets of security mech-

anisms.

Risk Calculation

The newly introduced concept of Risk and additional attributes to the existing

Secure Tropos concepts facilitate the definition of functions which can be used to

guide the risk-based adaptation process. More specifically:

Definition 1 Let V1, . . . , Vn denote the vulnerabilities of the system, and let

Li, Ii ∈ R, with 0 ≤ Li, Ii ≤ 1, denote the Likelihood of Vi being manifested and

its Impact, respectively. Let Vi ∈ {0, 1} indicate the exploitation of vulnerability

Vi by a threat Vi = 1, or not Vi = 0.

The Inherent Risk, RI , introduced by a threat is defined by:

RI =
n∑

i=1

(Li × Ii × Vi). (3.1)

Definition 2 Let mi ∈ N be the number of security mechanisms mitigating vul-

nerability Vi, and let Mji ∈ R, with 0 ≤ Mji ≤ 1, denote the Vulnerability Miti-

gation of the j-th security mechanism towards a vulnerability Vi. The Mitigated
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Risk of a threat, RM , is defined by:

RM =
n∑

i=1

(
Li × Ii × Vi ×

mi∑
j=1

Mji

mi

)
. (3.2)

The residual risk of each threat is the remainder of its inherent risk when the

mitigated risk is redacted.

Definition 3 The Residual Risk of a threat, RR is defined as:

RR = RI −RM
(3.1),(3.2)

=
n∑

i=1

[
(Li × Ii × Vi)×

(
1−

mi∑
j=1

Mji

mi

)]
. (3.3)

Constraint Goal Models

Goal models often present high variability, expressed by multiple alternative so-

lutions to fulfil one or more goals. One of the tasks of GORE is to decide which

of these alternatives should be implemented or not in the system-to-be. Given

the nature of goal models, each goal represents a predicate that relates with other

predicates through AND/OR relationships. Therefore such relationships between

goals can be used to construct first order logic formulas.

In order to elaborate on complex aspects of system designs, captured by goal

models, additional attributes can be assigned to different components of the mod-

els. As previously discussed, in this work we introduce a number of attributes to

quantitatively capture aspects of risk, security coverage and non-functional goals.

Thus, each alternative solution in terms of security mechanism leads to a goal

model with different total values for each of the variables captured by the newly-

introduced attributes. Hence, goal reasoning in our approach means finding a

solution to a maximum satisfiability (MAX-SAT) problem.

To solve such problems we turn our attention to the field of satisfiability

and optimisation modulo theories (SMT/OMT). There, the combination of the

different variables are captured by formulas associated with linear equations that

must be optimised by any solution found for the satisfiability problem. The

integration of SMT/OMT with goal models has been implemented be Constrained

Goal Models (CGMs) [130]. Such goal models allow the definition of a) multiple

variables associated with the modelled goals and b) linear equations composed by

these variables that should be optimised. Therefore, along with the satisfiability

problem that is native to goal models, a multi-objective optimisation problem

should be solved in parallel. This is done with the use of a scalable external
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reasoner, OptiMathSAT [131], which is invoked to find optimal solutions over

CGMs.

The use of such a reasoner allows for flexibility to the optimisation process

as system designers and stakeholders can decide both which variables capture

critical aspects of the system and should, therefore, be included in the formulas,

and the priority of each of the selected variables in the optimisation process.

As a result, the application of the reasoner can produce a number of system

configurations depending on the selected variables and their prioritisation. This

allows for constructing a number of scenarios during the decision support step of

the approach, each of which produces a different system configuration in terms

of selected security mechanisms. Each of the resulting configurations can be

used to produce a different business process instance by following the rest of the

framework’s steps.

3.3.2 Decision Support Process

The aim of the Decision Support component is to support the selection of the sys-

tem’s security implementation. The input required is a Secure Tropos goal model

where a multitude of security mechanisms and threats have been identified, as a

result of the system’s security analysis via the application of the Goal Modelling

component. The output is a combination of such mechanisms that best satisfy

the system properties defined by its stakeholders. The steps followed to perform

the decision support process are as follows:

Step 1 Optimisation Variables Selection: The variables capturing relevant system

aspects, based upon which an optimisation process will be performed, are

selected by the system stakeholders. Since the optimisation process intro-

duced in this work is security-oriented, the selection focuses on the Residual

Risk variable for each of the identified system threats, as defined in For-

mula 3.3. The coverage provided by each security mechanism towards the

satisfaction of each security constraint is another relevant security-related

aspect and is, therefore, used as another optimisation variable. Other than

the security and risk-related variables, a number of non-functional goals

may be relevant in the decision making process. Therefore, variables re-

flecting such system aspects (e.g., cost, performance) should be defined as

system soft-goals, towards which each of the proposed security mechanisms

contribute.

Step 2 Value Assignment : The selected variables, expressed as attributes of com-
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ponents of the system’s goal model have to be instantiated. The instanti-

ation process includes assigning values for security constraint coverage, in

a scale of zero (0) to one (1), for each proposed security mechanism, ac-

cording to estimations provided by security experts. In a similar manner,

the soft-goal coverage values are instantiated, in a scale of zero(0) to one

hundred (100), to indicate the contribution of each proposed mechanism

toward the achievement of the identified system soft-goals.

For the instantiation of the risk-related variables, the formulas introduced

in Section 3.3.1 have to be evaluated. First,the calculation of the Inher-

ent Risk (see Formula 3.1) for each of the system’s threats is performed by

instantiating the Likelihood and Impact values of each threat’s vulnerabil-

ities using AHP. Next, the Risk Mitigation (see Formula 3.2) provided by

each of the proposed security mechanisms is instantiated according to the

estimations of security experts.

Step 3 Variable Prioritisation: Once all relevant variables have been assigned with

numerical values, the optimisation process has to be defined. Such a process,

supported by the OptiMathSAT satisfiability solver, allows the definition of

both hard and soft cap values for each variable. This means that the system

stakeholders can optionally assign a specific value which a variable cannot

exceed (hard cap) (e.g., SConf > 75%), a min/max optimisation direction

(soft cap) (e.g., Performance− > MAX,ResidualRisk(RR)− > MIN) or

a combination of both. The solver also facilitates the prioritisation of vari-

able satisfiability, therefore each of the variables can be assigned a priority

in the satisfiability problem. As a result, a variable with a higher priority

will be optimised before a variable with a lower priority. OptiMathSAT also

allows complex constraints to be defined as functions of the selected vari-

ables (e.g., TotalResidualRisk = 0.5 ∗RR(T1) + 0.3 ∗RR(T2) + 0.2 ∗RR(T3))

and prioritised in the same way as the rest of the variables.

Step 4 Security Implementation Generation: Once all variables have been selected,

instantiated and (optionally) prioritised, the satisfiability solver can now

generate a combination of security mechanisms that optimally satisfies the

defined optimisation problem. It can be the case that the problem cannot

be solved, therefore, it may be required that Step 3 is repeated and different

priorities and/or caps are defined. Nevertheless, if the optimisation problem

can be solved a combination of the selected mechanisms is provided by the

solver along with the overall values of the variables produced by the solution
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(e.g., Total Cost, Total Risk Mitigation).

Step 5 Security Implementation Selection: The decision support process usually

involves the definition of multiple optimisation scenarios during Step 3, in

order to represent different optimisation priorities of the system’s stakehold-

ers (e.g., lower cost, highest risk mitigation). During this final step and once

combinations of security mechanisms that satisfy each of the defined sce-

narios has been generated, the system’s stakeholders select the mechanism

combination that will be implemented in the system to-be.

3.3.3 Decision Support Component Application

The steps for the application of the Decision Support component are overviews

in Fig. 3.10 and applied to the example e-Prescription system to support the

stakeholders in the definition of its security composition.

Figure 3.10: Activities for the application of the Decision Support component

The first step of the decision support process, the Security Analysis, has al-

ready been performed by the Goal Modelling component and resulted in the

Security Requirements and Security Attacks models presented in Figs. 3.6, 3.7

and 3.8. The next step involves the selection of the variables along which the op-

timisation process will take place. Since two threats have been identified during

the security analysis of the e-Prescription system, the residual risk of each of such

threats forms the first set of optimisation variables (i.e., RR(T1) and RR(T2)). An-

other set of variables captures the satisfaction of each identified security constraint

by each of the proposed security mechanisms (i.e., SAuth, SInt, SConf ). Further-

more, the soft-goals identified at the Security Requirements model of the system
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identify non-functional system aspects which the stakeholders consider an impor-

tant part of the system’s design. Thus, the variables of Cost and Efficiency are

also introduced as aspects of the optimisation process.

Since all variables, around which the decision making process is built, have

been identified, the next step requires their value assignment. For the calculation

of the residual risk values, as indicated by Formula 3.3, we first need to calculate

the individual Impact and Likelihood values for each vulnerability of each threat

using AHP, in order to capture a quantitative ranking of each vulnerability. The

pairwise ranking approach of AHP allows security experts to assign Impact values

by comparing all three of the identified vulnerabilities. Similarly, the Likelihood

values are calculated by ranking each threat-vulnerability pairing (i.e., T1-V1,

T1-V2, T2-V3 as modelled in Figs.3.7 and 3.8), as the same vulnerability can be

exploited by more than one threat but with a different likelihood. The impact and

likelihood values for each threat, instantiated as a proof-of-concept for the specific

example, are used to calculate the inherent risk for each threat, as presented in

Tab. 3.2.

Threat Vulnerability Impact Likelihood Inherent Risk

T1
V1 0.25 0.75

0.3125
V2 0.5 0.25

T2 V3 0.25 1 0.25

Table 3.2: Threat - Vulnerability value assignment for the e-Prescription system

The security mechanisms proposed in Fig. 3.6 also require the value assign-

ment of their attributes which capture the mitigation percentage of each vul-

nerability (MV ) and their contribution towards the satisfaction of each security

constraint SConstr. and soft-goal. Security experts and system analysts need to

assign such values to each of the proposed security mechanisms. For the example

e-prescription system such values are assigned as shown in Tab. 3.3.

Security
Mechanism

MV 1 MV 2 MV 3 SInt SAuth SConf Cost Effic.

MD5 0 0 0.25 0.4 0 0 15 80
SHA2 0 0 0.70 0.75 0 0 20 80
SmartCard 0.4 0.5 0 0 0.75 0 75 70
2FA 0.6 0.7 0 0 0.9 0 70 30
User/Pass 0.2 0.3 0 0 0.6 0 30 50
HTTPS 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 10 80
Private VPN 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 40 50

Table 3.3: Security mechanism value assignment for the e-Prescription system
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The next step in the decision support process requires the stakeholders to pri-

oritise the variables involved in the prioritisation. For the example e-Prescription

system three different scenarios have been defined, each of which involved differ-

ent priorities and caps for the identified variables. Each scenario was provided

as an input to the OptiMathSAT satisfiability solver which produced a differ-

ent security mechanism combination to satisfy each scenario’s parameters. The

scenarios created for this example are the following:

• Scenario 1 : This scenario represents a system composition where the top

priority of the stakeholders is the minimisation of the residual risks of the

two identified threats. The next priority is the maximisation of the security

constraint satisfaction followed by the minimisation of costs and the max-

imisation of the system’s efficiency. No hard cap limits were set for any of

the variables.

• Scenario 2 : This scenario represents a system composition where the top

priority is the minimisation of costs, followed by the maximisation of effi-

ciency, the maximisation of constraint satisfaction and finally the minimi-

sation of residual risks. Once again, no hard cap limits were set for any

variable.

• Scenario 3 : In this scenario, hard caps have been set for both the residual

risks of the two identified threats and the for the satisfaction of each security

constraint. More specifically, each residual risk must be less than 50% of

the initial (inherent) risk and each security constraint must be at least 50%

satisfied. The cost has been set to be minimised and the efficiency to be

maximised.

Variable Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

RR(T1) min[1] min[6] < 50%
RR(T2) min[2] min[7] < 50%
SInt max[3] max[3] > 50%
SAuth max[4] max[4] > 50%
SConf max[5] max[5] > 50%
Cost min[6] min[1] min
Effic. max[7] max[2] max

Table 3.4: Variable values and thresholds per adaptation scenario

An overview of the priorities and caps of each variable for each of the three

scenarios is provided in Tab. 3.4. The security mechanism combinations that
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satisfy the initial conditions for each scenario, as identified by the optimisation

solver, are presented in Tab. 3.5. System stakeholders should, at this point, be

able to select the security mechanism combination resulting from the scenario

best representing their needs. The selected mechanisms will be later used to

instantiate the business process model during the application of the process mod-

elling component of the framework. For the purposes of this example we will

select the security mechanisms combinations resulting from Scenario 3.

Scenario 1 SHA-2 2-FactorAuth. Private VPN
Scenario 2 MD5 User/Pass HTTPS connection
Scenario 3 SHA-2 2-FactorAuth. HTTPS connection

Table 3.5: Resulting system configurations per scenario

Therefore, the role of the Decision Support component is to guide the selection

of the security countermeasures that will be implemented in the system to-be. To

achieve that it quantifies the contribution of each of the proposed security mech-

anisms towards the satisfaction of a number of different system properties such as

risk mitigation, security constraints satisfaction and non-functional aspects (e.g.,

performance, cost). The prioritisation of the satisfaction of such system proper-

ties creates a number of optimisation scenarios, each of which can be satisfied by a

different combination of security mechanisms. Therefore, the system’s stakehold-

ers can make an informed decision regarding the system’s security composition,

by selecting the optimisation scenario best representing their needs.
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3.4 Model Transformation component

The components of the proposed framework introduced thus far facilitate the elab-

oration and analysis of functional and non-functional aspects of the system to-be

at a high level of abstraction (i.e., organisational level). Due to this high abstrac-

tion level it is easier for non-technical stakeholders (e.g., management, business

analysts) to be involved in defining the objectives, high-level requirements and

constraints of the system to-be and capture and refine them using goal-oriented

requirements engineering approaches. In order to transfer such elements of the

organisational structure to the operational level at which business processes op-

erate, a linkage between the two levels of abstraction needs to be created. This

linkage is a crucial step for the creation of operational level artefacts (i.e., busi-

ness process models) as it provides a blueprint for business process designers who

are able to built business processes which are aligned with organisational level

artefacts of the system (e.g., goals, requirements, constraints).

To achieve that, during the model transformation phase, we introduce an

intermediate model called hybrid reference process model. This model includes

concepts from both goal and process models (hybrid) and captures all the security-

related information elicited from the Goal Modelling and Decision Support com-

ponents of the framework. The model produced as a result of the application of

the Model Transformation component can be later instantiated into a number of

similar but slightly different business process models (reference model), according

to the specific security needs of each instance.

The process related concepts (i.e., lanes, activities, data objects) included in

the hybrid reference process model are transformed from their corresponding goal

model concepts (i.e., actors, goals, plans, resources) and also inherit the Secure

Tropos concepts capturing security-related analysis (i.e., constraints, objectives,

mechanisms, threats). By capturing such connections between goal and process

model level concepts via the hybrid reference process model we can trace changes

at the high-level requirements of an organisation to specific parts of its business

processes and vice-versa.

3.4.1 Concept Mappings and Model Transformation Steps

To identify conceptual similarities between goal and process modelling concepts

and create explicit transformation rules we use the meta-models and concepts

definitions provided by Secure Tropos [6] and BPMN 2.0 [7]. More specifically,

a lane in BPMN 2.0 is described as a container for organising and categorising
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activities [7], usually performed by a specific entity (e.g., process participant,

information system). Since an Actor is also used as a container for goals and plans

to be achieved by an entity in the context of goal models, we can transform the

actors included in the goal model to lanes of the same name in the hybrid reference

process model, as described in Fig.3.11. Therefore, information regarding the

participants and stakeholders of the system, originally captured in the goal model

can be transferred to the business process via this concept mapping.

Figure 3.11: Actor to lane concept relationship

In a similar manner we can map the goals of each actors and the plans used

to achieve them, as included in the metamodel to process activities. An Activity,

according to the definition of BPMN 2.0, is a generic container for work performed

by an entity [7] and can take two distinct forms, a Sub-Process and a Task. The

difference between sub-processes and tasks is that the former can be broken down

into a finer level of detail while the latter captures atomic activities that cannot

be further decomposed. Similarly in goal models, goals are used as containers

for capturing the intentions of system actors and can be further decomposed to a

finer level of detail, while plans express atomic actions that need to be performed

for the achievement of a goal. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 3.12, by transforming

goals to sub-processes and plans to tasks in the hybrid reference process model,

we can transfer information regarding the intentions of each actor and use them

to generate the main activities to be included at the business process level.
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Figure 3.12: Goal and plan to activity concept relationships

The exchange of information assets in physical or digital form is one of the

fundamental components of a business process. For this purpose the concept of

Data Objects is included in BPMN 2.0 and defined as entities providing infor-

mation about what activities require to be performed and/or what they produce

[7]. Similarly, at the goal model level resources are used to capture information

entities which are required for or created from the fulfilment of a goal or the per-

formance of a plan. Therefore, due to the conceptual similarities between the two

concepts, the resources included in the goal model can be transformed to data

objects at the hybrid reference process model, as shown in Fig. 3.13. This way

information captured at the goal model regarding such assets can be transferred

to the business process model.

Figure 3.13: Resource to data objects concept relationships

As mentioned earlier, apart from the business process model concepts, the

hybrid reference process model inherits a number of concepts from the Secure

Tropos goal model. More specifically, concepts used to capture security aspects

(i.e., security constraints, security mechanisms, threats), connected with goals,

plans and resources of the goal model are transferred to the hybrid reference
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process model and connected to the corresponding activities and data objects.

An overview of the concepts and relationships included in the hybrid reference

process model are provided at the metamodel, illustrated in Fig.3.14, where the

concepts inherited by Secure Tropos are included in the dashed-line container.

Figure 3.14: Metamodel of the hybrid reference process model

A series of transformation steps have been defined in Tab. 3.6 for guiding

the process of creating a hybrid reference process model starting from a secu-

rity oriented goal model. The mappings between concepts of Secure Tropos and

BPMN 2.0 introduced above, are the basis upon which each of the transformation

steps is built. Each of the transformation steps are to be applied iteratively for

each of the components included in the security requirements view of the Secure

Tropos goal model created by the application of the previous components of this

framework.
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Step 1
∀(ac) (actor) of the goal model:

∃(l(ac)) (lane) in the hybrid model.

Step 2

∀(g) leaf-level (goal) of the goal model:

∃(sp(g)) (sub-process) in the hybrid model.

∀(p) leaf-level (plan) of each goal (g) the goal model:

∃(t(p)) (task) within (sp(g)) in the hybrid model.

Step 3
∀(r) (resource) of the goal model:

∃(d(r)) (data object) in the hybrid model.

Step 4

∀(c) (security constraint), ∀(m) (security mechanism) and ∀(t)
(threat) connected to a goal (g), plan (p) or resource (r) of the goal

model:

Transfer it to the hybrid model.

Connect it to the corresponding activities (sp(g)||t(p)) or data ob-

jects (d(r)).

Table 3.6: Steps for the goal-to-hybrid reference process model transformation

3.4.2 Model Transformation Component Application

The application of the transformation steps of Tab. 3.6 to the e-Prescription

system’s goal model produces the hybrid reference process model illustrated at

Fig.3.15. More specifically, the actors introduced during the organisational level

analysis of the system (i.e., Patient, Medical Practitioner and E-Prescription

System) are transformed into business process lanes according to Step 1 of the

transformation rules. Next, according to Step 2, activities, in the form of sub-

processes and tasks, are created and placed in the corresponding lanes, originating

from the leaf-level goals and plans of each system actor. Goals participating in

dependency relationships are to be placed as sub-processess only within the lane

representing the dependee actor, in order to avoid duplicate activities appearing

in multiple lanes. During Step 3, the relevant resources (e.g., Patient Information

and Prescription), previously introduced at the goal model, are now data objects

at the hybrid reference process model connected as inputs or outputs to the

activities that create or require them. For instance, since the “Prescription”

resource is created by the plan “Issue Prescription” at the goal model, a data

resource with the same name is the output of the corresponding task at the

hybrid reference process model. In contrast to goals, resources participating in

dependency relationships in the goal model, create data objects in both the lanes

representing the depedee and depender actors.
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Figure 3.15: Hybrid reference process model of the e-Prescription system

After all the concept transformations have been completed, a basic process

skeleton capturing the main participants and activities of the system has been

created. To also capture the security related aspects of the system on this process

skeleton we apply Step 4 of the transformation rules. According to that step, the

constraints connected to a goal, plan or resource of the goal model are transferred

in the hybrid reference process model and connected to the corresponding sub-

process or task. In case of a constraint placed at a non leaf-level goal at the goal

model, connections are created to all activities stemming from that non leaf-level

goal at the hybrid reference process model. For instance the constraint “Only

authorised practitioners can issue prescriptions” originally connected to the goal

“Create Prescription Document” at the goal model presented in Fig. 3.6, will be
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connected to all three of the activities created from the leaf-level nodes of that goal

(i.e., “Insert Patient Info”, “Insert Treatment Plan” and “Issue Prescription”) at

the hybrid reference process model. The same process is followed for transferring

the threats identified at the goal model to the corresponding activities and data

objects in the hybrid reference process model level. The security mechanisms

identified for the satisfaction of each of the constraints are also transferred and

connected to the corresponding constraint. To maintain the maximum amount of

information at the hybrid reference process model level, all proposed mechanisms

identified at the goal model level are transferred. The mechanisms selected as a

result of the Decision Support component application are distinguished by their

bold border, while the rest mechanisms are included in case of future system

redesigns, which may lead to the selection of alternate security configurations.

The resulting hybrid reference process model for the e-Prescription system is

illustrated in Fig. 3.15
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3.5 Business Process Modelling component

The business process modelling component uses the hybrid reference process

model as input in order to produce secure business process designs. For each

security-constraint activity or resource of the hybrid reference process model, a

security mechanism has been selected to be implemented using the Decision Sup-

port component, as presented in Section 3.3. The Business Process Modelling

component handles the operationalisation of the selected implementation mech-

anisms and their integration within the final business process model. To provide

a structured approach towards security operationalisation for process designers,

the Business Process Modelling component introduces a set of security design

patterns in the form of process fragments. Such patterns are instantiated and in-

tegrated to the process skeleton, captured by the hybrid reference process model,

which is then manually refined to create a complete BPMN business process

model.

3.5.1 Business Process Design Patterns

For the operationalisation of security implementing mechanisms in the business

process model we introduce a series of business process design patterns. A pat-

tern, in the context of software development, is a reusable package which incorpo-

rates expert knowledge and represents a recurring structure, activity, behaviour

or design [132]. Specifically for the area of information security, a common obsta-

cle in the design of secure information systems is the disconnect between security

experts and the system developers [133]. Since the main concern of system devel-

opers is functionality, security is underprioritised and implemented in an ad-hoc

manner during the later development stages. Security patterns are often utilised

as a way to overcome such issues, as they are able to provide to non-experts stan-

dardised and proven solutions to common security-related issues [134]. Patterns

can encapsulate security expertise and standardise proven solutions to recurring

problems [133], which can facilitate a systematic and structured approach towards

the operationalisation of security by non-experts [135]. A security pattern is a

well-understood solution to a recurring information security problem and can be

categorised in structural patterns, which incorporate designs that can be imple-

mented in the final product and procedural patterns, which represent high level

directions for improving the process of development of security-critical software

systems [133].

During the requirements and analysis phases of the system development life-
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cycle, the majority of the proposed design pattern focus on security attacks while

patterns for implementing countermeasures are few [132]. Therefore, as part of

this work a number of structural process design patterns are introduced, aiming

to model the implementation of countermeasures for the main types of security

requirements (e.g., confidentiality, integrity, availability) at a business process

level of abstraction. Such patterns are at a mid-level of abstraction and are,

therefore, generic enough to be implementation-agnostic but able to specify a

basic sequence of activities and interactions between process participants which

lead to the satisfaction of the system’s security requirements.

The basic structure of each of the proposed patterns is captured using BPMN

collaboration diagrams [7] and includes the activities required for the operational-

isation of a security implementing technology. Definitions from international

standards [117], [136] for each type of security requirement (i.e., authentication,

authorisation, confidentiality, integrity, availability) were utilised to identify the

basic functionality that each pattern should describe. Furthermore, literature

sources (i.e., [64], [137]) were utilised to identify how such functionality can be

expressed in the context of a business process model.

The security-implementing activities included in each pattern are annotated

with a padlock symbol at their top left corner to visually communicate their

security-oriented nature. Corresponding activities exist at the user’s lane describ-

ing any required interaction with the system’s security implementing activities

(e.g., input of user credentials). The security-constrained activity or data object,

which created the need for the implementation of security, is marked with a bold

black border in order to be easily distinguishable from other activities or objects.

A series of message exchanges between the two lanes are also included to capture

the communication between the user and system side during the interaction with

the various mechanisms and for communicating the success or failure of the oper-

ation (e.g., “Access Granted”). Finally relevant start and end events along with

gateways that split the process flow are also modelled within each pattern. An

overview of the BPMN 2.0 concepts utilised for the construction of the patterns

is presented in Fig. 3.16
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Figure 3.16: Overview of BPMN 2.0 elements used in patterns

The activities contained within each pattern are not dependent on the imple-

mentation of a specific mechanism but rather on the type of the security require-

ment at hand. Therefore, the pattern operationalising a specific type of security

requirement (e.g., authentication) can be instantiated by a number of different

mechanisms (e.g., smartcard, biometrics, username/password). It is also the case

that one pattern can be reused within another pattern. For instance, the pattern

for Authentication is reused within the Authorisation pattern since its function-

ality is required for the completion of the authorisation process.

The instantiation and contextualisation of each pattern for its introduction

to a specific business process model is a semi ad-hoc process performed by the

process designer, guided by a set of steps. More specifically:

1. An activity or data object with an attached security constraint is selected

from the hybrid reference business process model.

2. The type of security constraint (e.g., confidentiality, integrity) restricting

the selected activity or data object is identified from the hybrid reference

process model and the corresponding security process pattern is selected to

be further instantiated.

3. The security mechanism(s) attached to the selected security constraint

at the hybrid reference process model is used to instantiate the security-

implementing activities included in the security pattern. For instance, a

security-implementing activity such as “Request Authentication Details”

which is present in the non-instantiated Authentication pattern is altered

by the process designers into a more explicit declaration (e.g., “Request 2-

Factor Authentication Details”) to reflect the implementation of a specific

security mechanism, which has been selected by the stakeholders via the

application of the Decision Support component.
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4. The activity or data object selected from the hybrid reference process model

during Step 1, is used to instantiate the security-constraint activity or data

object field of the selected security process pattern, visually represented

with a bold black outline.

5. The instantiated security pattern is manually connected to the rest of the

business process by the process designer. More specifically, the control flow,

gateways and events contained within the pattern have to be connected

with the control flow of rest of the business process model according to the

syntax rules of BPMN 2.0. The position of the pattern with the business

process model is relative to the position of the security-constraint activity or

data object. For instance, the pattern for Authentication is placed before

the execution of an authentication-constraint activity, while the pattern

for integrity is placed after the creation or transmission of an integrity-

constraint data object.

While the above steps provide the process designers with a set of predefined

steps for the instantiation and integration of the security patterns within a busi-

ness process model, there are still design choices that have to be made depending

on the context of the business process at hand. More specifically, the appropriate

connection of an instantiated pattern within the control flow of a business pro-

cess model can require some fine-tuning under certain conditions. For instance,

if a constraint activity is located within a looping control flow, or a number of

constraint activities are present in succession, then a pattern has to be correctly

placed so unnecessary repetition is avoided. Such cases of complex control flows

prevent the complete automation of the security pattern instantiation and thus

require the intervention of a process designer who can adjust the process according

to the context of the model at hand. Nonetheless, the security process patterns

presented in the rest of this section, along with the steps discussed above, provide

a structured way for process designers to integrate security during the design of

business processes.

Regarding the different types of security requirements, patterns are created for

operationalising confidentiality, integrity and availability countermeasures. Re-

quirements such are authentication and authorisation are often also grouped un-

der security, therefore the authentication and authorisation patterns are integral

parts of the rest of the security design patterns presented below.
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Authentication

Authentication, in the context of a business process, entails the verification of a

credential of a subject using security mechanisms [64]. Therefore, a process par-

ticipant is required to have a verified identity before performing a specific activity

or accessing a resource. To realize the authentication requirement, as illustrated

in Fig. 3.17, every time a user submits a request to the system for accessing

an authentication-constrained resource or activity, the system should check that

request and ask for the user’s authentication data. Once the user submits the

authentication data in the appropriate form (e.g., username/password, biometric

data) the system should check its validity and, if valid, allow the user to access

to the constraint resource or activity.

Figure 3.17: Authentication pattern

Authorisation

Authorisation, in terms of a business process model, requires the restriction of

access to assets based on certain business or security requirements of an entity

[117]. Therefore, only process participants with the appropriate permissions can

access a resource or perform an activity that is authorisation-constrained. As

shown in Fig. 3.18, to realise the authorisation requirement, first a user requests

access to authorisation-constrained activities or resources and the authentication

process takes place in order for the user’s identity to become known to the system.

After the successful authentication, the role and/or the permissions attached to

the user’s account are checked and, if appropriate, the user gains access to the

constraint activity or data object.
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Figure 3.18: Authorisation pattern

Confidentiality

Confidentiality, in terms of business process models, is a property of a data object

and involves the identification of authorised entities that can access it[137]. As

shown in Fig. 3.19, to achieve confidentiality in a business process, if the user

is not already authorised, the authorisation process takes place as previously

described. Next, a secure communication channel is created between the user

and the system through which the confidentiality-constrained data object can be

transferred.

Figure 3.19: Confidentiality pattern

Integrity

Integrity is concerned with ensuring that information is protected from improper

modifications so as to avoid intentional or accidental unauthorised changes to sys-

tem data [136]. As illustrated in Fig. 3.20, to achieve integrity, after an integrity-

constrained data object has been transferred to the system, the system’s copy of

the resource needs to be compared to the original by data validation techniques.
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Figure 3.20: Integrity pattern

Availability

Availability describes the property of system resources being accessible and usable

upon demand by an entity [117].Therefore, the pattern for availability, presented

in Fig. 3.21, is utilised to ensure that critical resources are always available to

process participants. To realise that requirement, when a requested resource is

not available, the system has to maintain backups, using a number of available

implementation technologies, from which the data object can be retrieved and be

made available to the user.

Figure 3.21: Availability pattern

3.5.2 Business Process Modelling Component Application

Other than containing the business process design pattern library, the Business

Process Modelling component is also where the final business process model is

created. The steps followed for the application of the Business Process Modelling
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component are presented in Fig. 3.22 and applied to the e-Prescription system

running example. More specifically, the process skeleton captured by the hybrid

reference process model is refined with the introduction and instantiation of the

security process patterns, followed by the creation of the process control flow.

Figure 3.22: Activities for the application of the Business Process Modelling

component

Figure 3.23 presents the final business process model originating from the hy-

brid reference model of the e-prescription system (see Fig.3.15). In the “Medical

Practitioner” lane the process fragment for the implementation of “Confiden-

tiality” (see Fig. 3.19) has been introduced and instantiated with the “HTTPS

Connection” mechanism, as selected by the Decision Support component. As

a result the activities “Establish Secure Communications Channel via HTTPS”

and “Transmit Resources” have been introduced in the process model before the

confidentiality-constraint resources “Patient Records” and “Treatment Plan” are

transmitted to the “E-Prescription System” lane.

In a similar manner, in the “e-Prescription System” lane two process pat-

terns have been introduced for the operationalisation of the “Authorisation” and

“Integrity” security constraints. More specifically, the process fragment for “Au-

thorisation” (see Fig.3.18) is introduced and instantiated with the “2-Factor Au-

thentication” mechanism and placed before the authorisation-constraint activities

“Insert Patient Info”, “Insert Treatment Plan” and “Issue Prescription”. There-

fore, activities and messages of the authorisation pattern which were abstractly

defined, such as “Request User Input” are instantiated into more explicit declara-

tions (i.e., “Request 2-Factor Authentication Details”) in the final business process

model to reflect the implementation of the selected security mechanism. Follow-

ing a similar set of steps, the process fragment for “Integrity” (see Fig.3.20) is also

introduced and instantiated with the “SHA-2” security mechanism. It is placed
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after the “Receive Resources” activity so it can check the integrity-constraint

resources received from the “Medical Practitioner” lane.

Other than the introduction of the instantiated business process design pat-

tern for the operationalisation of the identified security constraints, start and

end events have been manually added at each lane of the final business process

diagram to denote the beginning and end of each of the contained sub-processes.

Additionally, message exchanges have been added between lanes for transferring

relevant data objects and the activities contained within each of the model’s lanes

have been ordered and connected with each other to create a control flow. The

ordering and connecting of activities is also a manual task since the goal model,

which provided us information regarding the basic structure of the system, is

inherently not equipped to capture information regarding temporal dimensions

of the system, such as the ordering of its plans.
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Figure 3.23: Business Process Model of the e-Prescription System
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3.6 Security Verification component

The variability introduced by the numerous available process modelling lan-

guages, combined with the subjectivity and arbitrariness of manually created

business process models, creates the need for formal approaches to verify the pro-

duced process designs [138]. Additionally, the verification of the compliance of an

organisation’s internal business processes to certain restrictions, internally (i.e.,

organisational standards and policies) and externally (i.e., laws and regulations)

imposed, is often a legal requirement [139]. Since information security is a com-

mon source of such restrictions, the verification of the security aspects of business

process models is an emerging area of research. A common approach for check-

ing the security properties of business process models involves the specification

of the process model as a formal graph, the definition of the security properties

using formal propositional languages and the use of an automated model checker,

which takes as input the graph and the formal property definitions to perform

the model checking.

The formalisation approach appears to be widespread in the area of secu-

rity verification of business process models (i.e., [64], [83], [140]–[145]), but its

adoption and applicability remains limited due to its overwhelming complexity

for non-expert users [139], [146]. One important drawback of such approaches is

their limited support for modelling techniques, as most of them require process

models to be transformed in a specific manner (e.g., Petri-nets, FSMs) before they

can be used as input for a specific model checker. This contrasts with the variety

of modelling languages used in practice and introduces a considerable overhead in

terms of time and expert knowledge [147], as large numbers of processes need to

be remodelled using a specific modelling technique. In contrast, the approach pre-

sented in this work uses BPMN 2.0, the “de-facto” standard for business process

modelling [3], without the need to further translate neither the process model,

nor the security requirements in formal specifications. Additionally, the range of

compliance rules supported by works in the area of security verification is limited

[139], as most approaches specialise to a subset of security properties, such as role

assignment and user permissions (e.g., separation of duty, access control). Our

work shifts the focus towards traditional security requirements (authentication,

authorisation, confidentiality, integrity, availability), which can be verified by the

structure of the workflow of the process.

The security verification component, introduced in this work, takes as input

the business process model, as created by the previous components of the frame-

work, in order to verify its security properties. In order to facilitate the security
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verification of business process models, this component introduces an attribute-

based security verification approach, which aims to provide increased usability

and broad coverage for the traditional types of security requirements (authen-

tication, authorisation, confidentiality, integrity, availability). To achieve that,

existing BPMN 2.0 concepts [7] are extended with a series of attributes in order

to capture information relevant to the analysis of the security properties of the

process model. Using such attributes, conditions that need to apply in a pro-

cess model, for the satisfaction of each type of security requirement are defined.

Finally, for each type of security requirement, an algorithm is introduced, for

verifying the compliance to such conditions.

Figure 3.24: Partial BPMN metamodel with security-related attributes

3.6.1 Security Related Attributes

The modelling of security related aspects is not natively supported by contempo-

rary graphical process modelling languages such as BPMN [3]. Nevertheless, the

ability to reason and verify the security properties of a business process model

requires concepts able to capture security related aspects of its elements. To that

end, we propose new attributes to be added to concepts of BPMN collaboration

diagrams, which will then be used for security verification purposes. A partial

metamodel containing the BPMN concepts relevant to our work, along with their

newly introduced attributes is presented in Fig. 3.24.

The newly introduced attributes, an overview of which is provided in Tab. 3.7,

capture information regarding properties of the business process elements which

are essential for the verification of their security. The type of information they
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capture can be categorised in two groups, workflow related and security related

information.

Figure 3.25: Example process fragment

The workflow-related information is captured by the owner, source and tar-

get attributes, attached to the concepts of Activity and Data Object. These

attributes aim to capture information regarding the position of each instance of

activities and data objects within the workflow of a business process model. More

specifically, for the concept of Activity, the owner attribute indicates the lane of

which this activity is part of, thus relating information regarding the entity in

charge of the activity’s execution. For instance in the example process fragment

of Fig. 3.25, the attribute instantiation A1.owner should return the value L1,

since the activity with id A1 belongs to the lane L1. The source and target

attributes capture the lanes which, respectively trigger or get triggered by the

execution of the activity at hand, as dictated by the workflow of the business

process. An example of the use of such attributes can be shown based on the

process fragment of Fig. 3.25, where for the activity with id A3 the attribute dec-

laration A3.source returns L1. Similarly, for the activity with id A2 the attribute

declaration A2.target returns L2. As indicated by the multiplicity of the source

and target attributes of the Activity concept in Fig. 3.24, there can be no source

or target for an activity, in case it does not trigger or gets triggered by another

lane (e.g., A1.target = NULL). It can also be the case that multiple sources or

targets exist in case of workflow splits or joins due to gateways.

By comparing the owner attribute of an activity with its source or target, we

can deduce whether the workflow of the process is transferred from one lane to

another, which is information of high relevance for the analysis and verification of

security properties. For instance, in the example of Fig. 3.25, if the lane where the

workflow leads after the execution of activity A2 needs to be identified, we can
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compare the attributes A2.target and A2.owner. The first part of this comparison

(i.e., A2.target) returns lane L1, while the next part (i.e., A2.owner) returns L2

as the lane that contains the activity which is triggered following the execution

of A2.

The same applies for the owner, source and target attributes of the Data Ob-

ject concept, with the only difference being that the source and target represent

the lanes that contain activities that create the data object as output or use it as

input. For instance, D1.source in Fig. 3.25 should return L2, since the activity

which creates D1 belongs to lane L2 while D1.target should return both L1 and

L2 as D1 is input for both activities A4 and A5 which respectively belong to

lanes L2 and L1.

The second group of attributes captures security needs and properties of the

Lane, Activity and Data Object elements. More specifically, the attributes in-

troduced in the Lane concept indicate whether or not the entity represented by

such a lane has been authenticated and what is its level of authorisation. Such

properties of a lane are vital for the verification of security properties, as they

indicate whether the entity modelled by the lane can access certain activities or

data objects. The Data Object concept includes a number of attributes in order

to capture different types of security needs (e.g., authentication required, autho-

risation required, confidentiality required). The attributes relating to the need of

authentication and authorisation are also included in the Activity concept. Such

attributes are used for identifying which types of security needs must be checked

during the security verification. Other than attributes used to capture needs, the

Data Object concept also includes attributes for capturing certain security-related

properties, such as the existence of secure channels between the data object and

a lane. Such properties are an important component of the security verification

process, which will be presented in the next section.

Finally, other than the introduction of attributes to existing concepts, we have

also introduced a new type of BPMN activity called Security Implementing Ac-

tivity. Such a type of activity is concerned with the operationalisation of security

at the process level by the implementation of security mechanisms and counter-

measures. The type of security objective fulfilled by each security implementing

activity is captured by its security objective attribute, while a set of methods

are available for allowing such activities to interact with the attributes of other

process elements. The selection of appropriate security mechanisms is considered

to be outside the scope of this work and so security implementing activities are

considered as “black boxes”. The security verification process proposed in this
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work is, therefore, implementation agnostic and mainly concerned with the effect

that the structural properties of a business process model have on the satisfaction

of the security requirements of the process.

3.6.2 Attribute Instantiation and Security Verification

The attributes presented in Section 3.6.1 are utilised for the verification of security

objectives. The process for the instantiation of such attributes and the algorithm

used for the verification of each security objective will be presented in the rest of

this section.

Authentication

Authentication is defined as the provision of assurance that a claimed characteris-

tic of an entity is correct [117]. In the context of business processes, authentication

entails the verification of a credential of a subject using security mechanisms [64].

The subjects of a business process are its participating entities, which can be,

among others, individuals or groups of human participants, software systems or

organisations. (Swim)lanes are used in BPMN 2.0 as a graphical representation

of a participant in a business process model [7]. Therefore, authentication is a

security objective associated with the lanes of a business process model.

To capture the authentication property of a process participant, the attribute

authenticated has been introduced at the Lane concept, as illustrated in Fig. 3.24.

Security implementing activities which operationalise the authentication secu-

rity objective, as indicated by the value of their security objective attribute, can

access the authenticated attribute of a lane l and set it to TRUE using their

set authentication(l) method. The attribute authentication required has been in-

troduced to the Activity and Data Object concepts to capture whether they

require participants to be authenticated before accessing them.

Algorithm 1 defines the steps for the verification of the authentication property

of activities and data objects. The procedure AUTHENTICATION CHECK A

takes an activity as input (line 1) and identifies all lanes that trigger the execution

of the lane containing the activity (line 2). If such lanes are different than the

lane in which activity at hand is contained and if such lanes are authenticated

(line 3), then the authentication constraint of the activity is considered satisfied.

Similarly, the procedure AUTHENTICATION CHECK DO takes a data object

as input (line 9) and, for each of lanes having the data object as input (line 10),

checks whether they are different than the lane which creates the data object and
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for authentication checking

1: procedure Authentication check A(Activity)
2: for all Activity.source do
3: if Activity.owner 6= Activity.source and

(Activity.source).authenticated == TRUE then return TRUE
4: end if
5: end for
6: end procedure
7:

8: procedure Authentication check DO(DataObject)
9: for all DataObject.target do

10: if DataObject.owner 6= DataObject.target and
(DataObject.target).authenticated == TRUE then

11: return TRUE
12: end if
13: end for
14: end procedure

whether such lanes are authenticated (line 11).

Authorisation

Authorisation requires the restriction of access to assets based on certain business

or security requirements of an entity [117]. In the context of a business process

model, authorisation involves a lane, representing the entity that wants to access

an asset, the authorisation level of that entity, and the asset itself, which can be

either an activity or a data object [64].

A number of attributes have been introduced, as shown in Fig. 3.24, for the

instantiation and checking of the authorisation objective. More specifically, the

attribute authorisation level is used for capturing the level of authorisation of

each process lane. The attribute authorisation required is used to capture the

minimum level of authorisation required by an entity for accessing an activity or

data object. Finally, security implementing activities with the security objective

attribute set to authorisation, perform the set authorisation(l, v) method to set

the authorisation level of a lane l to a value v.

In the context of a business process model, authorisation checking, performed

using Algorithm 2, involves following the workflow of the process to identify all the

entities that interact with the authorisation-constraint process elements. In case

of an authorisation-constraint activity, procedure AUTHORISATION CHECK A

identifies each lane that contains activities that trigger the execution of the activ-

ity at hand (line 2). If such lanes are different than the owner lane of the constraint
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Algorithm 2 Algorithms for authorisation checking

1: procedure Authorisation check A(Activity)
2: for all Activity.source do
3: if Activity.owner 6= Activity.owner then
4: if (Activity.source).authorisation level ≥

Activity.authorisation required then
5: return TRUE
6: end if
7: end if
8: end for
9: end procedure

10:

11: procedure Authorisation check DO(DataObject)
12: for all DataObject.target do
13: if DataObject.owner 6= DataObject.owner then
14: if (DataObject.target).authorisation level ≥

DataObject.authorisation required then
15: return TRUE
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: end procedure

activity (line 3) and their authorisation level is greater or equal to the minimum

authorisation level required by the constraint activity (line 4), the authorisation

constraint is satisfied. In the case of a data object, a similar authorisation check-

ing process is followed using the procedure AUTHORISATION CHECK DO but,

in this case, each lane using the data object as input is identified (line 12). If

such lane is different than the data object’s owner lane (line 13), then the au-

thorisation level of such lane is compared to the authorisation level required by

the constraint data object (line 14) and if it is greater or equal the authorisation

constraint is considered satisfied (line 15).

Confidentiality

Confidentiality refers to the protection of information from disclosure to unautho-

rised entities [136]. Therefore, in terms of business process models, confidentiality

is a property of a data object, which is the concept BPMN 2.0 utilises to cap-

ture information assets. Defining confidentiality also requires the identification

of authorised entities that can access the information [137]. Thus, the concept

of a swimlane is, once again, required for the definition of confidentiality in the

context of business processes.
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for confidentiality checking

1: procedure Confidentiality check(DataObject)
2: for all DataObject.target do
3: if DataObject.owner 6= DataObject.target then
4: if (DataObject.target.authorisation level ≥

DataObject.authorisation required then
5: if DataObject.secure channel[DataObject.target] == TRUE

then
6: return TRUE
7: end if
8: end if
9: end if

10: end for
11: end procedure

A number of attributes have been introduced for reasoning about confiden-

tiality in business process models, as shown in Fig. 3.24. The attribute con-

fidentiality required introduced in the Data Object concept indicates whether

the confidentiality objective has to be met for accessing a data object. The

attribute secure channel[Lane], also introduced in the data object concept, indi-

cates whether a communication channel capable of confidential data transmission

exists between the data object and a specific entity, modelled as a lane in the

business process. In order to establish confidentiality, appropriate security im-

plementing activities need to be introduced in the business process. To that end,

security implementing activities operationalising the confidentiality security ob-

jective (i.e., security objective attribute is set to confidentiality) have the method

set confidentiality(). That method takes as input a confidentiality-constraint data

object and a lane and, if a secure connection exists between them, assigns the

value TRUE to the secure channel[Lane] attribute of the data object.

Algorithm 3 verifies whether the confidentiality objective of a data object is

met by a business process model. The algorithm takes a data object as input

and checks all the outgoing workflows using that data object (line 2). For each

outgoing workflow leading to a lane that is different than the one currently owning

the data object (line 3), the authorisation level of that lane is compared to the

minimum authorisation level required by the data object (authorisation required

attribute of data object) (line 4). Finally, the existence of a secure communication

channel between any authorised target lane and the data object is checked via

the secure channel[Lane] attribute of the data object (line 5). If the attribute

has a value of TRUE for each target lane then the confidentiality objective is

satisfied.
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Integrity

Integrity is concerned with ensuring that information is protected from improper

modifications so as to avoid intentional or accidental unauthorised changes to

system data [136]. Similar to confidentiality, the entities relating to integrity, in

terms of business process models, are the data object, which models the data

handled during the process execution, and the lane which models the entities

exchanging said data.

As shown in Fig. 3.24, to capture aspects relating to integrity, the integrity

required and integrity checked attributes have been introduced in the data object

concept. When the integrity required attribute has a TRUE value, an integrity

constraint exists on the data object at hand, while if integrity checked attribute

is set to TRUE the integrity of the data object has been confirmed by appro-

priate security mechanisms. The activities modelling the operationalisation of

such integrity implementing mechanisms are modelled as security implementing

activities with their security objective attribute set to integrity. To signify that

the integrity checking has been performed, such activities include the method

check integrity(), which takes a data object as input and changes the value of its

integrity checked attribute to TRUE.

Algorithm 4 Algorithm for integrity checking

1: procedure Integrity check(DataObject)
2: for all DataObject.target do
3: if DataObject.owner 6= DataObject.target and

DataObject.integrity checked == TRUE then
4: return TRUE
5: end if
6: end for
7: end procedure

For the verification of the integrity objective of data objects in a business

process model, Algorithm 4 has been developed. The algorithm takes as input

a data object and identifies the lane of each activity that consumes the data

object (line 2). If the data object’s source lane is different than its target lane

(line 3), which indicates that a data transfer between lanes has taken place, the

integrity checked value of the data object is checked (line 3). If the value is TRUE

a successful integrity checking is assumed to have been executed, thus signifying

the satisfaction of the integrity objective.
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Availability

Availability describes the property of system resources being accessible and us-

able upon demand by an authorised entity [117]. Therefore, in terms of a business

process model, a system resource, modelled as a data object, needs to be available

to an authorised entity, modelled as a lane. To capture aspects relating to avail-

ability, the extended metamodel of Fig. 3.24 introduces the availability required

attribute in the concept of Data Object, which indicates that such an element

has an availability constraint placed upon it, if its value equals TRUE.

Algorithm 5 Algorithm for availability checking

1: procedure Availability check(DataObject)
2: for all DataObject.target do
3: if DataObject.owner 6= DataObject.target then
4: if (DataObject.target).authorisation level ≥

DataObject.authorisation required then
5: if DataObject.source 6= IS UNIQUE then
6: return TRUE
7: end if
8: end if
9: end if

10: end for
11: end procedure

The satisfaction of the availability constraint relates to the structure of the

workflow of a process model. Since a data object needs to be available upon

demand, there is a need for redundancy built into the workflow in order to en-

sure that there is always more than one ways to reach the availability-constraint

process element. This means that an availability-constraint data object, for in-

stance, should be able to be produced as the output of more than one activity.

Therefore, to check the satisfaction of an availability-constraint data object we

introduce Algorithm 5. This algorithm first checks if each activity requiring the

data object (line 2) belongs to a lane different than the owner of the data object

(line 3) and whether that lane has the appropriate authorisation for accessing

it (line 4). Finally, it checks whether the constraint data object sources from

more than one activity (line 5). If a value of TRUE is returned, the availability

objective for said data object is satisfied.
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3.6.3 Security Verification component Application

The business process model of the e-Prescription system, produced by the appli-

cation of the previous steps of the framework, will be used as the input of the

Security Verification component. The steps followed for the application of the

Security Verification component are presented in Fig. 3.26.

Figure 3.26: Activities for the application of the Security Verification component

The previous analysis of the system has identified three types of security re-

quirements, namely confidentiality, integrity and authorisation. Security process

patterns have also been introduced and instantiated within the created process

model to satisfy such requirements. The application of the Security Verification

component will examine whether the produced process model indeed satisfies the

identified requirements. Figure 3.27 presents a fragment of the produced process

model including the instantiated attributes of its relevant components.
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Figure 3.27: Process Fragment of e-Prescription System with Instantiated Verifi-

cation Attributes
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More specifically, the data objects “Patient Records” and “Treatment Plan”,

which are constrained by confidentiality and integrity, have their attributes in-

stantiated to reflect such constraints (i.e., confidentiality required = TRUE, au-

thorisation required = 1 and integrity required = TRUE ) and also capture their

owner (Medical Practitioner), source (Medical Practitioner) and targets (Med-

ical Practitioner, E-Prescription System). Similarly, for the authorisation con-

straint activities “Insert Patient Info”, “Insert Treatment Plan” and “Issue Pre-

scription”, their security requirements have been captured (i.e., authorisation

required= 1 ) and their owner(“E-Prescription System”), source (“Medical Prac-

titioner”) and target, if applicable (i.e., “Patient” for the “Issue Prescription”

task) have also been instantiated.

The next part of the attribute instantiation process deals with the manip-

ulation of the attributes of various components by the security-implementing

activities introduced in the business process model. In detail, the “Establish Se-

cure Communication Channel via HTTPS” activity of the “Medical Practitioner”

lane operationalises the HTTPS security mechanism to achieve the objective of

confidentiality and, as a result, establishes a secure communication channel be-

tween the data objects owned by “Medical Practitioner” and the “e-Prescription

System” lane. To reflect that in the model’s attributes the security implement-

ing activity uses the methods set confidentiality(Patient Records, e-Prescription

System) and set confidentiality(Treatment Plan, e-Prescription System) to in-

stantiate the attribute secure channel[E-Prescription System]= TRUE for both

confidentiality-constraint information resources.

Similarly, the “Compare Resource Copy to the Original via SHA-2” activity

of the “E-Prescription System” satisfies the integrity objective for the two data

objects, using the methods check integrity(Patient Records) and check integrity

(Treatment Plan) to set the integrity checked attribute of both resources to TRUE.

Finally, the “Implement Authorisation’ ’ sub-process of the “e-Prescription Sys-

tem” lane, uses the method set authorisation(Medical Practitioner, 1) to assign

the appropriate authorisation level to the “Medical Practitioner” lane (i.e., au-

thorisation level=1 ).

After the instantiation of all the relevant attributes, the verification algo-

rithms for each security requirement can be applied at the process model to check

whether its current composition satisfies the identified security requirements. For

the verification of the confidentiality constraint satisfaction, Algorithm 3 was ap-

plied for data objects “Patient Records” and “Treatment Plan” (i.e., CONFIDEN-

TIALITY CHECK(Patient Records, Treatment Plan)). In both cases the proce-
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dure did not return a TRUE result as the authorisation level of the E-Prescription

System lane has not been established through a security-implementing activity

and, as a result, it was not greater or equal to the authorisation level required

for handling such data objects (Line 4 of Algorithm 3). Therefore, to fully

satisfy the confidentiality constraint, authorisation has to be obtained for the

e-Prescription system by the addition to the process model of an appropriate

security-implementing mechanism.

The integrity checking algorithm (see Algorithm 4) was also applied for the

same data objects (i.e., INTEGRITY CHECK(Patient Records, Treatment Plan)),

as there was an integrity constraint placed upon them at the E-Prescription sys-

tem lane. The procedure returned TRUE as a result, therefore the satisfaction

of the integrity constraint was verified. Finally, the authorisation-constraint ac-

tivities of the e-Prescription system lane were used as input to the authorisation

checking algorithm (see Algorithm 2) to verify the satisfaction of their constraint.

The procedures for all three activities (i.e., AUTHORISATION CHECK A(Insert

Patient Info, Insert Treatment Plan, Issue Prescription)) all returned a TRUE

result, as their source lane (“Medical Practitioner”) had the appropriate autho-

risation level and therefore the constraint is considered as satisfied.

The application of the verification algorithms identified some security-related

issues at the business process model of the e-Prescription system. The identi-

fication of such issues will prompt the system designers to update the business

process design by reapplying the previous components of the framework. Thus,

the Security Verification component provides valuable insights to system design-

ers regarding the security of the process model during its design time. The com-

ponent’s contribution is not limited to its ability to identify potential security

violations but to also pinpoint their location within the workflow of the process.

Therefore, the Security Verification component can provide a structured way for

ensuring the security of the process design produced through the application of

the rest of the framework’s components.
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3.7 Software Support

The existence of software tool support is a critical aspect for the adoption of

modelling approaches for the design of secure business processes, as highlighted

by the evaluation of the literature of the area (see Section 2.4). To that end, both

existing and purpose-built software tools are used to support the application of

different parts of the framework presented in this chapter.

Figure 3.28: Software tool coverage of framework components

The software tools presented in the rest of this section either automate func-

tionalities of the framework (e.g., model transformations, security mechanism

selection) or provide the tools and graphical editors necessary for the creation

of the intermediate and final modelling outputs (e.g., goal and business process

models). The coverage provided by each software tool to each main activity of

the framework is illustrated in Fig. 3.28. Despite the coverage provided by the

software tools, certain aspects of the process supported by the proposed frame-

work still require manual effort from users, as the software tools are not able to

communicate with each other and share the created artefacts. Nonetheless, since
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the development of deployable software tools is not within the scope of the cur-

rent research project, holistic software tool coverage for the proposed framework

will be a direction for future work.

3.7.1 Goal Modelling and Automated Transformation

SecTro1 is a Security Requirements Engineering CASE tool built to support the

construction of Secure Tropos models. SecTro supports the modelling and anal-

ysis of all of the different types of diagrams necessary for the application of the

Secure Tropos approach. It provides a graphical editor for creating Secure Tro-

pos models, automated analysis functionalities for verifying the consistency of

the created models and an automated report generator for summarising the cre-

ated models in textual format. Therefore, it is selected as the software tool of

choice since it is able to fully accommodate the creation of the Security Require-

ments and Security Attacks modelling views of Secure Tropos, which are central

artefacts created by the application of the Goal Modelling component of our

framework.

The functionality of SecTro was extended, as part of this work, in order to also

support the application of the Model Transformation component of our frame-

work2. More specifically, a hybrid process view was introduced in the tool to

accommodate the handling of hybrid reference process models. The BPMN 2.0

concepts, necessary for the creation of the hybrid reference process model sup-

ported by the newly created view (e.g., lanes, activities, data objects), were

created and connected to the already existing metamodel within the SecTro tool.

This way the proper modelling syntax (e.g. allowed connections between available

modelling concepts) can be ensured when users create new models. An additional

functionality was also added, allowing users to automatically create hybrid refer-

ence process models based on the Secure Tropos goal models they have already

built in the Security Requirements view of the tool. To create that functional-

ity, the transformation steps, as presented in Section 3.4.1, were implemented as

algorithms developed in Java, which scanned the created Security Requirements

view model and transformed the appropriate concepts into their hybrid reference

process model counterparts. The complete transformation process was also bun-

dled into a single tool command which, when selected, automatically updates the

structure of the hybrid reference process model according to the structure of the

1Available for download at http://www.sense-brighton.eu/research/sectro-tool/
2Available for download at: http://www.sense-brighton.eu/research/sectro-tool/secure-

business-process-sectro/
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goal model of the Security Requirements view.

Therefore, the extended prototype of the SecTro tool fully automates the

model transformation required for the application of our framework. Thus, a

user can create a Secure Tropos goal model at the Security Requirements view of

the tool by applying the Goal Modelling component of the framework and then

automatically create a hybrid reference process model by selecting the transfor-

mation command introduced into the tool without the need of any additional

manual input.

3.7.2 Prioritisation and Reasoning Tool Support

CGM-Tool3 supports modeling and reasoning on Constraint Goal Models. It is

a freely distributed CASE tool which encodes constraint goal models using the

OptiMathSAT satisfiability solver [130]. Its functionalities include a graphical

editor for the creation of constraint goal models, automated model consistency

analysis and automated reasoning functionalities by encoding the model into an

SMT formula which is solvable by OptiMathSAT. The CGM-Tool is selected due

to its ability to support the application of the Decision Support component of

the presented framework as it allows the definition of multiple variables (e.g.,

risk mitigation, cost, performance) that can be associated with nodes of the goal

model (e.g., security mechanisms) and the definition of linear equations composed

by such variables that can be optimised. This is done with the use of a scalable

external reasoner, OptiMathSAT, which is invoked by the tool to identify optimal

solutions for the linear equations over the modelled CGMs.

Therefore, a user can apply the Decision Support component by reconstructing

the Secure Tropos goal model at the graphical editor of the CGM-Tool. Next, the

variables associated with the selection of the security mechanisms (e.g., threat

mitigation, constraint coverage, cost) can be defined and instantiated for each

node that represents a security mechanism from the same graphical editor. Next,

the optimisation scenarios can be created by defining and instantiating global

variables within the created goal model (e.g., ResidualRisk < 50%). Such global

variables can also be prioritised by the user interface of the CGM-Tool and a

model composition that satisfies them can be automatically generated by selecting

the “Generate” command. Once the optimisation solver completes its execution

on the background, the selected nodes (i.e., security mechanisms) are highlighted

in the graphical editor and the final values of the global variables are presented

to the user.

3Available for download at http://www.cgm-tool.eu/
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3.7.3 Business Process Modelling Editor

A wide range of business process modelling editors, supporting BPMN 2.0, are

freely available to users. For the purposes of this work, the ARIS Express mod-

elling platform4 has been used to support the Business Process Modelling compo-

nent due to its ease-of-use and comprehensive support of the BPMN 2.0 modelling

language. The Aris Express platform provides a graphical editor which fully sup-

ports the creation of BPMN 2.0 business process models. The security process

patterns, developed as part of the Business Process Modelling component of our

framework (see Section 3.5.1), have been modelled using this tool and are avail-

able as templates5. Moreover, all BPMN 2.0 business process models included in

this work have been modelled using this platform.

The application of the Business Process Modelling component of the presented

framework can be fully accommodated by ARIS Express. A user can recreate

the hybrid reference process model using the graphical editor provided by the

tool and introduce the appropriate security process pattern from the provided

pattern templates. Each pattern can be manually instantiated to reflect the

selected security mechanism and integrated to the constructed business process

model. Finally, the user has to manually create the control flow of the process

by connecting activities, creating message exchanges and introducing gateways

and events, according to the syntax of BPMN 2.0 which is enforced by the ARIS

Express tool.

4Available for download at: http://www.ariscommunity.com/aris-express
5Available for download at: http://www.sense-brighton.eu/process-patterns-questionnaire
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

The developed framework has been evaluated throughout its development follow-

ing an iterative “build and evaluate” approach. The development of a prototype

of each framework component has been followed by its application to at least

one real-life case study as a proof of concept. Such proof of concept applica-

tions, presented in Section 4.1, facilitated the incremental refinement of each

component before its integration within the overall framework. Additionally, the

security process patterns of the Business Process Modelling component were also

evaluated via a workshop-based modelling exercise to assess their usability and

comprehensibility, as presented in Section 4.2. The additional evaluation effort

for that component was undertaken since it was developed from scratch as part

of the current research project and as such, no previous attempt for its evalua-

tion had been performed. Finally, at the later stages of the research project a

large-scale evaluation of the overall framework was performed via a case study,

presented in Section 4.3. An e-government system was selected and the devel-

oped framework was applied, in close cooperation with system stakeholders, for

the development of a secure business process. Both quantitative and qualitative

insights from the large-scale framework application through the case study were

collected via previously defined metrics and stakeholder interviews. The rest of

this chapter presents the different evaluation efforts undertaken as part of this

research project and concludes with discussion regarding the lessons learned from

such attempts.

4.1 Proof of Concept Applications

A number of proof of concept applications of the framework’s components have

been performed through the publications (see Section 1.6) produced during this
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research project. These publications present the evaluation of prototypes of indi-

vidual framework components through their application in small-scale examples.

These proof of concept applications facilitated the identification of limitations

which led to gradual refinements of the studied components. An overview of the

small scale evaluation of the framework’s components will be provided in the

rest of the section while a discussion for the overall lessons learned will follow in

Section 4.4.

An initial version of the model transformation process, which involves the

Goal Modelling, Model Transformation and Business Process Modelling compo-

nents was introduced in [8]. A fragment of the e-Prescription system was used to

illustrate its functionality which was mainly focused in the application of an early

version of the transformation steps. The same components were also applied in

the context of legacy business processes in [9], where the transformation steps

were utilised to produce an updated and secure version of the business processes

supporting a personal financial application. Through those initial proof of con-

cepts applications, focusing on the transition between goal and business process

models, the transformation steps were incrementally refined and later utilised in

the context of software product lines in [37], where the process model produced

by the transformation of a Secure Tropos goal model was used as the main input

for extracting variable, run-time service configurations for a water management

system. The same version of the model transformation process was also included

in [38], where the produced business process model was used as the input for

a framework that produced secure, cloud-based system used by a University for

conducting graduate surveys.

The collection of security process patterns used by the Business Process Mod-

elling component, presented in Section 3.5.1, was introduced in the work pre-

sented in [40]. An initial version of the security process patterns was presented

and applied to the e-Prescription system example. Additionally, the introduced

set of patterns was evaluated via a workshop modelling session, as part of this

work, as discussed in Section 4.2. The feedback received from this work led to the

further refinement of the patterns, followed by a second round of workshop-based

evaluation to further solidify our findings, as presented in [44]. The Decision

Support component was first introduced in [43] and applied in the e-Prescription

system example. The same work was later extended to include a refined version

of the risk calculation formulas in [45]. Finally, the Security Verification compo-

nent was introduced in [41] where it was also applied in a simplified version of a

public swimming pool administration system. As a result of this application the
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verification algorithms were further refined to the version presented in this work

(see Section 3.6).

While the proof of concept applications of the different components, performed

through the above publications, do not constitute a large-scale and exhaustive

evaluation, they provided useful insights for the further development of the overall

framework. The lessons learned from each of the above works facilitated the

further refinement of individual aspects of the framework, before it was evaluated

as a whole through a large-scale case study (see Section 4.3). Moreover, these

small-scale applications of the framework proved its ability to provide meaningful

support and analysis capabilities in a diverse range of real life contexts. Finally,

the combination of the developed framework with works in the areas of software

product lines and cloud-based systems, highlighted its flexibility, as it was able

to produce useful artefacts that were used as input for the application of other

specialised approaches.

4.2 Workshop-based Modelling Exercise

A workshop-based modelling exercise was conducted for the evaluation of the

newly developed security process paterns (see Section 3.5.1). More specifically,

the exercise aimed to i) evaluate the perceived understandability and ease-of-use

of the proposed security process patterns and ii) compare their implementation

to ad-hoc security integration in business process models.

4.2.1 Exercise Setup

Overall, thirty (30) postgraduate students (MSc and PhD level) from two different

universities (i.e., University of Brighton, UK and Pantheon-Sorbonne University,

France), in the areas of information systems design and information security,

participated in two separate supervised workshop sessions, each with a duration

of approximately thirty minutes.

A brief introduction to familiarise the participants with business process mod-

elling concepts and BPMN diagrams was provided at the beginning of each ses-

sion. Next, a brief business process model, shown in Fig. 4.1, was presented to

the participants.
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Figure 4.1: Business Process Model of Evaluation Experiment

During the first scenario the participants were asked to redesign the provided

process model by introducing any activities they considered necessary, in an ad-

hoc manner, in order to satisfy the authentication constraint “Only registered

medical practitioners can create a new prescription”. Only after the first scenario

was completed, the participants were presented with the authentication pattern,

as introduced in Fig. 3.17. For the completion of the second scenario, they were

asked to instantiate and introduce the pattern to the business process model of

Fig. 4.1, in order to, once again, satisfy the same security constraint.

4.2.2 Exercise Results

After both parts of the exercise were completed a short questionnaire was dis-

tributed in order to capture the opinions of the participants regarding their expe-

rience. The questionnaire entries were phrased as statements accompanied by a

5-point Likert scale, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree, from which

the responders selected the option best reflecting their opinion. The statements

provided to the participants were the following:

• “I found it difficult to identify which activities I needed to add to the process

model (Fig. 4.1) in Scenario 1.”

• “I found it easier to create a business process model in Scenario 2 than in

Scenario 1.”

• “The contents and structure of the business process pattern (Fig. 3.17) were

easy to understand.”
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• “I found it easy to integrate the business process pattern into the business

process of Fig. 4.1.”

At the end of the questionnaire form there was also the option of providing free-

form comments and remarks1.

The participants’ responses to the above statements are summarised as fol-

lows:

• 10 out of 30 (33%) either agreed (9) or strongly agreed (1) that it was

difficult to identify the security related activities needed to be added in the

process, in an ad-hoc manner.

• 15 out of 30 (50%) either agreed (10) or strongly agreed (5) that it easier to

create a secure business process model using the provided process pattern

compared to the ad-hoc security implementation.

• 20 out of 30 (66%) either agreed (15) or strongly agreed (5) that the pro-

vided process pattern was easy to understand,

• 18 out of 30 (60%) either agreed (13) or strongly agreed (5) that the pro-

vided process pattern was easy to integrate to the provided business process

model.

The modelling exercise allowed us to get an indication of the perceived usabil-

ity and understandability of the proposed process patterns. It also indicated that

such patterns are a preferable alternative to ad-hoc approaches, thereby confirm-

ing the literature consensus that patterns provide more structure and guidance

to process designers. Another insight gained from this modelling exercise was

that even non-experts in the area of information security were able to sensibly

make use of the provided patterns in order to create consistent models within

a reasonable timeframe. This indication is also aligned with literature findings,

suggesting that patterns facilitate reusability and model consistency while also

reducing the overhead for process designers in terms of time and prerequisite

domain knowledge.

4.2.3 Threats to Validity

The main threat to the validity of the workshop-based evaluation of the security

process patterns is concerned with the generalisability of the modelling exercise’s

1The questionnaire and a summary of the responses can be accessed in: http://www.

sense-brighton.eu/process-patterns-questionnaire/
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results. Since the participants only worked with a small subset of the proposed

patterns and a simple process model the generalisability of the workshop’s con-

clusions is limited. Another aspect that has to be considered is the potential of

bias introduced by learning effects, since the participants familiarised themselves

with the process model of Fig. 4.1 during the first scenario, thus, potentially

making it easier for them to apply the pattern in the same model during the

second scenario. Other threats to validity include the diverse backgrounds of

the participants, since their information security and business process modelling

experience varied, while also English was not the native language of a number

of participants. Nonetheless, to minimize the effects of such factors, the work-

shop sessions, during which the exercise was performed, were supervised and any

participant enquiries regarding the modelling exercise were answered.

4.3 Case Study

Case studies constitute a common approach for empirical evaluation in the field

of information systems research [33]. The objective of the case study presented

in this chapter is to identify whether the use of the developed framework is able

to facilitate the creation of secure business process designs that describe a real-

life, large scale information system. Even though individual components of the

framework have already been applied at small scale examples throughout the de-

velopment process (see Section 4.1), a large scale empirical evaluation will provide

us with unique insights regarding its overall applicability and effectiveness.

4.3.1 Case Study Process

According to [34] the process for designing and executing a case study involves

five basic steps.

1. Case Study Design, where objectives are defined and the case study is

planned. In this case the overall objective of the case study is to iden-

tify whether the developed framework is able to produce secure business

process designs when applied to a real life information system. The se-

lected system and the stakeholders involved in this case study are discussed

in the next section.

2. Preparation for Data Collection, where the data collection procedures are

defined. In our case data is collected during the application of the frame-

work’s component to the studied system. This is performed in close coop-
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eration with some of the system’s stakeholders following a specific set of

steps for the application of the developed framework. In addition to that,

a number of quantitative metrics are also defined to provide us with con-

clusions regarding the framework’s effectiveness, as presented in the next

section.

3. Collecting Evidence, where data is collected from the studied system during

the execution of the case study. For the purposes of the case study presented

in this work, this step involves the application of our framework to the

studied system for the creation of different system models, as presented in

Section 4.3.3.

4. Analysis of Collected Data, where the data is analysed for the extraction of

conclusions. In this case study this step includes a qualitative evaluation

of the framework’s application through a semi-structured interview with

the involved stakeholders, as well as the evaluation of certain quantitative

metrics.

5. Reporting, where the results of the case study are summarised in order to

draw conclusions. In our case, the reporting consists of a brief discussion of

the main points raised by the stakeholders during their exit interview and

the results of the metrics evaluation, as presented in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.2 Case Study Settings and Design

The case study selected for the application of the developed framework involves

an e-government system of the Municipality of Athens, Greece. More specifically,

the selected system is used for the administration of swimming pool facilities used

by Athenian citizens and has been a part of the VisiOn 2 European project, in

which the lead supervisor of this work participated. The author was not a part of

the project but gained access to some of its participants and deliverables towards

the later stages of the project for the purposes of this case study.

The case study was developed and performed in close cooperation with two

analysts of DAEM S.A.3, the organisation in charge of developing all information

systems for the municipality of Athens. Both of them were experts in system

analysis and design, while one of them was also a security expert. Both of them

were familiar with goal modelling, security requirement elicitation with Secure

2http://www.visioneuproject.eu/
3http://www.daem.gr
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Tropos and process design using BPMN due to their previous participation at

the VisiOn project. The communication of the stakeholders with the author

initiated during June of 2017 and regular teleconferences were performed until

the completion of the case study in September of the same year. Since the case

study participants were also occupied in other professional engagements during

that period, the teleconferences were held twice or three times per month with

some attended only by one of the two participants, with the exception of Au-

gust when no meeting was held. Supplementary communication was performed

via email in order to exchange information, answer short questions and arrange

further teleconferences. A semi-structured interview was held after the end of

the case study, in October of 2017, to document the experiences and insights of

the participants. The deliverables produced in collaboration with the case study

participants throughout the application of each step of the proposed framework

are available as supplementary material in the Appendix section at the end of

the document. The rest of this section presents only the final deliverables of each

step.

The steps followed in order to elicit information about the system and apply

the framework steps during the course of the case study, are as follows:

1. An initial discussion was held with the stakeholders to provide them with

a high-level overview of the framework, explain the goals of the case study

and initiate communications.

2. A description of the studied system is provided by the stakeholders via

teleconferencing, providing details about the participants of the system,

their main goals and their interdependencies.

3. An initial draft version of a Secure Tropos goal model is created and sub-

mitted to the stakeholders for feedback.

4. The goal model is refined according to the received feedback, until an accu-

rate system representation is captured, as per the stakeholders’ instructions.

5. The security requirements of the system are elicited after communication

with the stakeholders, threats and security mechanisms are identified in

coordination with the security expert and the Secure Tropos goal model is

updated accordingly.

6. The decision support process is performed with the stakeholders via tele-

conferencing, the security expert assists in the quantification of the different
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parameters while the system analyst is in charge of selecting the final secu-

rity implementation scenario.

7. The transformation of the final Secure Tropos goal model to a hybrid refer-

ence process model is automatically performed by the SecTro CASE tool.

8. The refinement of the hybrid reference process model to a complete business

process model is performed in cooperation with the system analyst via

teleconferencing. After some iterations a final business process model is

created and presented to both stakeholders for their approval.

9. The security properties of the created business process model are verified

by the application of the verification algorithms. The verification results

are presented to the stakeholders.

10. Final adjustments are made to the business process model in order to suc-

cessfully pass the security verification process.

The data collected through the use of the framework was then analysed both

qualitatively and quantitatively. The exit interview with the involved stake-

holders of DAEM provided us with qualitative insights regarding the perceived

applicability and effectiveness of the framework. Additionally, a series values for

metrics were calculated to provide quantitative insights regarding the framework’s

performance in this case study.

More specifically, the quantitative metrics, which will be calculated at the end

of the case study, will measure the conformance of the produced business process

model to the specifications of the initial goal model. In more detail, the specified

metrics are the following:

• Functional Conformance will be used to evaluate the functional elements

of the goal model which have been also captured in the final business pro-

cess model. More specifically the maximum functional conformance will be

achieved if (i) each actor of the goal model is captured by at least one lane

in the business process, (ii) all goals of each actor are operationalised by ac-

tivities within its corresponding lane, and (iii) all resources of each actor are

captured by data objects within its corresponding lane. Such measurements

will provide an indication of the conformance of the produced business pro-

cess model to the goal model, which contains the information initially used

to identify the structure of the system.
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• Security Conformance will be used to evaluate the security-related informa-

tion elicited at the goal model which was also operationalised at the final

business process model. More specifically, the metric will take into account

(i) whether each of the security constraints elicited for each actor of the goal

model was operationalised in the actor’s corresponding lane, (ii) whether

all of the actors’ security-constrained elements (i.e., goals, plans, resources)

were also modelled as secured elements (i.e., activities, data objects) within

the actor’s corresponding lane, and (iii) the amount of security constraints

that were successfully verified at the first iteration of the business process

model. The above comparisons will reveal the conformance of the final

business process model to the security-related aspects elicited at the initial

goal model.

The quantitative metrics defined above will help us evaluate how well the

proposed framework deals with transferring information between the different

levels of abstraction. If the business process model, produced as a result of

the application of the model transformation process, conforms to the structural

and security-related information captured at the goal model level, then we can

assume that the framework can reliably transfer relevant information from the

organisational to the operational level of abstraction. Other metrics could be

considered to evaluate relevant aspects of the produced business process model

(e.g., complexity, size) but since the studied system is yet to be implemented there

is no baseline to compare them against. Thus, the information that could result

from such metrics would offer no meaningful conclusions in the context of this

case study. Nonetheless, as discussed in Section 5.3, in future research attempts,

if the framework is evaluated using a legacy information system, such metrics can

be used to compare the business process produced as a result of the framework’s

application against an existing baseline. Therefore, for the purposes of the case

study presented in the rest of this chapter we will use the quantitative metrics

discussed above to evaluate the completeness of the model transformation process

and the qualitative feedback provided by the involved system stakeholders to

extract further insights regarding other aspects of the proposed framework (e.g.,

ease-of-use, understandability).

4.3.3 Framework Application

Over the rest of this section, the application of our framework to the swimming

pool administration system will be described in full detail, along with the pro-

duced intermediate and final modelling outputs.
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System Description

The Swimming Pool Administration (SPA) system aims to support the registra-

tion of Athenian Citizens to municipal swimming pool facilities. In order for a

citizen to complete the registration process a number of documents have to be

issued by different entities. A local clinic has to issue a medical certificate after

examining the citizen. The issued certificate is then forwarded by the clinic to

the Municipality of Athens Citizen Support (MACS) information system. The

MACS system is accessible by registered Athenian citizens and allows the stor-

age, issuing and distribution of citizen certificates to different municipal agencies.

Using the MACS system, a citizen can issue a birth and residency certificate,

which, bundled with the medical certificate, can be forwarded to the Sports Fa-

cility Information system for the registration process to begin. An administrator

of the sports facilities manually checks the validity of the received certificates and

authorises the creation of a citizen account in the sports facilities’ information

system. Once the registration is completed, a badge is issued and delivered to

the citizen, which can be used for accessing the sports facilities.

Security Constraint
Security Affected System
Objective Elements

Citizen data shall remain confiden-
tial

AMKA, Bank Ac-
count Details

Medical certificate contents shall re-
main confidential

Confidentiality Medical Certificate

Certificate contents shall not be be
disclosed during transfer

Citizen Certificate
Certified Copies

Certificate copies shall not be modi-
fied after issuing

Integrity Medical Certificate,
Citizen Certificate
Certified Copies

Certificate copies shall not be modi-
fied

Citizen Certificate
Certified Copies

Request shall originate only from au-
thorised users

Receive request for
certificates

Personal data shall be accessed only
by authorised citizens

Authorisation Retrieve citizen data

Citizen info shall be handled only by
authorised personnel

Registration Approval
Form, Bank Account
Details

Table 4.1: Security requirements of the Swimming Pool Administration System
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Security Requirements Elicitation

The security requirements of the SPA system, as presented in Tab. 4.1 were

elicited in the form of sets of security constraints and security objectives, as

identified by the system’s stakeholders and captured in collaboration with the

experts of DAEM. All the resulting Secure Tropos modelling views were created

using the SecTro4 CASE tool.

For each of the identified constraints, the security expert of DAEM initially

proposed a high-level type of security mechanisms (e.g., Encryption, File Verifi-

cation). Next, after some further refinement, alternatives in the form of specific

security mechanisms were identified for each of the types of security mechanisms

(e.g., HTTPS or Private VPN for Encryption). The final Security Requirements

view diagram of Secure Tropos, containing all actors, their goals, resources and in-

terdependencies as well as the security related concepts (i.e., security constraints

and mechanisms) for the SPA system are illustrated in Fig. 4.2, while early draft

versions of the same diagram are included in the Appendix section.

In addition to the security constraint and mechanism identification, threats

were also identified during the security analysis. More specifically, in cooperation

with the security expert, three threats were identified (i.e., Man-in-the-Middle,

Data Tampering and Account Hijacking) and connected to the elements of the

system they can impact. Using the Security Attacks view of Secure Tropos, we

were able to further analyse each threat and identify its attack methods and con-

nect security mechanisms with the system vulnerabilities they protect against.

The Security Attacks view diagrams in Figs. 4.3,4.4 and 4.5 illustrate that anal-

ysis.

4http://www.sense-brighton.eu/research/sectro-tool/
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Figure 4.2: Security Requirements view model of the SPA system
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Figure 4.3: Security Attacks view model of threat T1 of SPA system

Figure 4.4: Security Attacks view model of threat T2 of SPA system
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Figure 4.5: Security Attacks view model of threat T3 of SPA system

Decision Support Process

In order to select the security mechanisms that will be operationalised at the

final business process model, the decision support process was performed in co-

operation with the system analyst and security expert of DAEM. The CGM5

CASE tool, which utilises the OptiMathSAT satisfiability solver was utilised for

supporting the whole process.

First, the parameters according to which the mechanism selection will be per-

formed were identified by the system analyst. In addition to the standard security

and risk related parameters (i.e., security constraint satisfaction and risk mitiga-

tion), we also included the implementation cost and performance as additional

non-functional parameters. Next in cooperation with the security expert values

were assigned for the impact and likelihood of each threat’s vulnerabilities us-

ing AHP. More specifically, an accurate ranking of the vulnerabilities’ impacts

and likelihoods was created by consulting various online resources (e.g., CVE6,

CVSS7), in cooperation with the security expert of DAEM. Next, following a sim-

ilar process, constraint coverage, vulnerability mitigation, cost and performance

coverage values were assigned to each of the identified security mechanisms.

Since all parameters were defined and all mechanisms instantiated with val-

ues, the next step required the definition of the optimisation process. To provide

5http://www.cgm-tool.eu/
6http://www.cvedetails.com/
7https://www.first.org/cvss/
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Variable Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

RR(T1) < 50%[3] < 33%[1] < 50%[3]

RR(T2) < 50%[4] < 33%[2] < 50%[4]

RR(T3) < 50%[5] < 33%[3] < 50%[5]

SInt > 50%[6] > 50%[6] > 50%[6]

SAuth > 50%[7] > 50%[7] > 50%[7]

SConf > 50%[8] > 50%[8] > 50%[8]

Cost min[1] min[4] min[2]

Perform. max[2] max[5] max[1]

Superscripts next to variable values (e.g., [1], [2]) indi-
cate their optimisation priority.

Table 4.2: Overview of optimisation scenarios for the SPA system

a wider range of choices for the system stakeholders, it was decided that different

optimisation scenarios should be created. An overview of the variable thresholds

and priorities for each scenario is provided in Tab. 4.2. In that table, the RR(T )

values represent the residual risk of each identified threat, the S values repre-

sent the percentage of satisfaction of each security constraint and the Cost and

Performance variables represent the non-functional system goals.

The resulting security mechanism combinations for each scenario are presented

in Tab. 4.3.

• The first scenario represents a system configuration where cost reduction

is the top priority, while a mid-level risk mitigation (i.e., residual risk is at

least 50% less than the inherent) and security constraint satisfaction are

achieved.

• The second scenario is focused on risk reduction, therefore stricter thresh-

olds are set for accepted risk (i.e., residual less than 33% of inherent risk)

and the residual risk values of each threat are set as the top optimisation

priority. The rest of the parameters have the same thresholds and priorities

as in the first scenario.

• Finally, the third scenario represents a system configuration where perfor-

mance maximisation is the top priority of the stakeholders. The thresholds

for accepted residual risks and security constraint satisfaction are set at

mid-level, similar to the first scenario.

The stakeholders of the SPA system selected the first optimisation scenario,

as the overall implementation cost was their most important concern and the

risk reduction provided by that scenario was deemed adequate for the specific
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Encryption HTTPS PrivateVPN HTTPS
Access Control Host IDS Host IDS Firewall
File Verif. Checksums Checksums Checksums
Identity Mgmt. SmartCard SmartCard Password

Table 4.3: Security configurations per scenario for the SPA system

system. Therefore, the security configuration described in the column “Scenario

1” of Tab. 4.3, will be implemented in the SPA system.

Model Transformation

To transition from the high level of system analysis provided by the SPA sys-

tem’s goal model to an operational level of abstraction, we applied the model

transformation component of our framework.

The model transformation component uses the security requirements view dia-

gram of the system (see Fig. 4.2) as input and creates the hybrid reference process

model of Fig. 4.6 as output. The transformation is automatically performed using

the SecTro CASE tool, so no additional input from the system’s stakeholders was

required. The hybrid reference process model, produced as the output of this

step, is the skeleton upon which the final business process model describing the

SPA system’s functionality, will be built by applying the next components of the

framework.
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Figure 4.6: Hybrid reference process model of the SPA system

Business Process Model Refinement

The BPMN 2.0 Collaboration diagram that describes the SPA system was con-

structed in close cooperation with the analysts of DAEM. The automatically

generated hybrid reference process model allowed us to identify: i) the basic

structural characteristics of the process (lanes, activities, information objects),

ii) the types of security constraints and the specific process elements they restrict
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and, iii) the security mechanisms to be implemented to satisfy each constraint.

First the business process design patterns, presented in Section 3.5.1, were

made available to the analysts. Next we matched each security constraint to its

corresponding pattern. For instance the security constraint “Certificate copies

shall not be modified after issuing”, will be operationalised by the Integrity pat-

tern (see Fig. 3.20) which will be instantiated by the Checksum security mecha-

nism, as selected during the decision support process. The instantiated patterns

were manually introduced into the business process diagram, for each constraint

activity or data object.

Next, a manual refinement of the process model was performed which focused

on introducing control flow elements, such as start and end events, gateways,

additional activities and message exchanges between lanes. After some iterations

which are available at the Appendix section, a final version of BPMN 2.0 collab-

oration diagram describing the functionality of the SPA system, as presented in

Fig. 4.7, was delivered to the system analysts of DAEM for their final approval.

The creation of the model was performed using the ArisExpress8 modelling tool.

8http://www.ariscommunity.com/aris-express
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Figure 4.7: Business process model of the SPA system
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Security Verification

The final step of the framework application used the latest iteration of the created

business process model for the application of the security verification component.

The business process model of Fig. 4.7, after being approved by the analysts of

DAEM, was used as input for the verification process. The relevant concepts

of the model (constraint activities, data objects and lanes) had their security-

related attributes manually instantiated (e.g., source, target, owner), as described

in Section 3.6. A similar instantiation process also took place for the security-

implementing activities, which were previously introduced into the model via the

process design patterns.

Next the verification algorithms were executed for each constraint activity

and data object. The confidentiality verification algorithm (see Algorithm 3)

revealed non successful implementation of confidentiality for the exchange of the

AMKA data object between the citizen and the MACS system, since no secure

channel had been established between the two lanes. The same issue was identified

for the exchange of the citizen’s Bank Account Details with the Swimming pool

information system. The confidentiality of the exchange of the Medical Certificate

between the Clinic and the MACS system could also not be verified due to the

lack of the appropriate authorisation level of the MACS lane. The same issue was

identified during the application of the authorisation algorithm (see Algorithm 2)

for the “Receive request for certificates” and “Retrieve Citizen Data” activities of

the MACS system lane. The source of both activities (Citizen lane) did not have

the appropriate authorisation level for their execution. The security properties of

the rest of the constraint elements of the business process model were successfully

verified.

After the execution of the verification algorithms an improved version of

the business process model was created. More specifically, a confidentiality-

implementing process fragment was added at the citizen lane for its data ex-

changes with the MACS lane and another for the Swimming pool lane and an

authorisation-implementing process fragment was added at the MACS lane.
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Figure 4.8: Post-verification Business process model of the SPA system

After such modifications, the algorithms that returned a false result in the

previous step were, once again, executed for the refined version of the model, this

time verifying the security properties of the model elements in question. Finally,

the now security-verified business process model, as presented in Fig. 4.8, was

delivered to the DAEM analysts and system stakeholders as the final output of
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the framework’s application.

4.3.4 Case Study Results

The insights gathered from the application of the framework to the SPA system

will be discussed in this section. First, quantitative values will be calculated for

the metrics introduced in Section 4.3.2, based on the intermediate and final out-

puts of the framework. Next, the exit interview of the involved stakeholders will

be summarised to extract some empirical conclusions regarding their experience

during the framework’s application.

Metrics Evaluation

The metrics specified in Section 4.3.2 for assessing the conformance of the pro-

duced business process model of the SPA system to the initial requirements cap-

tured in the goal model, will be evaluated. The Security Requirements view of

the Secure Tropos goal model of the system included five (5) actors, all of which

were represented by the five (5) lanes in the final business process model. The

goals of each actor, as captured at the goal model level, were all successfully

operationalised by the activities included in the corresponding lanes of the busi-

ness process model. For instance, the “Patient” actor included five (5) leaf-level

nodes in the goal model, three (3) of which were delegated to other system actors

for their achievement through dependency relationships. All five (5) goals were

operationalised by corresponding activities at the business process level, either

contained within the “Patient” lane or within the lanes corresponding to the de-

pendee actors. Similarly, ten (10) unique resources were elicited at the system’s

goal model delegated between the different system actors. As a result, the pro-

duced process model contained twelve (12) data objects with some duplicate data

objects resulting from the elicited resource delegations of the goal model.

Therefore, according to the Functional Conformance metric evaluation, the

business process model was able maintain the totality of the information intro-

duced at the goal model level. As a result of the application of the transformation

steps introduced by the framework, a process model that conforms to the high

level structure of the system, as captured by organisational goal models can be

constructed. Thus, a goal model can provide a substantial source of information

regarding the contents of a business process model.

Next, the metric related to the Security Conformance will be evaluated by

comparing the security-related activities of the final business process model to
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the security constraints elicited at the initial goal model. There were eight (8)

different security constraints identified for all five (5) system actors in the goal

model of the SPA system (see first column of Tab. 4.1). The produced busi-

ness process model included six (6) security-implementing activities connected

to elements within the five (5) lanes corresponding to the system actors. Never-

theless, some of the security-implementing activities operationalised more than

one security constraints, therefore providing complete coverage of the identified

security requirements at the business process level. Next, seven (7) different

security-constraint elements were identified in the goal model (see third column

of Tab. 4.1), some of which being placed within more than one actor containers

and being constrained by more than one constraints. As a result of delegated

resources leading to the creation of multiple copies of the same data object to

different process lanes, nine (9) security-constraint elements were identified in the

business process model, fully corresponding with their security-constraint coun-

terpart at the goal model level. Finally, from the nine (9) security-constraint

elements of the business process model, six (6) were able to be verified by the

application of the Security Verification component at the first iteration of the

business process model of Fig. 4.7.

Thus, according to the Security Conformance metric, the created business

process model was able to fully operationalise the security related aspects that

were captured at the goal model level and verify the majority of them. This

highlights the ability of the developed framework to successfully support the

capturing and transfer of security-related information across the different levels

of abstraction. In terms of security verification, the first iteration of the produced

business process model was able to be successfully verified for the majority of the

identified security constraints. In conclusion, the above metrics highlight the

ability of the framework to use the security analysis at the goal model level and

successfully translate it to verifiable security implementations at the business

process level.

Stakeholders Interview

A short interview was performed with the participating DAEM analysts to: (i)

capture their experiences regarding the design of the SPA business process using

the developed framework and (ii) identify what they perceived as its contributions

and shortcomings. The Goal Question Metric (GQM) template [148] was utilised

to structure each question of the interview as it allows us to specify: (i) the focus

of the question, (ii) the objective of the question, (iii) the variable measured, (iv)
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the subjects participating and (v) the context of the question.

Analyse the developed framework

for the purpose of quantitative evaluation

with respect to the perceived complexity and understandability of the

utilised modelling languages

from the point of view of the system designers and security expert

in the context of creating and understanding Secure Tropos and BPMN 2.0

models

Table 4.4: Goal-question-metric template for question 1 of stakeholder interview

The first point of discussion was focused on the complexity and understand-

ability of the modelling languages used by the framework, as indicated by the

GQM template of Tab. 4.4. The participants noted that their familiarity with

both Secure Tropos and BPMN helped them to create and comprehend the mod-

elling outputs of the different steps of the framework. Despite the large size and

information density of the created models, the modelling languages used were

clear and easily comprehensible and, since no major extensions were made to any

of them, the analysts could use them without the need of further instructions.

Analyse the developed framework

for the purpose of quantitative evaluation

with respect to the perceived complexity and applicability of the Decision

Support component

from the point of view of the system designers and security expert

in the context of selecting the security mechanisms to be implemented using

the component

Table 4.5: Goal-question-metric template for question 2 of stakeholder interview

As indicated by Tab. 4.5, the second interview question focused on the expe-

riences of the participants using the decision support componenent. Regarding

the application of the decision support component for the selection of the se-

curity mechanisms to be implemented, the participating analyst commended its

flexibility but noticed that due to its complexity they required some guidance for

its comprehension and application. More specifically, the ability of the compo-

nent to allow the definition and prioritisation of variables, which can capture a

wide range of functional and non-functional system characteristics, adds to the
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adaptability of the mechanism selection process. The analysts also identified the

ability to generate different prioritisation scenarios as a “very positive” feature of

the component, as it provided them with flexibility during decision making. Nev-

ertheless, the number of quantitative values that needed to be instantiated and

the specialised tool support required for the application of the decision support

process added to its complexity and required some guidance for its successful

application. The security expert, whose input was critical for the application

of that component, also indicated that some further guidelines or resources for

the identification of numerical values for variables related to information secu-

rity risks (e.g., likelihood, impact) would greatly improve the effectiveness of the

component. Nevertheless, he recognised that the subjectivity involved in the

identification of quantitative values for such aspects is an inherent limitation of

all risk management frameworks and that the structured and organised approach

provided by the developed component is a step towards the right direction.

Analyse the developed framework

for the purpose of quantitative evaluation

with respect to the perceived usefulness of the Model Transformation com-

ponent

from the point of view of the system designers and security expert

in the context of understanding and utilising the hybrid reference process

model

Table 4.6: Goal-question-metric template for question 3 of stakeholder interview

Next, regarding the output of the Model Transformation component, as con-

textualised by the GQM template of Tab. 4.6, the analysts indicated that the

hybrid reference process model proved to be a valuable artefact since it provided

a solid baseline around which the final business process model can be constructed.

The transformation of the goal model to the hybrid reference process model was

intuitive and, since it was automatically performed by the same modelling tool

that was used to construct the goal model, was also effortless.
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Analyse the developed framework

for the purpose of quantitative evaluation

with respect to the perceived usability and complexity of the Business Pro-

cess Modelling component

from the point of view of the system designers and security expert

in the context of refining the hybrid reference process model to a complete

business process model

Table 4.7: Goal-question-metric template for question 4 of stakeholder interview

As per the GQM template presented in Tab. 4.7, the process patterns were

also useful to the analysts since they provided a structured and predefined way

to implement the different types of security constraints. They were also at an

appropriate level of abstraction which matched the abstraction level of the final

business process model. Some concerns regarding the patterns were focused on

their placement within the process model, which was not always obvious, and the

additional complexity they introduced to the final process model, which led to

the analysts preferring to introduce them as collapsed sub-processes to keep the

model manageable. Finally, when asked about the refinement required for the

creation of the final business process model, the analysts indicated that it was

not considered as a major endeavour since the hybrid reference process model

combined with the security patterns had already solidified the larger part of the

final process structure.

Analyse the developed framework

for the purpose of quantitative evaluation

with respect to the perceived usefulness of the Security Verification compo-

nent

from the point of view of the system designers and security expert

in the context of understanding and utilising the output of the security

verification process

Table 4.8: Goal-question-metric template for question 5 of stakeholder interview

Since the application of the verification component did not involve the analysts

of DAEM, their comments were mainly focused on the outcome of the verification

process as indicated by the GQM template in Tab. 4.8. They indicated that it

was “very important” that the verification process was able to identify, not only
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the existence of violations of security properties, but also their exact location

within the process, as well as what is required for them to be fixed. They also

noted that the integration of the security verification component to a business

process modelling tool would be of great benefit in terms of ease-of-use and real-

life applicability.

The interview with the involved analysts concluded with some final remarks

regarding their overall experience with the usage of the developed framework.

They indicated that the produced business process model will be “a very useful”

artefact for the further development of the SPA system, since it was the output

of a structured and, at large parts, quantitative process which will allow them

to provide justification regarding design choices to the system’s stakeholders.

They also noted that the connection between high level goals and operational

level processes is an important contribution resulting from the application of the

framework, as it promotes alignment between strategy and operations. They

indicated that the overall application of the process can be, at times, demanding

in terms of time and complexity, but the available tool support can help reduce

that overhead.

4.3.5 Threats to Validity

The case study performed to evaluate the framework proposed in this work in-

volved two participants from the organisation in charge of developing the studied

system. The participants were selected due to their relevant background (i.e.,

information security and system modelling) and their knowledge of the studied

system. Nevertheless, the generalisability of the outcomes of the specific case

study can be considered limited due to the involvement of a small number of

stakeholders using the proposed framework and its application to a single real-

life information system. The limited generalisability issue was partially mitigated

by the previous smaller scale applications of the framework, as described in Sec-

tion 4.1, the findings of which were in accordance with the outcomes of the large

scale case study presented in this section. Furthermore, the detailed design and

protocol of the case study, as presented in the beginning of this section, can fa-

cilitate its replication in other large scale information systems in future work to

further solidify our findings.

The involvement of the author throughout the application of the proposed

framework during the presented case study can also introduce bias to the pro-

cess. In order to reduce such effect, the participation of the author was limited to

providing an overview of each framework component prior to its application by
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the case study participants and address any of their inquiries during the process.

After the completion of each step the participants and the author communicated

to discuss their experience and identify potential aspects of the deliverables in

need of further refinement. The only exception to the above process was the ap-

plication of the Security Verification component, which was the final component

of the framework to be developed and tested. The Security Verification com-

ponent, which was developed in the later stages of this research project, is not

currently supported by a software tool and was, therefore, manually applied to

the business process model produced by the case study by the author. Nonethe-

less, the results of the component’s application were presented to the case study

participants and their implications towards the final deliverable were thoroughly

discussed with them.

Finally, even though some quantitative metrics were identified for the evalua-

tion of the results of the case study, the majority of the insights originated from

the interviewing the case study participants and, therefore, were qualitative in

nature. While the quantitative metrics were able to capture the conceptual and

security-related completeness of the produced artefacts, they were not able to

provide any further indication of their quality as there was no previous baseline

to compare them against. Thus, the opinions and experiences of the involved

system stakeholders, while potentially subjective, were the main source for the

evaluation of the proposed framework’s application to the studied system. To

mitigate such issues in future work, researchers could identify legacy information

systems which can be redesigned using the proposed framework and compare

their new design with the previous baseline. Alternatively, if a similar approach

for the design of secure business processes is identified in future literature, it can

be applied to the same system selected for our case study and have the results of

both applications compared in a quantitative way.

4.4 Lessons Learned

The different evaluation activities, presented in this chapter, facilitated the re-

finement of the developed framework to its current state. The proof of concept

applications of parts of the framework, performed in the earlier stages of this

research project, provided valuable insights which led to the improvement of each

component in an iterative manner. Next, the case study, which constituted the

last step of the framework’s evaluation process, facilitated the creation of the

final version of the different framework components. This was due to the nature
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of the selected system, as it allowed us to observe the application of the different

framework components in a relatively large-scale and complex real life scenario

and thus, identify potential shortcomings.

In further detail, several versions of the transformation steps, which is the

central artefact of the Model Transformation component, have been produced

throughout the lifecycle of the current research project, as presented in [8], [9],

[37], [38]. The final version, as described in Section 3.4.1, includes the trans-

formation of only leaf-level goals and plans to process activities, as opposed to

earlier versions which transformed all goals and plans to process activities. The

decision to only transform leaf-level nodes was reached in order to reduce the

complexity of the process model by minimising the number of nested activities

(i.e., tasks and/or sub-processes nested within higher level sub-processes). This

version of the transformation rules was implemented by the extended SecTro tool

(see Section 3.7) in order to automate the model transformation process. There-

fore, it facilitated the creation of manageable process models, especially when

dealing with large scale systems, as was the case for the SPA system of the case

study.

Regarding the Decision Support component, when first conceptualised, the

evaluation of impact and likelihood values for the identified threats was per-

formed in an ad-hoc manner. That process entailed the instantiation of values

for the variables involved in the risk calculation from a continuous zero (0) to one

(1) scale and was left at the complete discretion of a security expert. During the

refinement of that component, AHP was selected for the assignment of impact

and likelihood values, as it allows the ranking of the identified vulnerabilities rel-

ative to each other, therefore reducing the subjectivity and arbitrariness of the

value assignment process. Thus, AHP provides a more applicable and intuitive

structure to support decision making and, as a result, is a popular choice among

practitioners [149]. That decision shaped the final version of the decision support

component, as introduced in [43] and Section 3.3. The same version of the com-

ponent was also used during the case study and provided useful support to guide

the selection of the final security composition of the SPA system by the involved

stakeholders.

A similar refinement process was followed for the security process patterns,

which are used for the integration and instantiation of security countermeasures

during the application of the Business Process Modelling component. The earliest

version of such patterns, as introduced in [40], could only be applied to process

lanes existing within the same pool. The latest version of the patterns, as pre-
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sented in [44] and Section 3.5.1, were extended to include message exchanges

across process lanes, allowing them to be applicable in a broader range of scenar-

ios, where the participating lanes do not belong in the same pool. As a result,

the latest version of the process patterns could be easily integrated within the

business process model of the SPA system used in the final case study.

The Security Verification component, introduced in [41], was initially only able

to verify the security properties of process models with lanes contained within the

same process pool where the process flow was continuous across different lanes

(i.e., one start and one end point). When applied to the SPA system during the

case study, it was initially not able to handle the independent control flows of

each lane and the message exchanges used for cross-lane communications. As a

result, the attributes used to capture the structure of the control flow had to be

adjusted and the verification algorithm had to be modified, in order to support the

verification of the security properties of larger and more complex process models.

Such refinement, initiated as a result of the large-scale case study, created the

final version of the Security Verification component, as presented in Section 3.6.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this work we presented a framework for the design of secure business pro-

cess models originating from high-level organisational goal models. The pro-

posed framework is comprised of different components with varying functional-

ities which, when applied in sequence, are able to produce a complete business

process model, compliant with high-level security requirements. The developed

framework demonstrated potential when applied to a e-governance system under

development as it provided a structured sequence of steps, which led to the de-

velopment of a secure business process model that described one of the processes

which will be executed by the studied system, upon its implementation.

As the first step to the framework’s application, the Goal Modelling compo-

nent is used to capture the organisational level of abstraction of the system to-be,

using the Secure Tropos goal-oriented requirements engineering framework. Af-

ter the initial security requirements, threats and security mechanisms have been

elicited and captured on the organisational goal model, the Decision Support

component is utilised for the selection of the most fitting security mechanism

combinations, which will be operationalised in the final business process model.

The application of that component allows the system’s stakeholders to define the

evaluation criteria they consider most important and, based on their input, it au-

tomatically evaluates all of the alternative security implementing configurations

to identify the optimal solution. Next, the Model Transformation component of

the framework is utilised for transitioning to the operational level of abstraction.

The centrepiece of the model transformation component is the hybrid reference

process model, which is created using a series of transformation rules, in order to

transfer the information included in the initial goal model to the business process

level of abstraction. As a result, the hybrid reference process model uses concepts

from both the Secure Tropos modelling language and BPMN 2.0, which is the
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most established business process modelling standard, in order to create a mid-

way process reference model that captures both functional and security related

aspects of the system to-be. The hybrid reference model along with the opti-

mal security mechanism configurations are used as input to the Business Process

Modelling component, which uses a set of security process design patterns to in-

tegrate security-implementing activities in the business process skeleton created

by the transformation of the goal model. After some manual refinement a BPMN

2.0, secure business process model is created from the the hybrid reference pro-

cess model, enhanced by the instantiated process patterns. Finally, the Security

Verification component utilises the created business process model as input in

order to verify its adherence to the elicited security requirements, using a set of

security verification algorithms.

As a result of the application of the proposed framework, the stakeholder

elaboration of the system to-be, which is performed on a highly abstract level

and is mainly influenced by organisational aspects and strategic objectives, is

transformed into an operational level business process model, able to capture the

sequence of activities required for achievement of such organisational objectives.

The transition between system models of different levels of abstraction allows the

shift from a high- to a low-level view of the system without information loss, due

to the explicit mappings between the concepts belonging to different abstraction

levels. Another important aspect is the ability of the framework’s artefacts to

capture a wide range of alternative system configurations in terms of security and

support the selection of the one best-fitting to the system stakeholders’ needs.

Thus, an alternate business process configuration can be produced without the

need to apply the whole design process from scratch, when contextual changes in

the system’s environment occur. Moreover, the introduction of a security process

pattern library provides further structure to the process of security integration at

the operational level of abstraction, reducing the overhead required in terms of

security-related expertise and effort by the process designers. Finally, the secu-

rity properties of the produced business process design can be explicitly verified

through the application of the developed verification algorithms, thus providing

further assurance of the alignment of the final framework’s output to the organi-

sational level security requirements. Therefore, the proposed framework provides

a flexible and structured approach towards the design and verification of secure

business process models which are aligned with high-level organisational strategy

and comply with the functional and non-functional constraints of the system’s

environment.
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The capabilities of the presented framework make it a beneficial instrument

for system and business process designers in need of producing secure business

process models. Its prerequisites in terms of knowledge are limited to the basics of

goal-oriented requirements engineering, business process modelling and high-level

information security concepts. The involvement of information security experts

can further refine the output of the framework’s application as some of their

input is important for the elicitation of security constraints, threats and coun-

termeasures. As already discussed, the framework is geared towards supporting

the design phases of the business process management lifecycle. Therefore, its

contribution concludes upon the production and verification of a secure business

process model. Nevertheless, a business process model produced as the output

of the framework’s’ application can be used as a blueprint for the later stages

of the business process management lifecycle by other specialised approaches for

service identification and orchestration and process execution and monitoring

frameworks. Furthermore, since sociotechnical systems are the starting point of

the analysis supported by the framework, it is better equipped to deal with the

design of systems operating in a multi-agent environment rather than describing

highly detailed and technical processes of individual system components.

Apart from the contributions of the developed framework, which are discussed

in detail below (see Section 5.2), there are assumptions and limitations worth of

critical discussion. The design science research approach followed for the devel-

opment of the framework is a popular choice when developing artefacts in the

subject area of information systems. Its wide-spread adoption, in combination

with the well-defined research steps it provides, led to its selection as the research

method of choice for this project. Nonetheless, that choice was not a result of

exhaustive comparison between design science and other research approaches but

rather resulted from the fact that the research steps already undertaken in the

early stages of the project matched with the guidelines of this specific research

approach (i.e., gap identification through literature, develop and evaluate feed-

back loop of initial framework components). Thus, it may be beneficial for future

similar research attempts to thoroughly examine available research methodolo-

gies before initiating the development of artefacts. Another research assumption

made during the lifetime of this project was to limit the scope of the study to

model-driven information security for business processes. This decision directly

affected the scope of the literature review (see Chapter 2) as it led us to the ex-

clusion of works which either dealt with security-adjacent concepts (e.g., privacy,

trust, access control) or dealt with security in a formal and non diagrammatic
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manner (e.g., formal languages, rule-driven). This choice inevitably narrowed the

body of literature that was studied to extract research gaps but also allowed us

to focus the scope of the project and thoroughly analyse the works which fitted

within that scope. The trade-off between the width of a project’s scope and

the depth of the analysis provided is, therefore, an important aspect to consider

during the early stages of a research project.

Another aspect of this research project worth of further discussion is the eval-

uation of the developed framework (see Chapter 4. As already discussed, both

individual components and the complete framework were evaluated and itera-

tively refined as a result of their application in real life information systems. The

large scale evaluation of the complete framework was performed via the case study

described in Section 4.3. The application of the framework in collaboration with

real life practitioners, performed during this case study, yielded useful insights

but with limited generalisability. This was mainly due to the fact the developed

framework was applied as a whole only to a singular real life information system,

which at the time was still under development. Therefore, there was no bench-

mark against which the produced business process model could be compared to,

in order to gather quantitative data. Instead, the conclusions reached after the

completion of the case study were based on the semi-structured interviews with

the participating stakeholders and some ad-hoc metrics designed specifically for

the context of the system at hand. Therefore, there are still aspects of the de-

veloped framework which could benefit from further evaluation in different real

life contexts with varying size and complexity. For instance, in regards to the

scalability of the framework, the different components were able to be utilised

as intended both during small-scale individual applications (see Section 4.1) and

during the large scale application of the complete framework at the case study

(see Section 4.3). Nonetheless, further applications of the framework to other

information systems of similar or greater size and complexity could strengthen

the generalisability of such conclusions.

5.1 Research Outputs

The contributions of the different framework components can be matched to the

objectives and research questions this research project aims to tackle (see Sec-

tions 1.3 and 1.2). More specifically, in regards to the first research question, the

combination of the Goal Modelling, Model Transformation and Business Process

Modelling components facilitate the creation of a business process model aligned
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with the requirements and constraints captured at the goal model level. The hy-

brid reference process model, which is the main artefact produced by the model

transformation component, can be considered a skeleton of a business process

model which maps the actors, resources and goals of the goal model to the cor-

responding business process level concepts (i.e., lanes, data objects, activities).

Therefore, through the concept mappings and transformation rules introduced by

the Model Transformation component, structural information, captured by goal

models at the organisational level of abstraction, dictates the structure of the re-

sulting business process design. Furthermore, the integration of security-related

elements, elicited from the goal model, into the produced business process model

is also achieved by the combination of the application of the three aforementioned

components. The Goal Modelling component facilitates the elicitation of security

constraints and potential implementation mechanisms, the Model Transformation

component maps such elements on the appropriate parts of the business process

skeleton and the Business Process Modelling component integrates them into the

final process model via the use of the process design patterns, developed as part

of this work. Therefore, security-related information captured by goal models

at the organisational level of abstraction is also transferred to the operational

level of abstraction to shape the final secure business process design. This com-

bination of components also leads to the achievement of the first two objectives

of this research project (i.e., “Obj.I: Create an approach that uses high-level,

functional and non-functional organisational goals as input for the design of busi-

ness processes.” and “Obj.2: Develop a structured way for producing business

process designs able to operationalise the identified organisational goals.”). Fur-

thermore, via the security process patterns introduced by the Business Process

Modelling components helps achieve the fourth objective of this research project

(i.e., “Obj.IV: Provide a structured way for integrating predefined security con-

figurations into business process models.”).

Regarding the second research question, the Decision Support component of

the proposed framework facilitates the decision making process regarding design

choices at the business process level. The aspects that need to be taken into

consideration during the selection between the alternatives in terms of security

mechanisms, are defined by the system stakeholders and expressed as optimisation

variables during the initial steps of the decision support process. Such variables

reflect both security and risk-related coverage provided by each candidate secu-

rity mechanism, while also being able to capture their contribution towards the

achievement of non-functional system goals. Moreover, the ability of the compo-
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nent to allow the prioritisation of each variable’s prioritisation and definition of

soft and hard-caps for their values, allows the definitions of optimisation scenar-

ios able to accurately reflect the needs of the system’s stakeholders. Finally, the

identification of optimal solutions for each scenario, through the automated appli-

cation of satisfiability solvers provides further structure for the decision-making

process regarding the security configuration of the business process designs under

development. The introduction of such component into the proposed framework

also helps achieve the third research objective of this project (i.e., “Obj. III:

Provide a new approach to support the selection of appropriate security configu-

rations to be implemented at the business process level, according to situational

needs and constraints.”).

Finally, regarding the third research question, the compliance of the final busi-

ness process design to the initial security constraints is verified by the application

of the Security Verification component. This component provides model checking

capabilities in order to ensure that the business process model produced as the

result of the framework’s application has specific properties which will make it

compliant with the security requirements elicited from the initial goal model. To

achieve that a series of attributes have been defined to capture properties of pro-

cess elements related to their security needs and their position within the control

flow of the process. Additionally, verification algorithms have been developed for

each of the main types of security requirements, which check the values of cer-

tain instantiated attributes of security-constraint process elements and identify

potential security violation. Therefore, the application of that component can

pinpoint the location of security violations within the process model for each se-

curity requirement elicited by the organisational level goal model. Furthermore,

such component contributes towards the achievement of the final objective of the

research project (i.e., “Obj. V: Develop an approach that enables the verification

of the compliance of the security properties of a business process model to the

security constraints identified at the organisational level.”).

5.2 Main Contributions

The framework presented in this work contributes towards a multitude of differ-

ent areas of interest, including security requirements engineering, risk manage-

ment, business process modelling, organisational and operational level alignment

and decision support. More specifically, the major contributions of the proposed

framework can be summarised as follows:
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• The extension of the already established Secure Tropos modelling language,

allowing it also cover risk related concerns via the introduction of new con-

cepts (e.g., risk). In addition to that, new attributes have been introduced

to existing concepts, such as mechanisms and soft goals, to allow for a more

accurate and quantifiable description of the relationships with each other

(e.g., contribution of mechanism towards soft goal, degree of mechanism’s

threat mitigation).

• The introduction of concept mappings between Secure Tropos and BPMN

2.0 which allow entities from the organisational perspective to be trans-

formed to their process-level counterparts based on their conceptual sim-

ilarities. Such concept mappings play a major role in the construction of

an intermediate business process model skeleton, known as hybrid reference

process model within our framework, which essentially acts as a bridge

connecting the organisational with the operational level of abstraction.

• Transformation rules built on top of the concept mappings in order to guide

the construction of the hybrid reference process model, using the organi-

sational goal model as input. The explicitness of these rules offers the

potential to automate the model transformation process by computer-aided

software engineering (CASE) tools in order to minimise the manual inter-

vention required to create and transition between the different model types

supported by this framework. Such automated functionality has been in-

troduced into an existing software tool which supports the construction of

Secure Tropos goal models and their automatic transformation to hybrid

reference process models.

• The introduction of the hybrid reference process model, created by the

application of the transformation rules as an intermediate artefact, aiming

to transfer the information captured in an organisational security oriented

goal model and express it in business process terms. Through the use of

the hybrid reference process model, high level goals of the organisation can

guide the design of its business processes, creating an alignment between

organisational strategy and operations.

• The development of a Decision Support component which receives stake-

holder and expert input concerning a number of functional and non-functional

aspects of the system and uses it to identify optimal combinations of secu-

rity implementing technologies. The decision support process component
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provides flexibility by allowing stakeholders to select and prioritise the as-

pects they want to be taken into account during the decision making process

(e.g., soft goals) and experts to evaluate the coverage that different imple-

mentation technologies provide towards such aspects (e.g., contribution of

a mechanism towards a soft goal).

• The introduction of a process design pattern library which includes generic,

predefined process fragments which are able to express the operationali-

sation of different types of security requirements. By creating a process

design pattern to each type of security requirement (i.e., authentication, au-

thorisation, confidentiality, integrity, availability) in a technology-agnostic

manner, a useful collection of reusable business process fragments is es-

tablished, which can be easily integrated to new or existing CASE tools

to minimise the manual effort required for the creation of secure business

process designs.

• The ability to extract a number of similar but slightly different business

process models from the same hybrid reference model. The variation in

the final process model originates from the alternatives in terms of security

implementing technologies, which the stakeholders can select from the hy-

brid reference process model, assisted by the decision support framework.

The hybrid reference process model has the ability to maintain informa-

tion regarding all the different alternatives and therefore, can be re-used to

produce a new business process design if the stakeholders’ decision criteria

or the context in which the system operates is altered. Thus, the frame-

work offers a flexible and adaptable approach via the re-use of the hybrid

reference model artefact.

• The security verification capabilities provided by the introduction of process

element attributes and security verification algorithms. Such security veri-

fication capabilities provide a structured way of verifying the compliance of

the produced business process model to the security requirements initially

elicited by Secure Tropos goal models and the identification of the type and

location of security violations within the control flow of the process model.

5.3 Future Research Directions

The development and evaluation of a framework for the creation of secure business

process designs, undertaken through this research project, also revealed directions
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for future research attempts. More specifically, even though this work focused

on security, the extension of the developed framework to support aspects related

to other security-adjacent concepts, such as privacy and trust, can be explored

in future work. Privacy and trust are often treated as another type of security

requirement during the design of information system that support the execution

of business processes. Nevertheless, research in the area of privacy and trust

requirements engineering reveals that there are multiple, discrete aspects worth of

analysis in such areas of research. Some preliminary efforts to incorporate privacy

concerns into the developed framework have already been undertaken during this

research project, as a set of privacy process patterns have been developed in [36]

and [39]. Nevertheless, potential conflicts between privacy and security require

further consideration, which even though is outside the scope of this research

project, is worth considering in future research efforts in the area.

Another direction for future work is the connection of the output of this work

to service level compositions that can support the execution of the produced busi-

ness process designs. Since the scope of this work was focused at the design level,

such aspects have not been considered during this research project. Nevertheless,

the output of the application of our framework can assist in the identification of

implementation level artefacts to support the process execution, since the pro-

duced process designs can capture a detailed description of their functional and

security related aspects. Steps towards that direction have already been un-

dertaken in [37] and [38] were the developed framework has provided input for

implementation-level efforts in the development of software product lines and

secure cloud service compositions.

Simultaneously to the development of the framework, a computer-aided soft-

ware engineering (CASE) tool was also extended to support and automate the

creation and transition between the different models of the proposed framework.

The CASE tool is able to provide users with a graphical environment in which

they can create goal models using the Secure Tropos modelling language and au-

tomatically transform them into hybrid reference process models. Other existing

tools were also identified to support other framework functionalities, as discussed

in Section 3.7. The CGM tool is used for the application of the Decision Support

component, while a variety of business process modelling tools can be used for

the application of the Business Process Modelling component. Nevertheless, since

the development of deployable software tools was outside the scope of the current

research project, future work can extend the coverage of software tools for the

developed framework. More specifically, the transition between the different tools
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can be automated by forwarding the output of one tool to be used as input for

the next. Finally, the security verification attributes and algorithms, introduced

by the Security Verification component of the framework, can be implemented

to a new or existing business process modelling tool which could allow users to

instantiate the relevant attributes of different components of a process model and

automatically execute the verification algorithms to identify potential security

violations.
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Appendix

Draft Case Study Outputs of Goal Modelling Component Application

Figure 5.1: First draft of SPA system goal model
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Figure 5.2: Second draft of SPA system goal model
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Figure 5.3: Third draft of SPA system goal model
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Figure 5.4: First draft of SPA system security attacks view for T1

Figure 5.5: First draft of SPA system security attacks view for T2
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Figure 5.6: First draft of SPA system security attacks view for T3
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Case Study Outputs of Model Transformation Component Application

Figure 5.7: First draft of SPA system hybrid reference process model
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Case Study Outputs of Business Process Modelling Component Appli-

cation

Figure 5.8: First draft of SPA system business process model
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Figure 5.9: Second draft of SPA system business process model
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